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ABSTRACT 

NUCLEATION AND GROWTH STUDIES OF CRYSTALLINE CARBON PHASES 

AT NANOSCALE 

Radhika C. Mani 

August 6,2004 

Understanding the nucleation and early stage growth of crystals from the vapor 

phase is important for realizing large-area single-crystal quality films, controlled 

synthesis of nanocrystals, and the possible discovery of new phases of materials. Carbon 

provides the most interesting system because all its known crystalline phases (diamond, 

graphite and carbon nanotubes) are technologically important materials. Hence, this 

dissertation is focused on studying the nucleation and growth of carbon phases 

synthesized from the vapor phase. 

Nucleation experiments were performed in a microwave plasma chemical vapor 

deposition (CVD) reactor, and the resulting carbon nanocrystals were analyzed primarily 

using electron nanodiffraction and Raman spectroscopy. These studies led to the 

discovery of two new crystalline phases of Sp3 carbon other than diamond: face-centered 

and body-centered cubic carbon. Nanodiffraction results revealed possible hydrogen 

substitution into diamond-cubic lattices, indicating that these new phases probably act as 

intermediates in diamond nucleation. Nucleation experiments also led to the discovery of 

two new morphologies for Sp2 carbon: nanocrystals of graphite and tapered, hollow I-D 

structures termed here as "carbon nanopipettes". 

v 



A Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) algorithm was developed to simulate the growth 

of individual diamond crystals from the vapor phase, starting with small clusters of 

carbon atoms (or seeds). Specifically, KMC simulations were used to distinguish the 

kinetic rules that give rise to a star-shaped decahedral morphology compared to 

decahedral crystals. KMC simulations revealed that slow adsorption on the {Ill} step

propagation sites compared to kink sites leads to star-decahedral crystals, and higher 

adsorption leads to decahedral crystals. 

Since the surfaces of the nanocrystals of graphite and nanopipettes were expected 

to be composed primarily of edge-plane sites, the electrochemical behavior of both these 

materials were investigated with compounds requiring chemisorption, specifically 

biologically important species. Both these materials exhibited a stable and reversible 

voltammetric behavior for dopamine (a neurotransmitter) similar to that of graphite edge 

planes. Furthermore, a simple bottom-up concept utilizing the tapered morphology of the 

nanopipettes was developed to assemble a nanoarray sensor for fast cyclic voltammetry. 

In summary, the main outcomes of this dissertation include: the discovery of new 

crystalline carbon phases, understanding kinetic faceting of multiply twinned diamond 

crystals and tapered morphologies of carbon nanotubes, and development of new 

electrode materials based on Sp2 carbon nanocrystals for sensing biologically important 

analytes. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Till the mid-1980s, only two primary phases of carbon were known to exist, 

diamond and graphite. The discovery of fullerenes (C60 and C70) in 1985 [1] initiated 

the research efforts on carbon nanotubes and their varied morphological manifestations. 

The phase diagram for carbon adapted from references 2 and 3 is shown in Figure 

1.1. This figure indicates the thermodynamically stable regimes for the existence of 

diamond, graphite and liquid carbon. Once a carbon phase is formed, the atoms are 

locked into the given phase configuration, and a large activation energy is required to 

convert it to another thermodynamically stable phase. Thus, a number of carbon 

polymorphs can typically exist in metastable states well into a region (of temperature and 

pressure) where a different carbon solid phase is thermodynamically stable. One of the 

best examples is diamond, which at room temperature and pressure is thermodynamically 

unstable with respect to graphite by 2.9 kJ/g. At the same time, the transformation of 

diamond to graphite is kinetically unfavorable. Similarly, the possibility of discovering 

new/metastable phases of carbon and studying their unique properties and applications 

will continue to instigate scientific curiosity. 

Carbon exists in two preferred hybridization states for the known crystalline 

phases: planar Sp2 found in graphite and tetrahedral Sp3 found in diamond. Diamond's 

gemological importance dates back to the early history of mankind. However its 
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exceptional mechanical, thermal and semiconducting properties were realized much later. 

These superior properties of diamond can be harnessed into engineering applications only 

when diamond can be made in various forms such as powders/abrasives, thin and thick 

polycrystalline films, and large area single-crystals or single-crystal quality films. 
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Figure 1.1 Carbon phase diagram, adapted from ref. 2, 3. Line A-B-C indicates the path 

along which graphite, when compressed along the c-axis at room temperature, acquires 

properties consistent with diamond-like polytypes. 
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The first man made diamond was synthesized under thermodynamically stable 

conditions, i.e. high-pressure high-temperature (HPHT) conversion of graphite to 

diamond (refer to Figure 1.1) [4,5]. Due to the harsh process conditions, the HPHT 

process is not practiced for many applications, except for abrasives. In the 1960s, 

contrary to thermodynamic predictions, a breakthrough was made in the synthesis of. 

diamond by low pressure chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [6, 7, 8]. CVD is now used 

routinely for growing polycrystalline diamond films. To realize the theoretically 

predicted properties of diamond, textured-films of diamond are required, which can be 

achieved only by growing thick films (> 1 00 flm) [9]. This requires high nucleation 

densities followed by high growth rates. N anocrystalline diamond films, a recent 

development largely used for micro electromechanical systems, also require increased 

nucleation densities [10,11]. Thus, increased nucleation and growth rates are key aspects 

for growing thin/thick films of diamond from the vapor phase. 

Heteroepitaxy onto single-crystal non-diamond substrates could possibly produce 

single crystal quality thin films of diamond. However, due to the lattice mismatch with 

many available single crystal substrates, heteroepitaxy is quite challenging as it leads to 

discontinuous and defective layers. Some of the substrates that have shown limited 

success with obtaining few layers of diamond on limited areas are silicon, silicon carbide, 

nickel, cubic boron nitride and iridium [12]. Iridium is the best-known substrate giving 

the lowest angle spread of diamond-crystal orientation [13]. The limitation, however, is 

that free-standing single-crystal iridium wafers are not yet available. Hence, the 

availability of the most suitable substrates with minimum lattice mismatch for the 

heteroepitaxial growth of diamond wafers still remains a challenge. 
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Recently, Apollo Diamond Inc. patented a technique for synthesizing gem-quality 

diamond (several mm in size) homoepitaxially on pre-existing diamond crystals (possibly 

natural diamond or HPHT diamond) [14, 15]. Defect control during homoepitaxy is very 

important. Therefore, the technique patented by Apollo uses stress relaxation of the 

lattice by alternating boron-doped with undoped layers, thus controlling the defects in the 

homoepitaxially grown diamond layers. However, the lack of large area single-crystal 

diamond substrates makes it difficult to produce diamond wafers by homoepitaxy. 

Through all these attempts at diamond synthesis, it was clear that the growth of 

defect free single-crystals and thin films from vapor phase requires a clear understanding 

of nucleation and growth mechanisms of individual crystals. Although there have been 

several hypotheses in literature, there is no experimental evidence on the structure of 

diamond nuclei. In addition, a number of reports claimed the existence of new phases of 

carbon at the nanoscale synthesized under diamond growing conditions by CVD and 

HPHT, called n-diamond and i-carbon [16-28]. Their structural analysis suggested 

hybridization states different from Sp2 or Sp3 carbon, making it difficult to understand 

their crystallographic structure. 

Similarly, nanocrystalline morphologies of graphite are known to be more 

diverse. A number of forms of graphite still seem to be unexplored, due to the lack of 

systematic growth studies. Graphite is an anisotropic material with highly reactive edge 

planes and inert basal planes. Fullerenes and carbon nanotubes are nanocrystals obtained 

by simply rolling up graphene sheets. It is not clear yet whether graphite crystals at the 

nanoscale can still retain their bulk structure. The minimum size above which these 

nanocrystals of graphite would tend to transform into other phases in the presence of 
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hydrogen is also unknown. If nanocrystalline graphite existed, it would have a very high 

electronic density of states due to the large fraction of edge planes and could have 

interesting applications [29]. 

Thus, the knowledge of the structure of carbon crystals at the nanoscale obtained 

under diamond growing conditions could yield insight into various phases for carbon and 

possibly provide clues into diamond nucleation. 

The growth of crystals at small length scales (early stages) could also provide the 

route to understand the chemistry behind the formation of diamond. For example, 

diamond deposition under typical growth conditions always results in decahedrons, star

decahedrons, dodecahedrons, and twenty-fold icosahedrons along with perfect diamond 

crystals. Morphological control of these individual crystals is important in growing 

oriented or textured polycrystalline diamond films, as well as large-size, defect-free 

diamond single crystals [30]. This can be accomplished by understanding the kinetics of 

the reactions that control the faceting of crystals at early stages. Additionally, inadequate 

knowledge of the detailed gas-surface reactions makes it necessary to use theoretical 

methods for predicting kinetics of diamond growth. Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) 

simulations provide an efficient means of simulating individual crystal growth at physical 

sizes observed in experiments and testing various assumptions on the molecular-level 

processes (gas-surface reactions). By comparing the simulated crystals to the 

experimentally grown ones, the kinetic mechanisms responsible for their morphologies 

can be determined. 

Currently, there exists no method to directly observe nucleation and growth of 

crystals from vapor phase. Thus, this dissertation is focused on understanding the 
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structures of nanocrystalline phases of carbon and the kinetic mechanisms that control 

their morphology using the following experimental and theoretical tools. 

~ Investigating the structure of carbon Clystals at the nanoscale could yield 

information on structures of metastable phases and their relationship to 

nucleation of diamond and graphite and possibly lead to the discovery of new 

phases of material. 

~ Studies on the kinetic faceting at early stages of growth to provide clear 

understanding on the growth mechanisms involved in defects and morphologies of 

micro/nanocrystals. 

This dissertation is divided into nine mam chapters. Chapter 2 provides an 

overvlew of the extensive literature on different crystalline structures and the 

morphological manifestations of diamond and graphite. Chapter 2 also elucidates several 

challenges in understanding the nucleation, crystal structure of metastable phases and 

morphological evolution of diamond and specific forms of Sp2 carbon. 

Chapter 3 provides details of the experimental techniques employed for capturing 

nanocrystals and characterization tools used to analyze their structure and morphology. 

Chapter 4 elucidates the nanodiffraction studies performed on the structures of 

cubic carbon nanocrystals synthesized by CVD. Diffraction analysis indicated a new 

body-centered cubic (bcc) phase of carbon along with some known metastable phases of 

face-centered-cubic carbon, n-diamond and i-carbon. 

Chapter 5 describes the Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations of individual 

crystal growth using various sets of detailed surface chemistry. Chapter 5 also describes 
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intenupted growth experiments for understanding morphological evolution. In addition, 

the morphologies of simulated crystals are compared with the experimentally grown ones 

to link the molecular level and process level understanding. 

Chapters 6 and 7 describe new morphological forms of Sp2 carbon in the form of 

nanocrystalline graphite and carbon nanopipettes discovered as a part of this work. 

Chapter 6 describes the morphology and structural characterization of carbon 

nanopipettes. Chapter 7 describes the electrochemical investigations using 

nanocrystalline graphite and carbon nanopipettes for sensmg biologically important 

ammes and catechols. Chapter 7 also describes the development of a nanoarray 

electroanalytical sensor based on nanopipettes. 

Chapters 8 and 9 provide conclusions and discussions on the broad impacts of the 

results on carbon based crystalline materials and point to the future scope of this work. 
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2.1 Introduction 

CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND 

In this chapter, an overvIew of the current understanding of the nucleation, 

chemistry of growth, and morphological evolution of diamond films/crystals synthesized 

from the vapor phase is presented. The morphologies of different nanocrystalline forms 

of graphite synthesized from vapor phase are also reviewed. This review intentionally 

does not include some of the extensive literature available on diamond synthesis (e.g. 

high pressure synthesis, polycrystalline films, effect of dopants, etc.) [31-34] and much of 

the carbon nanotube literature (e.g. single-walled, multi-walled nanotube synthesis) [35-

37]. The reader is referred to the suggested review articles for further information. 

2.2 Low pressure synthesis of diamond from the vapor phase 

Low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is an attractive and cost effective 

method of synthesizing diamond. Using a hydrocarbon source diluted in hydrogen with 

gas phase activation, diamond is deposited onto a pre-existing template (pre-existing 

diamond seeds or by homoepitaxy on diamond or by heteroepitaxy). The first reactor 

used for diamond CVD was a hot-filament reactor, following which microwave plasma 
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CVD systems were extensively used. Some of the pioneering work on diamond CVD 

can be found in references [7,8,38,39]. The different forms of gas phase activation that 

are commonly used now are thermal methods (hot filament), electric discharge (DC, RF 

or microwave) or combustion flame (oxyacetylene torch). For more details on reactor 

systems, the reader may also refer to several excellent review articles on diamond CVD 

and the references therein [31, 32, 40-43]. 

Though different types of reactors based on different gas phase activations are 

available, the typical conditions used for diamond synthesis are 1-2% of methane in 

hydrogen and substrate temperatures of around 700°C. Irrespective of the activation 

method, for the range of feed gas compositions that can be used, there exists only a 

narrow window where diamond deposition occurs. Bachman et al. devised an empirical 

ternary diagram based on feed gas compositions to aid the selection of process conditions 

that would result in diamond deposition [44]. To further the use of this diagram, a C-H-O 

ternary diagram was developed to predict diamond deposition based on the concentration 

of radical species in the gas phase [45,46]. However, these diagrams are not useful in 

understanding the nucleation on the substrate from the vapor phase. Since diamond is a 

metastable phase and nucleates from the gas phase heterogeneously, the classical 

nucleation theory for predicting the critical nuclei diameter based on carbon 

supersaturation is not really applicable [47]. Thus, over the years, several researchers 

have hypothesized structures and kinetic pathways that lead to nucleation. 

As early as 1983, Matsumoto and Matsui [48] suggested that hydrocarbon cage 

molecules such as adamantane, tetracyclodecane and hexacyclopentadecane could be the 

gas phase molecular precursor for the nucleation of diamond. Adamantane (C IOHI6) (See 
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Figure 2.1) represents the smallest combination of carbon atoms with a perfect diamond 

structure. The latter two are twinned diamond embryos that were proposed as precursors 

to fivefold twinned diamond crystals. However, thermodynamic arguments suggested 

that cage compounds such as adamantane would be highly unstable in diamond growth 

environments, where the temperature can exceed 1000 °c [49]. Later, fully hydrogenated 

ring compounds like bicyclodecane were argued as more plausible precursors due to their 

abundance in diamond growing environments and their kinetically preferred sites for 

adatom addition [50]. This idea also had similar thermodynamic and kinetic limitations. 

(b) 
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Figure 2.1 Structures of proposed precursors for homogenous nucleation of diamond in 

the gas phase: (a) adamantane, (b) tetracyclodecane, (c) hexacyc1opentadecane, (d) cis 

boat-boat bicyclodecane, and (e) trans boat-boat bicyclodecane [48]. 
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The role of hydrogen in the stability of diamond nanocrystals was shown by 

Badziag et al. by comparison of the heats of formation of tetrahedral clusters (diamond) 

terminated with hydrogen and hexagonal (graphitic) clusters [51]. Angus et al. [52] 

suggested that hydrogenation of graphitic edges could be the likely route to form 

diamond nuclei. With this hypothesis, the presence of parallel stacking errors is required 

for faster growth in the early stages to form stable nuclei. This early stage growth would 

lead to diamond nuclei with predominantly hexagonal structure (see Figure 2.2). 

A; 

B' 

e 

B 

A 

C' 

Figure 2.2 Ball and stick model illustrating a mechanism for nucleation of hexagonal 

diamond by parallel stacking errors resulting from hydrogenation of graphite edge planes. 

(Courtesy ref. [52]). 

Recently, a few attempts were made to study the size and structure of the smallest 

diamond nanocrystal [53]. Studies using heteroexpitaxy on Si substrates revealed that the 

smallest heteroepitaxial nuclei (~ 2 nm) were defect-free. This is not surprising, as one 

would not expect any defects arising from lattice mismatch during epitaxy at such small 

sizes. Attempts to study diamond crystals grown non-epitaxially were not successful, as 
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they were limited to large sizes (-I~m) and so did not provide enough insight into the 

nuclei structure [54]. 

Another mechanism was proposed for bias-enhanced nucleation of diamond on 

silicon substrates [55]. This mechanism, supported by molecular dynamics simulations, 

involved formation of an amorphous-C:H phase in subsurface layers of the substrate 

(silicon). This study primarily suggested that diamond nucleation occurred within the 

bulk of amorphous carbon layers (see Figure 2.3). Thus, there is a need for direct 

determination of diamond nucleation occurring from the vapor phase. 

Figure 2.3 Model of an amorphous carbon cluster (with C atoms (gray) and H atoms 

(white)) derived using density functional theory, with a diamond cell at the center 

(courtesy Ref. 55). 

All of the suggested models to date lack experimental evidence for the 

confirmation of structures of the nuclei or smallest nanocrystals formed during synthesis. 

This is because it is difficult to capture a considerable number of nuclei at sizes lesser 

than a few nm' and study their individual structures. Thus, an experimental procedure for 
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capturing a large density of diamond nuclei is proposed in this work. for studying their 

structures using a special technique of electron nanod(tJraction in a transmission 

electron microscope (TEM). 

2.3 Other polymorphs and unusual phases of crystalline carbon 

Several polymorphs of carbon are known to exist in metastable forms. 

Lonsdaleite (or hexagonal diamond) is one of the well-known metastable forms, which 

has Sp3 bonding similar to diamond but with a different layering sequence [56]. When 

visualized in the [111] direction, lonsdaleite has an ABAB stacking, unlike diamond that 

has an ABCABC stacking (see Figure 2.2). The lattice parameters of lonsdaleite are a = 

0.252 nm and c = 0.512 nm compared with diamond which has a = 0.356 nm. Several 

researchers reported experimental evidence for lonsdaleite during the synthesis of 

diamond [50, 57]. This phase was also linked to nucleation of diamond from graphitic 

precursors [52]. Similarly, at high temperatures and pressures, several other polymorphs 

of carbon such as carbynes, chaoite and carbon VI may also be produced [16]. 

Other than the above polymorphs, two new phases of carbon, which have cubic 

crystal structures different from diamond, were reported by several researchers. i-carbon 

had a crystal structure similar to diamond, but with a lattice parameter significantly 

different, and showed the (200) and (222) reflections (spots) in the electron diffraction 

patterns in one report [17] and (110) and (211) reflections in another [18]. These 

reflections are forbidden for the usual cubic diamond phase. i-carbon was synthesized by 

decomposition of hydrocarbon gases in a radio-frequency plasma and using the ion-beam 

technique [17, 18]. The lattice parameters reported for i-carbon phase were 0.425-0.445 
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nm. The second new phase, called "n-diamond", had a lattice parameter same as 

diamond (3.56 A), but the diffraction pattern had the (002), (222), (420) reflections that 

are normally forbidden for diamond. Thus, the n-diamond and i-carbon were both fcc 

cubic phases. n-diamond was initially synthesized by rapid-cooling of graphite sheets 

shock-compressed to very high temperatures and pressures [19, 20]. Later, the n

diamond phase was observed in several other techniques: homogenous nucleation of 

diamond directly from the gas phase [50], synthesis of diamond from silicon carbide [21], 

Ru-doped nanostructured carbon films [22], carbon ion-implantation into quartz [23], and 

hydrogen-plasma etching of CVD grown diamond films [24, 25]. Incidentally, in all 

these methods, perfect diamond-cubic nanocrystals were also found along with n

diamond nanocrystals. In all of the above methods, the lattice parameter for n-diamond 

was consistently close to that of diamond (0.356 nm), and the intensity of the forbidden 

(002) reflection was quite significant in comparison to the (111) reflection. However, a 

few reports presented evidence for diffraction patterns similar to n-diamond, but with 

larger lattice parameters. These reports claimed n-diamond crystals with lattice 

parameters 0.545 nm were synthesized from soot [26] and graphite [27, 28] under high 

temperature and pressures, respectively. 

Initial theoretical analysis based on local density approximation [24] suggested 

that, for fcc carbon structure, the cell dimensions for maximum stability should be about 

0.356 nm as observed experimentally in the different reports. But later, more complete 

calculations [58] suggested that the most stable cell dimension would be 0.308 nm. 

Murrieta et al. [59] found that the total energy shows a minimum for isotropic 

deformation at a = 0.308 nm, but the total energy exhibits a maximum for tetragonal and 
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trigonal deformations. They concluded that the fcc structure is not a true metastable 

phase, but may possibly be stabilized by influence of a substrate or by impurities. This 

substratelimpurity stabilization may increase the lattice parameter to 0.356 nm, as was 

commonly observed experimentally. 

Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) was carried out on the n-diamond 

samples to confirm the absence of any chemical contamination [24]. In fact, EELS for n

diamond showed a characteristic edge offset distinguishing it from regular diamond, 

amorphous carbon, and graphite. Transmission electron microscope (TEM) - Energy 

dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analysis also did not indicate the presence of any 

other material within its detection limits [28]. 

In all the studies discussed above, the n-diamond and i-carbon phases were 

reported for crystal sizes lesser than 100 nm, irrespective of the methods used for 

synthesis. This may suggest that these new phases may be intermediate forms towards 

the formation of diamond. In addition, based on theoretical calculations, these phases 

were also shown to have properties different from bulk diamond. F or instance, 

hexagonal diamond has a higher bulk modulus compared to diamond [60] and hence 

could surpass diamond in hardness, and n-diamond could be metallic in character, 

compared to diamond which is electrically insulating [24]. However, the structure of 

carbon in the fcc crystalline form is not yet known. 

A thorough investigation is necessary to understand the structure and occurrence 

of these new phases of carbon. The outcomes of these investigations could provide an 

insight into the intermediate phases involved in diamond nucleation or could lead to 

possible discovery of new metastable phases. Thus, a detailed study of the structures of 
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nanosized diamond crystals is proposed using electron nanodiffraction and some 

theoretical tools for corresponding analysis. 

2.4 Chemistry of diamond growth from the vapor phase 

There are several complex chemical and physical processes that occur during 

diamond CVD. Gas phase activation (e.g. a hot filament or microwaves) is used to create 

reactive fragments from the reactant gases (hydrogen and hydrocarbons) in addition to 

providing heat. These reactive fragments undergo gas phase recombination by collisions, 

and ultimately strike the surface, where they adsorb and react, or may aid in desorbing 

existing surface species. The ultimate result of these processes is diamond growth. 

Diamond growth is dependent on the gas phase reactants, temperature, pressure, type of 

gas phase activation as well as the reactor. 

There were several suggestions for the diamond growth species at the gas-solid 

interface, including C, CH, C2, C2H, CH3, C2H2, CH3+, etc [32,41,43]. Such studies have 

involved theoretical as well as experimental confirmations. 

One of the earliest reports [61] on diamond growth chemistry used quantum 

mechanics to determine the unique reaction route that leads to diamond growth. Using 

CH3 + ionic species, the mechanism proposed was that methyl groups first cover the {Ill} 

plane of diamond surface, possibly by hydrogen abstraction. Then three neighboring 

methyl groups are bound spontaneously in one step by a single methyl cation. This forms 

a stable step on the diamond {Ill} surface (See Figure 2.4). The epitaxial growth of the 

{ Ill} occurs when the same chain of reactions repeats. 
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Figure 2.4 Ball and stick model illustrating the mechanism of three-methyl ion step 

nucleation on diamond {Ill} [61]. 

The possibility of this mechanism was discounted on the basis that stearic 

repulsions can exist between the three hydrogen atoms of methyl radicals, due to which 

the methyl adatoms can be easily desorbed from the surface [62]. Also, the fact that 

diamond growth could occur in environments with no charged species (like a hot filament 

reactor) discounted the possibility of ionic species being responsible for diamond growth. 

Using just methyl radicals for simulating diamond growth, the predicted growth 

rate could not account for the experimentally observed growth rate on diamond {Ill} 

[63]. Using semi-empirical quantum mechanical simulations, a mechanism involving H 

abstraction and acetylene addition was proposed for propagation of diamond growth 

epitaxially [63, 64]. The adsorbed acetylene is attached to the diamond surface by a 

single C-C bond. To form a stable step (or hexagonal ring of Sp3 carbon), the addition of 

a second C2H2 is necessary [65]. However, desorption of C2H2 occurs quickly from the 

surface compared to CH3. Hence an alternative mechanism would be adsorption of two 

acetylene molecules with both forming two bonds to the surface after adsorption [66]. A 
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similar conclusion was derived by molecular dynamics simulations [67] using potential

energy function developed by Brenner et al. [68]. The adsorption of different 

hydrocarbon species including H on diamond {Ill} was studied using ab initio 

molecular orbital theory [62, 69]. In the decreasing order of adsorption to the surface, 

this theory predicted C2H > H ;:::: CH2 > CH3 > C2H2. Although C2H binds very strongly 

to {Ill}, its production in the gas phase requires more energy than CH3, hence it is not 

probably the most important species for diamond growth [70]. 

On diamond { lOa} also, there is a continuing debate pertaining to growth 

mechanism. Harris et al. [71] proposed a growth model involving only neutral CH3 and 

hydrogen atoms using a nine-carbon model compound, and the predicted growth rate on 

the {lOa} surface agreed well with the experimental values. However, the steric 

repulsion between the H-H sites on the surface covered with -CH2 was not taken into 

account. In order to reduce this steric repulsion, the {lOa} surface normally reconstructs. 

So, surface reconstruction could play an important role on diamond {lOa} when the 

surface temperature of diamond exceeds 1300 K, converting a di-hydrogenated surface to 

a mono-hydrogenated one [72]. Using the potential-energy functions derived by Brenner 

et al. [68], Garrison et al. explained the mechanism of dimer opening on the {lOa} 

surface using -CH2 species (obtained from CH3 species of the gas phase) [73]. Another 

important result using MD simulations for hydrocarbon adsorption on (100) diamond was 

the realization that binding to radical sites is determined to a great extent by local 

energetics of the sites (i.e. neighbor interactions) [74]. This high site-specificity is due to 

the strong covalent bonding in diamond. 
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Experimentally, some attempts to determine the growth species used gas phase 

diagnostic tools such as in situ infrared absorption spectroscopy [75], mass spectrometry 

[76, 77-82] and high-resolution energy electron energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS) [83-

86]. These studies have mainly indicated measurable concentrations of CH3, CH4, C2H2, 

and C2H4 in the gas phase. Among these CH3 and C2H2 are active gas phase species 

participating in the CVD. Gas phase reactions have indicated that C2H2-CH3 

conversion or the reverse reactions are also important [87]. In a microwave plasma 

reactor, mass spectroscopy studies indicated that the gas phase composition is 

independent of the inlet gas composition (CH4 vs. C2H2), and hence the film growth 

depends only on the kinetics of surface reactions, which is determined by substrate 

temperature [80]. Similar effect was seen in a hot filament reactor, but only close to the 

substrate surface and at 2% or less hydrocarbon/hydrogen ratios [79]. 

Although a general consensus was still not achieved as to which speCIes IS 

responsible for diamond growth, it was somewhat agreed that CH3 and/or C2H2 could 

play such a role. Thus, the general picture of diamond CVD is that the growing surface is 

normally saturated with hydrogen. Atomic hydrogen H abstracts a surface H to form H2, 

leaving the surface with a reactive surface site. This surface site may regain its H atom or 

may now adsorb a gas phase hydrocarbon radical (CH3 or C2H2). Thus diamond growth 

occurs by a step nucleation and propagation in a layer-by-Iayer method. On a 

macroscopic scale, the way the diamond layers add to the growing crystal depending 

upon the surface sites, determines the final faceting of individual crystals, and texturing 

in polycrystalline films. Obviously, the role of defect formation during growth would 

drastically affect the morphology of crystals and also the growth kinetics. 
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2.5 Morphology of diamond crystals 

Diamond crystal growth is direction dependent because of strong covalent 

bonding. Local bonding and the geometry of the surface sites play important roles in the 

growth kinetics and lead to different crystal morphologies. Wulffs theorem [88] states 

that each facet of a crystal is described by its free surface energy and the crystal shape 

results from minimizing this surface energy for a certain volume. Hence, only the 

surfaces with the lowest energy will be visible, while the ones with higher energies will 

shrink or disappear. However, this model is valid only for crystals grown under thermal 

equilibrium, and hence the resulting shape predicted is the equilibrium shape of the 

crystal. The conditions during the growth of diamond by CVD are far away from thermal 

equilibrium and hence the crystal shape is determined by growth kinetics and not 

necessarily by minimization of surface energy. For diamond crystals, a modified 

velocity-dependent Wulff construction is used to determine the equilibrium shape, where 

the driving force is not the equilibrium surface energy, but the growth velocity of each 

facet as determined by the kinetics. Thus, the fundamental factor that determines crystal 

morphology is the competition of growth velocities in different crystallographic 

directions [89]. 

The texture and growth morphologies of untwinned diamond crystals (crystals 

without stacking faults) were explained usmg the growth velocity ratio 

(a= -fj.VIOO/VllI ) [30,91,92]. [Note: the.J3 factor comes in due to the ratio ofd-

spacing between {I OO} and {Ill} in diamond]. If a is close to 3, the preferential 

growth occurs along [100] direction leading to an octahedral crystal bounded by {Ill} 

facets only and if a is close to 1, cubic faceting occurs (crystal bounded by {100} facets) 
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(Figure 2.5). The relationship between growth parameters (methane/hydrogen ratio, 

temperature of the substrate) and a was used in the form of maps for obtaining untwinned 

diamond crystals in a microwave CVD system [90, 92] as well as a hot-filament reactor 

[93]. 
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Figure 2.5 Illustrations of different untwinned crystal shapes resulting from the change in 

a-parameter from a=1 (cubic), to a=3 (octahedral) (Courtesy Ref [94]). 

In general for diamond, triangular shaped facets are {Ill} planes, while square 

shaped facets are {I OO} planes. {11O} facets are not that well defined. Hence, as 

indicated in Figure 2.5, a cube is surrounded by square {IOO} planes, while an octahedral 

is surrounded by triangular {Ill} planes. The shapes intermediate between these two 

extremes have a combination of these two primary planes. 

2.6 Role of defects in the morphology of diamond crystals 

Studies on early stages of growth help in understanding the origin of defects 

during growth and their effect on morphology. Defects and morphology control are 

important in growing large single crystals, and single-crystal quality films with controlled 

texturing. 
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Defects are believed to originate via a hexagonal step nucleation on {Ill} surface 

during diamond crystal growth [95]. Carbon atoms in diamond can attach either in the 

staggered or eclipsed form. These stacking differ in the angle at which the subsequent 

atom bonds (See Figure 2.6). The eclipsed conformation leads to hexagonal step-

nucleation and hence stacking faults in diamond. A perfectly staggered stacking leads to 

a defect-free untwined crystal, while two and three stacking errors on different {Ill} 

planes give rise to five-fold decahedral and rounded icosahedral twinned diamond 

crystals [96, 97]. 

.". : , / ... 
Hexagonal • 

(c) 

Figure 2.6 Model of two types of stacking of Sp3 carbon atoms: (a) staggered-stacking 

and (b) eclipsed-stacking. These two types of stacking result in cubic and hexagonal-step 

nucleation of diamond respectively on {Ill} as illustrated in (c). 

Twinning and enhanced growth at twin reentrant comers were recognized as 

important factors affecting the morphology of CVD diamond films [95, 96]. Scanning 
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electron microscope (SEM) images of typical morphologies of twinned diamond crystals 

are shown in Figure 2.7. A decahedral crystal (Figure 2.7a) is characterized by one five

fold twin center, and by ten (five above and five below) {Ill} facets. A do-decahedral 

crystal (Figure 2. 7b) is similar to a decahedral crystal, but has five additional {I OO} 

facets. A star-decahedral crystal (Figure 2.7c) is also completely bounded by {Ill} 

facets and is similar to a decahedral crystal, except that it has additional {Ill} facets 

across the twin boundaries, giving it an overall star-shape. It also has a characteristic 

dimple at the five-fold axis. A star-dodecahedron is similar to a star-decahedron, except 

that it has five {lOa} facets as well (Figure 2.7d). An icosahedral crystal (Figure 2.7e) 

has twenty {Ill} facets and twelve five-fold centers. A dimpled icosahedron has 

dimples on all the five-fold centers (Figure 2.7f). Apart from these basic features, 

multiply twinned crystals can also have some grooves along twin planes. 
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Figure 2.7 SEM images of different morphologies of multiply twinned diamond crystals: 

(a) decahedron (courtesy ref. 98), (b) dodecahedron, (c) star-decahedron, (d) star

dodecahedron, (e) icosahedron, and (t) dimpled icosahedron 

A lot of information can be gathered about crystal growth by just observing the 

change in morphology of these twinned or untwinned crystals with change in growth 
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conditions or with subsequent growth. For instance, perfect decahedral crystals are seen 

quite rarely in a microwave CVD grown crystals. Hence, the perfect decahedron shown 

in Figure 2.7a is taken from reference 98 that was grown in a hot-filament reactor. The 

different five-fold crystals shown in Figure 2.7a-d are inter-convertible by changing the 

growth conditions, and so is the case with icosahedrons and dimpled-icosahedrons. 

F or twinned crystals, an attempt was made to correlate the occurrence of features 

such as dimples, grooves, and additional faceting based on the (1- values measured for 

untwinned crystals at the same growth conditions [94]. This analysis predicted that at 

a=1.5, a five-fold crystal takes the form ofa dodecahedron (Figure 2.7b), while a twenty

fold crystal takes the form of a perfect icosahedron (Figure 2. 7e). When a increases from 

1.5 to 3, this five-fold crystal changes to star-dodecahedron (Figure 2.7d) and finally to a 

star-decahedron (Figure 2.7c), developing additional {Ill} facets, and dimples. An 

icosahedron changes to a dimpled icosahedron (Figure 2.7f) for the same changes of a. 

With decrease in a from 1.5 to 1, both the twinned particles develop additional grooves 

along the twin planes. This study did not indicate the a-factor for a perfect decahedron. 

Star-decahedral five-fold crystals are found in other crystal systems as well, such 

as face centered cubic system such as gold [99, 100], silver [101] and copper [102] as 

well as hexagonal system such as boron nitride [100]. In a star-decahedral crystal, 

intuitively there should be a high probability of growth at the twin boundaries, where the 

two additional {Ill} facets meet. Hence this star-decahedron should tend to close up 

during growth giving rise to a decahedron. In addition, based on the definition, the a

factor for either star- or perfect decahedrons should be the same because both are bound 
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by {Ill} facets. However, the conditions for the occurrences of decahedron and star

decahedron morphology seem to be different. 

The kinetic pathway for the formation of a star decahedral morphology compared 

to decahedral morphology is not known. This allows for a unique opportunity to 

determine the molecular level processes that are responsible for these morphologies. To 

bridge the gap between the macroscopic parameters (a-factor) and microscopic events 

(growth mechanisms) on the surface, simulations at physically significant sizes of 

detailed chemical kinetics need to be performed. 

2.7 Simulations for kinetic modeling oflarge-scale crystal growth 

Kinetic modeling used for gas-surface reactions are described In terms of 

elementary reactions of surface speCIes. Specific reaction rate constants for these 

reactions are obtained by fitting a model to experiments, or theoretically evaluating them, 

or by analogy to similar gaseous reactions. The difficulties lie in knowing the actual 

kinetic mechanism and the corresponding rate constant for various gas-surface reactions. 

There are several approaches attempted to solve this problem. Some of these included 

quantum mechanical simulations, molecular dynamics (MD), transition state theory for 

determining rates, and Monte Carlo simulations. MD simulations cannot be used to 

describe the macroscopic properties of the system that evolve over longer periods of time 

and larger size domains due to the limited time step size (~1O-J5 s) and the simulation cell 

size constraints (~(1 00 A)3). Thus, MD simulations carried out for diamond were 

restricted to small simulations e.g. determining the growth species (described in section 

2.4). These difficulties on the other hand are easily overcome by MC simulations. 
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However, MC simulations predict steady state properties and structures at the expense of 

the microscopic details of the time-dependent dynamics. 

An important parameter is the rate constant of gas-surface reactions, which can be 

determined analogous to hydrocarbon gas-phase reactions. However, this involves an 

assumption that the same kinetics applies to gas-surface reactions. Molecular mechanics 

force fields and energy minimization programs using semi-empirical potentials derived 

by Brenner et al [68] have also been used to estimate the values of these gas-surface rate 

constants. 

Time dependent Monte Carlo simulations were used to determine the steady state 

distribution and density of C radicals on the diamond {001} (2xl):H surface [103] and 

the diamond {Ill} surface [104,105]. The reaction rates and probabilities of each 

individual event was either explicitly calculated via molecular dynamics or taken from 

experiments. However, due to the complexity of the simulations, the cell sizes used in 

these simulations were small, or the growth rate achievable was very small. 

Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations to explain diamond film growth in [100], 

[111] and [110] orientations were carried out by Battaile et al [106-109]. For the first 

time, a large-scale film growth simulation was performed for { Ill}, {II O} and {I OO} 

surface with CH3 and C2H2 gas phase species using rate constants from literature for gas

phase reactions and ones calculated by transition state theories. These simulations 

tabulated a set of reactions on specific surface sites. Using a random number generator 

and the linear scale of probability of reactions, a reaction on a specific site is chosen. The 

determined growth rates from these simulations gave a reasonable match with 
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experimentally determined values. However, no significant information on the overall 

morphology of the films grown by simulations could be gathered from these simulations. 

The chemical nature of the site as well as its location on the surface, the number 

and the nature of its neighboring sites must also be considered when modeling surface 

reactions. With the KMC technique, one can postulate a set of rate constants with any 

number of reactions to account for all the species interactions with the surface. The 

validity of these postulated rate constants can be checked by comparing the final 

simulated morphology and resulting kinetics to the experimentally observed morphology 

and growth rates. A KMC technique using simple single adatom addition was used to 

explain the morphological evolution of untwinned crystals (octahedron, cubo-octahedron) 

and multiply twinned (decahedron, do-decahedron and icosahedron) diamond crystals 

[97]. However, this methodology with the chosen chemistry was not adequate to 

differentiate between a star-decahedral morphology and decahedral morphology. 

A more rigorous set of reactions are probably needed to simulate the kinetic 

faceting of multiply twinned particles such as presence of additional {111} facets giving 

rise to a star-shape, reasons for the existence of dimples and grooves, etc. Spec!jically, 

the kinetic preference of a star-decahedral morphology to a perfect decahedral 

morphology constitutes the motivation for the studies of early stages of growth. 

2.8 Morphological manifestations of Sp2 carbon crystals 

Graphite is another important allotrope of carbon widely used for a variety of 

applications e.g. lubrications, conductive surfaces, heat exchangers for good thermal 

conductivity, electrodes, fuel cells as catalysts, for seals and gaskets, just to name a few. 
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Graphite is characterized by planar Sp2 bonding, and hence has a layered stmcture. The 

nearest neighbor distance between carbon atoms in graphite is 0.144 nrn, while the 

interplanar distance is 0.33 nm. Graphite exits in a wide range of one, two and three

dimensional morphologies. Although graphitic whiskers, few hundreds of nanometers in 

dimensions, were discussed as early as 1960 [110], their atomic stmcture could not be 

understood clearly due to the lack of high resolution electron microscopy facilities. The 

discovery of fullerenes (C60 cage compounds) pioneered the research efforts on novel 

carbon nanostmctures [1]. A detailed stmctural investigation of one-dimensional carbon 

nanostmcture (carbon nanotubes) was presented by Iijima in 1991 [Ill]. This work 

pioneered efforts in understanding the rolled graphene stmcture and a wide variety of 

carbon nanostmctures were proposed since. Figure 2.8 shows the three main forms of 

graphite, bulk graphite, bucky ball (C60) and capped-single walled nanotube (SWNT). 

Several concentric SWNTs form multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNT). The 

characteristic feature of bucky balls and carbon nanotubes is that the rc-conjugated carbon 

hexagon rings with the participation of some pentagon rings form rolled-up closed 

surfaces. Thus, they have negligible edge sites present, unlike bulk graphite that has 

basal plane and edge plane sites (except when the caps of the CNTs are opened). An 

excellent review for the discovery and synthesis of Sp2 carbon nanophases can be found 

in references [35-37]. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2.8 Ball and stick model of (a) bulk-graphite with basal planes and edge planes, 

(b) C60 molecule, and ( c) single-walled carbon nanotube. 

Among other nanoparticulate (3-D) forms of graphite are carbon aerogels, 

metallofullerenes and onion-like carbon. Carbon aerogels are highly conductive 

(electrically) porous materials with high surface area formed by interconnected 

nanometer sized particles (3-30 nm) with small interstitial pores «50 nm) [112]. These 

aerogels have soot-like character. Metallofullerenes or nanocapsules are metal or metal 

carbide encapsulated carbon shells [113, 114]. Onion-like carbon shells (with hollow 

core) were synthesized by graphitizing nanocrystalline diamond particles by electron 

beams in a high resolution TEM. These structures had concentric round shells of 

graphite [115]. While, polyhedron closed-carbon shells were reported by a similar 

synthesis technique of heating nanosized diamond crystals in inert argon atmosphere 

[29]. 

The synthesis of nanocrystalline graphite was achieved by several means such as 

high energy laser-pulse [116] , mechanical milling [117], ball milling for long durations 
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[118], and thennal chemical vapor deposition (CVO) from methane/hydrogen precursors 

[119]. However, little is known about the three-dimensional structure of these graphite 

nanocrystals or the electronic structures due to their high edge-site densities. 

The presence of edges in polyhedron closed-carhon shells of graphite was 

recognized as heing important for enhancement of density of states due to the presence of 

non-handing tr-electrons [29J. If this were true, then nanosized hulk-graphite crystals 

could be imagined to have much higher edge-site density than polyhedral graphite shells. 

Similarly a myriad of structural manifestations of 1-0 carbon nanostructures were 

reported. Followed by Bacon's graphite structures [110], conical graphite whiskers were 

synthesized by heating SiC crystals [120]. Both these conical graphite structures had 

similar morphology. The structural model proposed for this morphology was the 

wrapping up of graphite sheets around the whisker axis (Figure 2.9a), producing a scroll 

structure. It may intuitively seem that the inner channels of these structures may be 

hollow, but no evidence was presented to support this argument. In addition, these 

crystals needed to be extracted from a matrix of carbon material (or SiC in the later case). 

Single-walled graphite fullerene cones were synthesized using pyrolysis of hydrocarbons 

(Figure 2.9b) [121,122]. These cones are formed due to the specific combination of 

pentagonal and hexagonal rings. Based on this model, closed cones with angles 19.2°, 

38.9°, 60°, 86.6° and 123.6° were known to occur. Carbon nanohorns [123] were 

synthesized by CO2 laser ablation of carbon without the presence of any metal catalyst. 

Horn-shaped sheaths of single-waned graphite were found bundled-up in spherical 

clusters (Figure 2.9c). There were called nanohorns. Graphite polyhedral crystals [124] 

and conical crystals [125] were discovered by fracturing the surface of glassy carbon. 
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These have graphite crystals had a well-ordered structure made up of parallel graphite 

sheets, but with closed ends (see Figure 2.9d). Graphite whiskers, with a scroll structure, 

were synthesized by high temperature treatment of milled graphite (see Figure 2.ge). 

These whiskers have carbon layers almost perpendicular to the whisker axis and grow by 

disinclination growth mechanism [126]. Another unique morphology is with graphite 

sheets parallel to the cone axis, called carbon nanotips [127] shown in Figure 2.9f. 

synthesized by CVD on biased Ti-Pt coated silicon substrates. These structures were not 

reported to have any hollow channels. 

, , , , , , , , , 

(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 2.9 Illustrations of different morphologies of one-dimensional conical carbon 

nanostructures. 
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The above-presented conical nanostructures arc In essence different 

morphological manifestations of carbon nanotube, also formed by rolled up graphite 

sheets. Conical morphologies of graphite nanostructures are interesting because they 

have a combination of micro and nanoscale properties. They are more rigid than carbon 

nanotubes, because of their thick walls and large base diameters (typically in the order of 

microns), yet have a nanoscale tip. Conical hollow morphologies that are open-ended, 

present an added advantage with possible fluid flow applications. However, all the 

conical morphologies reported above have only produced closed-ended, short and 

scattered nanostructures. This could be because there has not been any systematic study 

on the growth mechanisms that give rise to these conical structures. Little is known about 

the morphological control of these nanostructures, or growing them in the form of 

ordered arrays. There is a need for systematic growth studies to clearly define the gas

surface mechanisms that are responsible for these useful morphologies of one

dimensional structures, particularly conical carbon nanostructures. 

The attractive feature of nanomaterials is not only their applications due to 

nanoscale, but also the change in properties of materials at the nanoscale. For instance, 

bulk graphite is very soft, while carbon nanotubes have an elastic modulus much higher 

than steel (-350 times stiffer than steel). The characteristic surface sites of these conical 

structures are different from the rolled up basal planes of graphite found in nanotubes. 

The advantage of these multi-walled conical structures over nanotubes is their rigidity 

and surface activity on account of the large edge-site density (except for Figure 2.9b, c). 
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It will be desirable to be able to synthesize controlled morphologies of carbon 

nanostructures, which have the benejits of carbon nanotubes, but in addition also have 

rigidity and surface activity,jiJr some useful applications like sensing andfluidflow, 

2.9 Summary 

The technological development in the growth of single crystal and single-crystal 

quality diamond has been significant; yet, the understanding of nucleation and growth is 

limited. A number of studies on Sp2 and Spl carbon nanocrystals have suggested possible 

phases, which are not known to exist in the macroscopic scale (such as n-diamond and i

carbon). There is no information on the exact structure of these phases. Studying the 

structure of nanocrystals of diamond (few nm in size) could bring about a better 

understanding on diamond nucleation and the possible discovery of new phases of 

material. 

Oriented films of CYD diamond have been successfully synthesized, but better 

understanding is needed of the chemical kinetics that controls the morphology of 

individual diamond crystals during growth from the vapor phase. The difference in 

growth rules that govern the morphology of different forms of five-fold twinned crystals 

such as star-shaped decahedral and decahedral crystals is not yet known. Understanding 

the link between microscopic events and macroscopic features of crystal morphology is 

necessary to understand how to control and improve the quality of CVD grown diamond 

films and single crystals. 

Nanocrystalline forms of Sp2 carbon have attracted much interest - specifically for 

carbon nanotubes. There are several morphological manifestations of carbon nanotubes, 
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in the form of conical carbon nanostructures, being synthesized. Yet, there have not been 

any reports of open-ended conical carbon nanostructures. If the morphology of these 

one-dimensional graphitic structures could be controllably synthesized in the form of 

arrays, some useful applications in nanofluidics and sensing could be realized based on 

their morphologies. 
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CHAPTER 3 

EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, procedures used for studying nucleation and early stages of 

growth of carbon crystals are described: a simple procedure of capturing a large density 

of diamond and graphitic nanocrystals and interrupted growth experiments to study early 

stages of diamond crystal growth ITom vapor phase. The structural characterization of 

nanocrystalline materials is not possible with just one technique, but needs a combination 

of difTerent techniques. Thus, this work utilizes an array of characterization tools ranging 

from electron microscopy to electrochemical characterization for single nanocrystals to 

bulk materials. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) and atomic force microscopy 

(AFM) were primarily used for observing the morphology of the micro/nano crystals. 

The nanocrystals were then analyzed for their composition using Electron dispersive 

spectroscopy (EDS), and crystal structure using Transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD). Carbon phase identification was performed by 

Raman spectroscopy. Surface structures of the nanocrystals were analyzed using X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Electroanalytical techniques such as cyclic 

voltammetry (CY) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) were used to 

understand the electrochemical behavior of carbon nanocrystalline films. Each of these 

characterizations tools will also be briefly discussed. The Kinetic Monte Carlo 
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technique used to model the growth of diamond crystals is discussed in detail later in 

Chapter 5 and will not be discussed here. 

3.2 Nucleation experiments 

Nucleation experiments were carried out in a model 5010 ASTeX microwave 

plasma chemical vapor deposition (MW CVD) reactor. A sketch of the CVD reactor is 

shown in Figure 3.1 a. This reactor is equipped with a 1.5 kW microwave generator. In 

general, a plasma (ionized gas consisting of positively charged ions and negatively 

charged electrons) is generated by subjecting molecules to severe conditions such as 

intense heat. Microwave (electromagnetic radiation) is one such a source of ionizing gas 

molecules. Due to the interactions of a high-frequency electric field (2.45 GHz) in the 

form of microwaves with a low-pressure gas, a glow discharge is produced. Electronic 

transitions in excited state molecules produce radiation, which causes the plasma region 

to glow (Figure 3. 1 b). The electrons are accelerated to very high energy levels, 

corresponding to 5000 K, while heavier ions do not respond as quickly and hence remain 

at significantly lower temperatures «2000 K). Due to this non-uniformity in electron 

and ion temperatures, the plasma is non-isothermal. Collision of these electrons with gas 

molecules in the reactor causes further excitation of the molecules and production of 

neutral and ionic species. These ionic/neutral species are responsible for the growth of the 

solid material on the substrate from the gas phase. 

The MW CVD reactor used in this dissertation does not have independent 

substrate heating capability. However, the temperature can be manipulated by a 

combination of pressure in the reactor camber and the microwave power. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 3.1 Digital images of (a) SOlO ASTex Microwave plasma CVD reactor and (b) 

side-view the quartz chamber with hydrogen plasma (purple glow) above the substrate. 

A simple and effective means of capturing a high nucleation density of carbon 

nanocrystals was designed by immersing metal substrates directly into the dense zone of 

the plasma (Figure 3.2a). Platinum wires (0.0254 cm dia, 3 cm length), were used as the 
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substrates. They were scratched mechanically with diamond powder (0-2 J.lm) and then 

ultrasonicated in acetone. The platinum wires were placed into a multiple-wire graphite 

holder, which had several slots to hold platinum wires vertically (Fig. 3.2 (b), (c)). This 

holder was then placed on the substrate stage and inserted into the reactor. The reactor 

chamber was evacuated to a few millitorr base pressures using a roughing pump. 

Sufficient care was taken to minimize any oxygen leak (through air) into the reactor. 2 

sccm of methane and 200 sccm of hydrogen were introduced into the reactor, maintaining 

a pressure of 50 Torr. The plasma was obtained at 1100 W. These plasma conditions are 

typical for diamond growth conditions. 

Since the wire-substrates were directly immersed into the microwave plasma, the 

plasma position seemed to have changed slightly. Such a change in the microwave 

plasma position relative to the substrate has been observed before [82]. As soon as the 

plasma was obtained, the platinum wires tended to melt down near the tip into a ball 

shape. The melting of the platinum wire was sensitive to its length exposed in the 

plasma. Typically, it was observed that if the Pt wire length was lesser than I cm, the 

wire tip did not melt into a ball. The tip of the platinum wires glowed in the plasma. 

The temperature at the tip of the wire was measured using a single wavelength optical 

pyrometer (Raytek Model RA YMA2SCCF), and was close to the melting point of 

platinum (- 2000 K). Hence, at the end of long-term (24 hours) experiments, a large 

density of carbon nanocrystals was formed at the tip of the wire. 

Since the platinum wires were immersed into the plasma, there was a significant 

variation in temperature and plasma density along the platinum wire. Hence, this 

synthesis strategy also allowed the study of deposition of different phases of carbon 
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(carbon nanocrystals at the tip, and I-D carbon nanostructures away from the tip) along 

the length of the same platinum wire. To study the growth mechanisms of these I-D 

structures, short term experiments were also carried out (- 1 hour experiments). 

, T 
Pt wire, at the end of 

.. deposition 

Multiple Pt wires immersed 
in a plasma 

Graphite substrate stage 

(a) 

Figure 3.2 (a) A schematic of multiple platinum wire immersion into a MW plasma. 

Digital image of (b) graphite substrate stage supported by a steel flange and (c) platinum 

wires sticking out of the multiple wire-holder. 

Using the same gas phase composition and plasma conditions of 50 torr pressure, 

1100 W power and 1 % CH4/H2, but with platinum wires placed horizontally on the 

graphite substrate stage (without the multiple-wire holder), a uniform diamond film was 

obtained after several hours of growth. Typically several pieces of solid boron (few mm 

in size) were placed in the vicinity of the silicon substrate on the graphite substrate stage. 
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The growth rate achievable in this reactor for diamond at the plasma conditions described 

above is I ~m/hr. 

The synthesized carbon nanocrystals and l-D carbon nanostructures were 

analyzed using Scanning electron microscope (SEM), Energy dispersive x-ray 

spectroscopy (EDX), X-ray diffraction (XRD), Raman Spectroscopy, Transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) and X-ray photo-electron spectroscopy (XPS). 

3.3 I nterrupted growth experiments 

Interrupted growth experiments were carried out for studying the morphology 

change during early stages of diamond growth. Diamond crystals were grown on an 

unsecded Si {I OO} or {I II } substrates (I cm x I cm) using 1% CH4/H 2 plasma at 50 torr 

and 1100 W in the MW CYD reactor. A very low density of diamond crystals was 

obtained on the Si substrate by preventing the use of any nucleation enhancement 

procedures like scratching or seeding the substrate. The nucleation density was 

intentionally kept low to observe the morphological evolution of each individual crystal 

over 4-5 re-growth experiments (and hence prevent film formation). The temperature 

measured using the optical pyrometer was 700°C. 

The individual micron-sized diamond crystals were mapped on the substrate, 

using a SEM, by making a note of its position relative to the overall substrate and by 

taking several low magnification images of its neighborhood. This relatively simple 

technique was successful most of the times in tracking the same crystals on the substrate 

after consecutive experiments. The crystals were then re-grown in the reactor for very 

short durations (1-1.5 hours) at same or different conditions, to observe their change in 
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morphology with time or with growth conditions. Extreme was taken not to ruin the 

surface of the sample, as any contamination in the form of dirt could affect the re-growth 

experiments. Typically, before every re-growth, the sample surface was cleaned for 

about 30 mins using hydrogen plasma. Since the current reactor set-up lacks independent 

temperature control, only power and pressure were used to control substrate 

temperatures. Often, during re-growth experiments, secondary nucleation occurred and 

the individual crystals converged to begin polycrystalline film formation. Thus, change 

of growth conditions like temperature, pressure and methane concentration in the gas 

phase were cautiously chosen such that after re-growth, the crystals could be tracked and 

re-imaged. 

In addition to imaging crystals using SEM, AFM was also used a few times to 

measure the angles between the facets of the crystals. 

3.4 Nanomaterials characterization 

The characterization techniques, their purposes (in this work) and the length 

scales that they are useful in analyzing is presented in Table 3.1 
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Table 3.1 N anomaterials characterization techniques. 

Technique Purpose Sampling area Resolution 

SEM Morphology of crystals Immxlmm 20nm 

EDS Elemental analysis 3 x 3 /lm and Atomic wt. > 

1 /lm depth Boron 

TEM (Imaging, Phase identification, structural Grid size 5 I nm for 

Selected area characterization using diffraction mmdia imaging, few 

diffraction) pattern from a selected region nm for SAD 

TEM Structural characterization using <1 nm < 1 nm 

(Nanodiffraction) diffraction from a single crystal 

XRD Power diffraction pattern of a bulk Tens ofmm Full sample 

sample area used 

AFM Surface topography 5 /lm x 5 /lm 10 nm lateral, 1 

nm step height 

Raman Phase identification (Spl or spJ for 2 /lm x 2 /lm, 6 cm-l 

spectroscopy carbon) 1 /lm depth 

XPS Surface chemical analysis 1 cm square 0.04 eV 

area and 10 

nm depth 

Electroanalytical Differentiate between different Complete Top few layers 

technique (CV, type of carbon surface sites based immersed of electrode 

EIS) on ~Ep sample area 
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3.4.1 Electron microscopy 

The interaction of electrons with a specimen can broadly be described as two 

classes (1) elastic events, in which the electron beam passing through the sample does not 

experience any loss in energy compared to the incident beam (2) Inelastic events, which 

result in a transfer of energy to the solid specimen, leading to the generation of secondary 

electrons, Auger electrons, characteristic and continuum x-rays, long-wavelength 

electron-hole pairs, lattice vibrations (phonons), and electron oscillations (plasmons) 

[128]. Figure 3.3 clearly describes some of these interactions. 

Typically, in electron microscopes a high negative voltage (typically 200 keY in 

TEM and 2-25 keY in SEM) is applied between the electron source and a nearby earthed 

anode disc, which accelerates the electrons towards the specimen. Electron microscopes 

are generally required to operate under high vacuum to prevent the interaction of the gas 

molecules with the electron beam. 

Incident e- beam 

Inelastically 
scattered e-

Backscattered e-

.~ Cathodaluminescence : .... 
lO .. 

: .... .... 
Secondary e-

Elastically 
scattered e-

Unscattered e-

Figure 3.3 A schematic showing various processes that result from electron beam 

interactions with a specimen 
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3.4.1.1 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) and Electron dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy (EDS) 

SEM uses secondary electrons, and back scattered electrons to provide contrast 

for images of the sample. The number of secondary or back-scattered electrons varies 

with the difference in surface topography as the electron beam is swept across the 

specimen. A lEOL model 5310 with a thermionic (Tungsten filament) electron source 

was used for studying the morphology of carbon micro/nanocrystals. For the lEOL 

model used, the (practical) limit of spatial resolution was about 10-20 nm. 

The lEOL 5310 SEM is also equipped with an EDS (energy dispersive x-ray 

spectroscopy) detector. When the electron beam interacts with an atom and causes the 

ejection of an inner-shell electron, the outer-shell electrons rearrange. When the outer 

shell electrons drop down to an inner shell, the atom is excited and has excess energy. 

One way to lose this energy is by X-ray emission. This X-ray is characteristic of each 

electron transition of a specific element, and hence can be used for elemental mapping of 

the specimen. The emitted X-rays are collected by the EDS detector. 

However, the X-rays are collected from 3!lm x 3!lm area and 1 !lm depth. Also, 

the detector is able to map elements only with atomic weight greater than Boron in the 

periodic table. Due to these limitations, one may use EDS as a preliminary elemental 

analysis tool, but must confirm the conclusions using higher resolution analysis available 

in a transmission electron microscope. 

Further details on scanning electron microscopy and x-ray microanalysis can be 

found in reference [128]. 
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3.4.1.2 Transmission electron microscope 

TEM is capable of high-resolution imaging (approaching 1 A, which is at least 

two orders of magnitude higher than an SEM) and structural analysis of a specimen. 

However, this is accompanied by the demand of having high energy electron source and a 

sufficiently thin (electron transparent) sample as it involves the electrons that transmit 

through the sample. TEM was mainly used in this dissertation for carbon phase 

identification. 

TEM is generally operated in two modes, the imaging (for morphology) and 

diffraction (for structural analysis). In the fixed-beam TEM, electrons scattered by the 

irradiated sample are collected over a narrow solid angle and focused by the objective 

lens onto the image plane. The elastically scattered electrons, i.e., those which have 

changed their direction but not lost any energy on interaction with the specimen, interfere 

with the unscattered electrons to produce a phase contrast image. The inelastically 

scattered electrons, i.e., those that have changed both direction and energy after 

interaction with the specimen, generate a diffuse background image. In some TEMs, a 

special feature called energy filtered (EF) imaging is available, in which one selects 

electrons which have lost a certain amount of energy in inelastic scattering processes, and 

creates an image with those electrons only. Since the energy loss spectrum of a material 

contains a signature of all the chemical species present, an elemental map can be 

obtained. 

The carbon I-D structures synthesized were scraped on a TEM grid and analyzed 

using a lEOL 2010F TEM, which was capable ofEF-TEM. 
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Selected area diffraction (SAD), as the name suggests, is used to obtain electron 

diffraction pattern (spot pattern) from a relatively large selected region of the sample (1-

10 ).tm). Each spot in the diffraction pattern is representative of a crystallographic plane. 

Based on the symmetry of a crystal, and based on diffraction physics, only certain 

reflections (spot on the diffraction pattern) are allowed, while the rest are forbidden. 

Thus, after obtaining a SAD pattern, it is indexed to determine the exact planes each spot 

represents. The term zone axis refers to the beam direction along which the spot pattern 

is taken. SAD is a very useful technique to obtain phase information. For more 

information on this technique, the reader may consult reference [129). 

3.4.1.2.1 Nanodiffraction using an STEM 

Another modification of electron diffraction is the convergent beam electron 

diffraction (CBED) technique. In CBED, the electron beam is converged to a small area 

of less than 100 nm on the specimen. Hence, CBED is capable of giving crystallographic 

information (diffraction and precise lattice parameters) of a highly localized region of the 

specImen. 

Nanodiffraction is a further modification of CBED. A field emission gun (an 

advanced electron beam source) is necessary for this technique to obtain a high intensity 

1 nm diameter electron beam. The electron beam is converged to a diameter of less than 

1 nm (typically 0.2-0.7 nm), and hence atomic-scale information can be obtained through 

this specialized technique. This technique was pioneered by Cowley et al in 1981 [130). 

In nanodiffraction, due to the small beam size, getting an image of the specimen would 

be impossible without spreading the convergent beam. 
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In order to eliminate this deficiency, a scanning transmission electron 

microscope (STEM) is used. In STEM, an image is generated by scanning a focused 

electron beam across the sample. All the electrons scattered from the sample are 

collected by a variety of detectors placed underneath the sample. Various types of 

signals discriminated in scattering angle and/or energy loss yield different structural and 

chemical information and may be captured simultaneously in different channels in an 

STEM. Thus, by using a STEM in nanodiffraction mode, one can obtain atomic-scale 

crystallographic information from exactly the region of interest. More information on 

each of these TEM techniques may be obtained from reference [129]. 

Electron nanodiffraction patterns were recorded with electron beams of 100 keV 

energy and diameter at the specimen level of 0.7 nm, using a STEM instrument from VG 

Microscope, Ltd. (UK). For the carbon nanocrystalline films synthesized in this work, 

without destroying the dense deposit, just the surface was analyzed using STEM. Careful 

analysis was needed for performing diffraction from just the top few electron transparent 

monolayers. Analysis of the bulk of this carbon deposit was done by crushing and 

placing it on TEM grids. The usual amorphous carbon supporting films were not 

employed because such films can introduce confusion with the amorphous and other 

components of the specimen. Low-magnification, point-projection ("shadow") images 

were used to locate suitable specimen areas. By scanning the beam over the specimen, 

bright-field images or dark-field images obtained with diffraction spots could be 

recorded. The diffraction patterns were recorded by direct photography from a viewing 

screen or by recording with a VCR for photography later. The latter means was well 

suited for obtaining series of patterns from adjacent regions during a slow scan of the 
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incident beam, or for recording transient patterns from regIOns subject to radiation 

damage. 

3.4.1.2.2 Simulations of electron diffraction using Mac Tempas ® and Crystal Kit ® 

It is straightforward to determine the expected spot pattern (diffraction pattern) of 

a material with a perfect crystal structure. Once the crystal symmetry is known, and the 

basis atoms of the cell are known (u, v, w positions of the smallest repeating unit of the 

crystal) one can calculate the structure factor (F) from equation 3.1. 

N 

Fhkl = LIn exp(21ri(hun +kvn+lwJ), (3.1) 

where the summation extends over all the N atoms of the unit cell and f is the atomic 

scattering factor. F is thus a complex number. Generally, the intensity of a spot on the 

diffraction pattern depends on the square of the value of F. Hence, if F is zero, the spot is 

said to be "kinematically forbidden". Details of this simple math for important crystal 

systems may be found in reference [131]. 

However, it is difficult to calculate the diffraction pattern of a crystal structure 

with large number of defects, or with mixed phases. Such calculations are very 

extensive. Roar Kilaas et al. at the National Center of Electron Microscopy (NCEM), 

Berkeley, CA developed a software called "Mac Tempas" that simulates the transmitted 

electron microscopy image and diffraction pattern of finite clusters that are not easily 

accomplished by simple calculations. 

The basic working principle of the software is described here. The details can be 

found in the manual for Mac Tempas [132]. The multi-slice method is the most common 

technique for dealing with a sample with large number of defects, stacking faults, or 
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interfacial structures. An electron beam in the form of a wave traverses through the 

electrostatic potential in a crystal. The interaction between the electron beam of a given 

energy and the crystal potential is given by Schrodinger equation. The solution to this 

equation gives the image (high resolution image) as well as the diffraction pattern. In the 

multi-slice method, an approximate solution to the electron wavefunction is found at the 

depth of z+dz in a crystal from the wave function at z. Thus, starting with the wave 

function at z=O, one can iteratively calculate the wave function at a thickness n*dz, by 

applying the multislice solution slice by slice, taking the output of one calculation as the 

input for the next. The thickness of the slice chosen is important and one can obtain 

higher order reflections by reducing the thickness of the slice. 

Diffraction simulations using Mac Tempas were used to predict the diffraction 

patterns, and intensity distribution for diffraction spots using variations in crystal 

structures. Clusters with large number of defects, stacking faults, mixed phases, etc were 

simulated using a Kinetic Monte Carlo algorithm (described later in Chapter 5). The x, y, 

z positions of this cluster was put into a cell of a defined volume. This volume was now 

considered as a unit cell, with no pre-defined symmetry. This unit cell was sliced in the 

direction of the electron beam into 'n' number of slices. The software then calculated the 

diffraction pattern as the electron beam traversed through each of these slices, in effect 

giving the pattern that would be generated out of the 3-D crystal structure. 

A software called 'Crystal Kit', also developed by Roar Killas, was used for 

structure factor calculations of crystals whose symmetry could be pre-defined. These 

structure factor calculations were used to obtain kinematic diffraction patterns. This 

exercise could also be performed manually using equation 3.1, however obtaining the 
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diffraction patterns at different zone axis can be a tedious task especially for compounds. 

Crystal Kit provides a convenient means for these calculations. 

3.4.2 X-ray Diffraction 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is one of the simplest and oldest techniques used for 

phase-identification. When a monochromatic beam of X-rays is passed through 

crystalline matter, diffraction occurs when Bragg's condition is satisfied. The 

relationship between wavelength of the X-ray, the interplanar spacing, d, and angle 

between the transmitted and diffracted beam 28 is given by Bragg's law, 

A = 2d sin 8 (3.2) 

XRD is a non-destructive technique used for phase identification, compositional 

analysis, and crystal size determination. Crystal size (t) is determined by Scherrer 

formula [131], 

t = (0.9 A)/(B cos 8B) (3.3) 

Where A is the wavelength of X-ray radiation, B is the angular full-width at half the 

maximum intensity and 8B is the Bragg's angle. 

A film of carbon-nanocrystals synthesized was crushed and mounted on a plate. 

Phase identification was done using a Rigaku powder x-ray diffractometer (DMAXB). 

However, the disadvantage of XRD is that the infonnation obtained is for the bulk 

sample and not for a highly localized region in the sample. For instance, when analyzing 

the carbon nanocrystalline film, it contains a large variety of phases; hence it will not be 

possible to assign peaks to particular regions on the sample. 
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3.4.3 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 

AFM is a type of scanning-probe microscopes that can be used to obtain the 

topography of the sample. AFM was used to determine the crystallographic planes that 

bound the different diamond crystal morphologies by determining the angle between the 

planes. The AFM used in these studies was a Park Scientific Model M5 with a silicon tip 

operating in contact mode. To acquire an image, the microscope raster-scans a probe 

across the sample. In the "contact" mode, the instrument lightly touches a cantilever that 

holds the probe tip. As a raster-scan drags the tip over the sample, a piezoelectric 

detection apparatus measures the vertical deflection of the cantilever, which indicates the 

local sample height. Thus, in contact mode the AFM measures hard-sphere repulsion 

forces between the tip and sample. One of the major problems encountered in scanning 

diamond samples was that the tip used to break very easily. For more information on 

AFM, the reader is referred to [133]. 

3.4.4 Raman Spectroscopy 

Raman measurements were performed usmg a Renishaw 1000 Raman 

microscope, with laser excitation wavelengths of 400-785 nm. This non-destructive 

technique did not require any specific sample preparation. This technique was used to 

identify the Sp2 and Sp3 phases in the nanocrystalline carbon samples. 

When a monochromatic radiation is impinged on a sample, partial scattering of 

the radiation occurs. Most of the scattered photons have the same wavelength as the 

incident photons, called Raleigh's scattering. However, very few photons (1 in every 

107
) have wavelengths different from the incident ones and constitute the Raman 
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scattering. Raman scattered photons are of a higher wavelength compared to the 

incident photons (Stokes shift), while a small number have a lower wavelength (anti

stokes shift). Along with a change in wavelength, the polarizability oflight also changes. 

Infrared spectroscopy (IR) is similar to Raman, in that it measures the molecular 

vibrations when impinged by photons. However, for a vibration to be IR active, the 

dipole-movement must also change in addition to the wavelength. Raman has several 

advantages over IR, one of them is no stringent requirement of large sample size, making 

it useful to analyze the nanocrystalline carbon samples in this work. 

Raman spectroscopy instrumentation involves a laser (source of monochromatic 

radiation), a probe (that collects the non-Raleigh scattered radiation), and a spectrograph 

(that separates the scattered radiation by wavelengths and determines the intensity at each 

wavelength). In the Raman spectrum, the intensity of the scattered photons is plotted 

against the difference in frequency from the incident radiation. The x-axis is generally 

called the Raman shift (cm- I
) and the y-axis is the intensity of the phonons. Since the 

difference in wavenumber is plotted, the position of the Raman shift is independent of 

incident laser wave length for most cases. However, there are a few exceptions to this 

rule, one being the D-band of graphite (discussed in detail in Chapter 7). Further details 

on the Raman technique can be found in reference [134]. 

3.4.5 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 

The surface functional group information can be obtained using XPS. When a 

surface is illuminated with photons of sufficient energy hv, the electrons of the surface 

atoms are excited from various energy levels to above vacuum level EVAC. These 
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electrons are called photoelectrons. The kinetic energy of the ejected photoelectrons is 

related to its binding energy in the atom by, 

hv = Es + ~+ KE (3.4) 

where, hv is the incident photon energy, EB is the binding energy of the electron, ~ is the 

work function and KE is the kinetic energy of the emitted photoelectrons. Hence, XPS 

measures the binding energy of the ejected photoelectrons when the sample is illuminated 

by X-rays of known wavelength. 

Typically two X-ray sources are available, so that excitations at higher energy 

levels are possible: Al Ka at 1486.6 eV, and Mg Ka at 1253.6 eY. This X-ray source is 

sufficient to excite electrons from certain core levels. The kinetic energy of the 

photoelectrons emitted is determined by a concentric hemispherical analyzer. The core 

level binding energy can be deduced from kinetic energies of emitted photoelectrons, 

from which the parent atom can be identified. Thus, XPS is typically used for chemical 

analysis. XPS is sensitive to the top 10 nm of the surface. When an element is oxidized, 

for instance, some electrons from the outer orbital are shared with oxygen, resulting in a 

higher binding energy of the electrons in the oxidized atom. The change in electron 

binding energies due to change in chemical state is known as chemical shift, typically 

few e Y. Thus one can distinguish between the different chemical states of the atom, and 

get information about the surface functional groups [135]. 

The surface compositional analysis of the nanocrystalline carbon films was 

performed using V G Scientific x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) using Al Ka x

rays (Iv = 8.34 A) output from aluminum and a spectrometer pass energy of 50 meV. The 

limitation of this technique (under the given experimental set-up) was the large spot-size 
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of the X-ray beam. The small size of the samples deposited on the Pt tips necessitated 

bundling three wire-tips together to obtain adequate sampling signal. A fresh plasma

cleaned Si(100) surface served as a support for the bundle, and a spectrum of identically 

treated Si(lOO) was used as a blank to account for carbon and/or oxygen contributions 

from the support. The C(1 s) and 0(1 s) spectral windows from the blank were subtracted 

from the observed C(ls) and O(ls) features from the supported electrodes. In this way, 

the XPS data obtained were representative of only the nanocrystalline carbon surfaces. 

3.5 Electroanalytical characterization 

Electrochemical measurements made for analytical purposes, such as detecting a 

compound, is called electroanalysis. These experiments involve the combination of 

current, potential or charge and their relationship to the chemical parameters. 

Electroanalytical studies on the nanocrystalline carbon phases mainly involved 

potentiostatic measurements. 

Potentiostatic measurements deal with study of charge-transfer (oxidation and 

reduction processes) at the electrode-solution interface based on dynamic situations. 

Potential is applied across the working electrode to carry out electron transfer reactions 

and the resulting current is measured. Thus, the current reflects the rate at which 

electrons move across the electrode-solution interface. 

Carbon has been widely used for electrochemistry. Hence, the nanocrystalline 

carbon films synthesized were studied for their electrochemical properties. Two main 

types of studies were made, Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) (for studying its applicability for 

electron transfer reactions) and Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) (for 
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capacitance measurements). The experimental set-up uses a working electrode (the 

nanocrystalline carbon electrode), a reference electrode (Ag/ AgCl in 3M KCl solution) 

and an auxiliary electrode (platinum wire/mesh) placed in an electrolyte solution of 

interest. 

Working electrode 

Reference electrode 
Auxiliary electrode 

Solution with analyte 

Figure 3.4 Illustration of a three-electrode electrochemical cell setup used for cyclic 

voltammetry. 

3.5.1 Cyclic voltammetry 

Cyclic Voltammetry is a potential sweep experiment in which the potential is 

scanned linearly across the working electrode. The working electrode, reference 

electrode and auxiliary electrode are in contact with a solution that has species, which get 

oxidized or reduced. The main purpose of this experiment was to obtain a current 

response from the carbon material that is related to the concentration of the target analyte. 

Consider the following redox process occurring in a solution that contains the 

analyte 0: 

0+ n·e- ¢> R (3.5) 
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Where 0 and R are the oxidized and reduced speCIes of the redox couple. 

Thermodynamically, the potential of an electrode is related to the concentration of the 

oxidized and reduced species by Nemst equation: 

E E
o 2.3RT I Co(O,t) = + og~----

nF CR(O,t) 
(3.6) 

Where EO is the standard potential for the redox reaction, R is the universal gas constant 

(8.314 JK-1mor1
), T is the Kelvin temperature, n is the number of electrons transferred in 

the reaction, and F is Faraday constant (96487 C). Electron transfer reaction involves 

several steps, and the rate of the overall reaction is determined by the slowest (limiting) 

step. The main steps involved are mass transport of the electroactive species to the 

electrode surface, the electron transfer across the interface, the transport of the product 

back to the bulk solution and other processes like adsorption, desorption or 

electrodeposition. When a reaction is controlled solely by the rate at which the 

electroactive species reach the electrode surface, the current is said to be mass transport-

limited. These reactions are called Nemstian or reversible reactions. 

In a CV, as the potential is scanned across the sample beyond the equilibrium 

potential (EO), oxidation occurs according to an anodic process where electrons are given 

up by the species. This process is characterized by a peak for oxidation (Ea or EOX). 

Similarly when the potential reaches below the equilibrium potential, a reduction process 

occurs according to a cathodic process where electrons are accepted by the species. This 

process is characterized by another peak (Ee or Ered
). The current produced during 

oxidation or reduction (at EOX or eed) is in the form of a peak shape, due to the diffusion 

limitation. Multiple peaks are produced with multiple electron exchange reactions 

occurring for multiple species. The difference between the EOX and Ered is called ~Ep, 
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which is an important parameter. Ideally, for a simple reversible electron exchange such 

as equation 3.6, i1Ep is given by O.059/n V. This is a criterion from Nemstian behavior. 

For the reactions where electron transfer is sluggish, the oxidation/reduction peak-sizes 

are reduced and widely separated, and hence i1Ep is different from O.059/n V. More 

information on cyclic voltammograms can be obtained from references [136] and [137]. 

The purpose of doing CV s was to measure this difference in potential, i1Ep for the 

electron transfer for different biologically important analytes. The i1Ep is different at 

different carbon surfaces, graphite edge-planes, basal-planes and diamond. Thus, CV s 

helped in understanding the types of sites present at the surfaces of the crystalline carbon 

films. Also, CV s helped in determining the applicability of carbon nanocrystalline 

materials for in vivo electroanalytical sensing. 

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) experiments were carried out with a Bioanalytical 

Systems Model CV -50W Voltammetric Analyzer equipped with a single-compartment, 

three-electrode cell with Ag/AgCI (3M KCI) reference and Pt wire auxiliary electrodes. 

The area (geometrical and electrochemical) varied with each electrode and was 

determined approximately. In some CV experiments, glassy carbon and B-doped 

microcrystalline diamond (MCD) electrodes were employed for comparison purposes. 

GC electrodes were obtained from Bioanalytical Systems, while MCD electrodes were 

synthesized as described in section 3.2. CVs of the nanocomposite carbon deposits were 

obtained by immersing the head of the electrode (ball-shaped) into the solution and 

blanking the rest of the electrode with an insulating enamel to ensure the electrochemical 

response originated only from the nanocomposite material. Most of the analytes, 

serotonin (5-hydroxytyramine), uric acid, ascorbic acid, dopamine, potassium 
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ferricyanide (K3(Fe(CN)6)), catechol, 4-methyl catechol, ruthenium hexamine 

hydrochloride, etc. were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. CVs were usually run in 0.1 M 

KCl electrolyte, but a 0.2 M phosphate buffer solution was used occasionally to maintain 

a pH of 7. De-aerating the solutions had little effect on the observed CV s. 

3.5.2 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) 

The theory of electrode double layer was developed by Helmholtz III 1850. 

According to this theory, an electrode surface is assumed to have an excess charge. In 

order to keep the surface neutral, the electrode attracts ions of opposite charge. The 

charges on the electrode surface are separated from the ions by a small distance in the 

order of A. This scenario is similar to a capacitor. However, the outer layer of ions has 

two layers, one called the inner Helmholtz plane (IHP) and the outer region is called the 

outer Helmholtz plane (OHP). IHP is formed by ions that are adsorbed on the surface, 

while OHP represents the solvated ions at the closest distance to the surface. Hence, the 

surface behaves like a double layer capacitor. This double layer capacitance exists even 

when an electrode is taken out from the solution. 

Impedance analysis is used to measure the double layer capacitance of the 

electrode surface. Electrochemical impedances are measured by applying an AC 

potential to an electrochemical cell and measuring the current through the cell. The 

equivalent circuit model of an electrochemical cell is given by Figure 3.5 [138]. As 

shown in the figure, the total current through the working interface is a sum of the 

distinct contributions from faradaic processes (if) and double layer charging (ic). The 

double layer capacitance is a pure capacitance, and hence is represented as C. The 
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faradaic processes, in the case of a simple irreversible reaction, can be considered as a 

pure resistance independent of frequency, and is called Ret (charge transfer resistance). 

All the current must pass through the solution resistance; therefore Rn is inserted as a 

series element to represent this effect in the equivalent circuit. EIS measures the way the 

total impedance Z changes with frequency. 

Rn 

If 

Figure 3.5 Equivalent circuit model of an electrochemical cell. 

The solution to this equivalent circuit model, yields the total impedance (sum of 

resistances when in series as in Figure 3.5) being equal to Rn + Rct at low frequencies 

and Rn at very high frequencies. Hence, the logarithmic plot of total impedance versus 

frequency exhibits a slope of -1, with an intercept equal to lICd at (() = 1 radians. This 

logarithmic plot is called Bode plot, which is used to determine Rn and Cd. One could 

also use the Nyquist plot for determining Cd. Electrode Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) 

was performed with a 273A Princeton Applied Research (P ARC) 

Potentiostat/Galvanostat in 0.1 M KCl solution. The frequency range used was 11.31 

mHz to 100 kHz. 
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3.6 Summary 

This chapter provided the description of the synthesis and characterization tools 

used in this work. Due to the nanometer scale of the carbon materials studied in this 

work, a variety of materials characterization tools were used to yield complementary 

information for identifying their structure and morphology. 
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CHAPTER 4 

STRUCTURES OF CARBON NANOCRYSTALS 

4.1 Introduction 

Carbon deposition from the vapor phase under most conditions of low pressure 

chemical vapor deposition (Figure 1.1) must result only in graphitic phases according to 

thermodynamics. However, the fact that diamond (a metastable phase) occurs at these 

conditions indicates that it is possible to nucleate carbon into various thermodynamically 

unfavorable phases. Once a phase is nucleated (achieves a stable cluster size), it can 

continue to grow without hindrance. Thus, nucleation is the critical step in synthesizing 

metastable phases such as diamond. 

Although few reports claimed homogenous nucleation of diamond [50,139,140], 

they could not account for the large nucleation densities observed on substrates prepared 

with different pre-treatments. Hence, diamond nucleation is believed to occur primarily 

by heterogeneous nucleation on the substrate surface. At the same time, classical 

nucleation theory is not applicable in predicting the critical nuclei size and structure for 

heterogeneous nucleation. High-energy sites on the surface play an important role in 

diamond nucleation on non-diamond substrates [141]. Thus, there has been a continuous 

effort to study diamond nucleation by capturing the initial stages of diamond crystal 

formation. 
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Over the years, there have been several hypotheses regarding the mechanism of 

diamond nucleation from the vapor phase, many of which involve diamond nuclei 

formation via intermediate phases. Angus et al. [52] suggested that diamond nucleation 

could initiate by hydrogenation at the edge-planes of graphite followed by the formation 

of a nucleus containing parallel stacking errors. Further growth of this nucleus would 

give rise to a crystal with a hexagonal-diamond core (also called lonsdaleite) core at 

nanoscale. Lifshitz et al. [55] proposed that diamond nucleation occurs from 

hydrogenated amorphous carbon nanoclusters. Both these theories concluded diamond 

nucleation involves imperfect diamond intermediates. 

Interestingly, some new phases of carbon with fcc structure were reported at 

nanoscale during the shock compression of graphite [16-20]. Later, these same phases 

were also observed during chemical vapor deposition of diamond [21-25]. The fcc-phase 

of carbon, with the same lattice parameter as diamond, was termed 'n-diamond' and with 

lattice parameter greater than diamond was termed 'i-carbon'. The evidence claiming the 

existence of these new phases for carbon is only by using diffraction analysis. The 

structure of carbon in the fcc phase or its relation to the well-understood cubic phase of 

diamond is not yet known due to the limited quantity of these phases synthesized and the 

limited study to identify the structure of these phases. Thus, one of the possible ways of 

investigating the path of diamond nucleation would be to capture a large quantity of 

diamond nuclei (nanocrystals of carbon), and study the structure of the intermediate 

phases formed. This study could give an indication to the path of diamond nucleation as 

well as lead to possible discovery of new phases for carbon at nanoscale. 
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This chapter discusses the extensive investigations carried out to synthesize a 

large density of carbon nanocrystals (2-10 nm) from the vapor phase and study their 

structure using electron nanodiffraction. The nanodiffraction measurements of the 

observed cubic carbon phases are complimented with theoretical studies to identify their 

structure. Finally, a possible link between these new phases of carbon and diamond 

nucleation is also discussed. 

4.2 Results from nucleation experiments 

As described in Chapter 3, the platinum wire substrates placed directly in the 

dense zone of the microwave plasma, under diamond growing conditions (l-2%CH4/H2), 

get coated with a dense carbon deposit at the tip. As soon as the platinum wire was 

immersed into the plasma, it's tip formed into a ball due to the melting of platinum. 

Hence the temperature seemed to be highest at the tip of the platinum wire, close to the 

melting point of platinum ~ 1768 0c. 

Prior in situ plasma diagnostics have indicated that the temperature at the center 

of the plasma discharge is maximum (about 2000 K) and changes by 1000 K with 1 cm 

change in radial position [82, 142]. Spatial profiles of temperature and neutral radical 

mole fractions were simulated in microwave plasmas at nearly the same gas phase 

conditions used in this work [143]. According to the gas phase compositions predicted, 

the radical CH3 is about an order of magnitude higher, and CH, CH2, C2H, are about two 

orders of magnitude higher at the center of the plasma discharge than at the substrate 

surface, which is about 2 cm away. C2H2, on the other hand, seems relatively less 

sensitive to the position in the plasma. Thus, at the center of the plasma, one can assume 
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that there is high gas-phase supersaturation of carbon, leading to a high tendency of 

nucleating crystalline phases of carbon. On the other hand, reports have indicated that 

the gas composition close to the substrate is insensitive to the substrate temperature, i.e. 

by simply increasing the substrate temperatures one cannot really achieve a high density 

of gas phase radicals and hence increase nucleation [80]. Thus, the method of capturing 

high density of nuclei by immersing substrates into the dense zone of the plasma is quite 

novel. 

Equilibrium gas phase calculations at high temperatures predict that the 

precipitated phase would be mostly non-diamond [144]. However, the plasma and 

radical species composition is far from equilibrium, and one could expect that reaction 

kinetics may favor nucleation of metastable phases including diamond. 

As expected, a thick carbon deposit was obtained after about few hours of growth 

at the tip of the Platinum wires as shown in Figure 4.1. This deposit, which from here on 

will be referred to as ball-shaped deposit, was crushed and used for analysis by single

crystal nanodiffraction. The crystal sizes typically observed was about 2-10 nm. 

Figure 4.1 SEM image of the thick carbon deposit at the tip of a platinum wire obtained 

after deposition at (a) low magnification (500 X) and (b) high magnification (10k X). 
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One cm away from the tip of the wire, clear facets of microcrystalline diamond 

were observed. However, these micro-diamond crystals were not a subject of 

investigation for crystalline structure investigations. 

4.3 Structures of carbon crystals analyzed by diffraction 

Nanodiffraction analysis was done using a scanning transmission electron 

microscopy (STEM) instrument, in which the incident beam of 100 ke V electrons was 

focused to a diameter of less than 1 nm at the specimen level [145]. As described in 

Chapter 3, this technique is capable of producing diffraction patterns from individual 

nanocrystals instead of obtaining diffraction patterns from a cluster of crystals like 

selected area diffraction. The diffraction patterns came from crystals in arbitrary 

orientations. So, it was not feasible to tilt the nanocrystals into axial orientations, so that 

one had to accept the patterns that appeared as the incident beam was moved over the 

specimen. For most beam positions, the patterns showed only a few widely spaced spots, 

which could not be interpreted in terms of any recognizable phase and were not recorded. 

Those patterns showing regular two-dimensional arrays of spots were recorded. About a 

hundred crystals in different zone axes were individually analyzed for their diffraction 

patterns. As described earlier, once a spot pattern is obtained, based on the ratio of 

distances from the center spot, the crystal symmetry can be easily indexed. The real 

distances between spots were determined after accounting for the magnification in the 

camera lenses, and this information was to estimate the lattice parameter of the 

nanocrystal. 
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Two-thirds of the crystals observed exhibited diffraction patterns corresponding 

to bulk graphite. In all these crystals, for orientations almost perpendicular to the c-axis, 

the strong rows of spots corresponding to the c-spacing of 0.67 nm were prominent. 

With the beam parallel to the c-axis, the hexagonal spot pattern of graphite was readily 

identified by the characteristic intensity distribution of the (10.0) spots being much 

weaker than the (11.0) spots. These graphite crystals will be discussed in more detail in 

Chapter 7. The other one-third was indexed as cubic phases of carbon. 

It was observed that nearly 80% of the indexed non-graphite carbon crystals had 

either the face-centered, body-centered, or hexagonal structure, very different from the 

perfect cubic-diamond structure. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the fcc phase of carbon 

with a lattice parameter of 0.356 nm has been reported before. This fcc phase is termed 

as "n-diamond" [19]. Another modification of this phase termed as "i-carbon" exhibited 

lattice parameter greater than 0.356 nm. The hexagonal structured diamond was called 

"lonsdaleite". There have not been any prior reports on the observation of a bcc structure 

for carbon. 

TEM/EDS did not indicate the presence of any other element, other than carbon. 

More reliable results were obtained by attempting to detect heavier elements using the 

lattice parameters calculated by diffraction analysis for the crystals and eliminating the 

possibility of heavier element contamination. 

Diffraction spots in nanodiffraction patterns typically tend to be rather large and 

often of irregular shape (see Figure 4.2). This, combined with the errors associated with 

the calibration of the instrument, gave an accuracy for the detern1ination of lattice spacing 
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that was rarely better than a few percent. This limited accuracy was sufficient, however, 

to distinguish the various phases. 

Of the single-crystal diffraction patterns from other phases, the most common 

patterns were as follows: 

(I) The typical pattern from fcc carbon in [110) orientation with strong (111) and 

(200)-type spots, is presented in Figure 4.2a. Crystals showing this diffraction pattern, 

and having a corresponding unit cell dimension a = 0.36 nm were attributable to n-

diamond. Some with a = 0.42 nm and with a similar diffraction pattern, could come from 

i-carbon. The plot in Figure 4.2b shows the numbers of such patterns recorded for the 

various a-values. 
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Figure 4.2 (a) Diffraction pattern of fcc carbon crystals in the [110] zone aX1S (b) 

Distribution oflattice parameters (aD) of crystals exhibiting pattern (a). 

(2) Square patterns of spots such as that in Figure 4.3a, could come from a cubic fcc 

or bcc structures in [100) orientation. The plot in Figure 4.3b shows the numbers ofthese 

patterns recorded for various a-values, on the assumption of an fcc lattice. 
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Figure 4.3c shows the distribution on the assumption of a bcc lattice. 
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Figure 4.3(a) Diffraction pattern corresponding to [100] zone aXIS of a cubic lattice. 

Distribution of lattice parameter of crystals exhibiting patterns (a), when indexed as: (b) 

fcc and (c) bcc. 
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In Figure 4.3b the patterns with lattice parameters close to 0.36 nm could come 

from an fcc lattice (n-diamond). But this peak also corresponds to the peak in Figure 4.3c 

for a bcc lattice with a = 0.25 nm. The group of patterns with approximately a = 0.42 nm 

in Figure 4.3b could come from i-carbon. This peak also corresponds to the peak in 

Figure 4.4 for a bcc cell with a = 0.3 nm. There is a small group of patterns in Figure 

4.3b with dimensions corresponding to fcc with about 0.39 nm, which we assume to be 

close to the ones for i-carbon at 0.42 nm. Others, with greater a-values such as a = 0.55 

nm may come from larger fcc crystals described before [26-28]. These values still 

correspond to the peaks coming from bcc of lattice parameter a = 0.35 and 0.39 nm as 

shown in Figure 4.3c. The main peak at about 0.31 nm in Figure 4.3c can be attributed to 

a bcc structure only, because of its presence in Figure 4.4b, and 4.5c. 

(3) A rectangular diffraction pattern, with principal dimensions in the ratio of the 

square root of 2 is shown in Figure 4.4a. This can be attributed to a bcc structure with a = 

0.31 nm, approximately. The distribution of unit cell a-values for bee structures in [110] 

orientation is shown in Figure 4.4b. 
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Figure 4.4(a) Rectangular diffraction pattern ofbcc carbon crystals in the [110] zone axis. 

(b) Distribution of lattice parameters of crystals exhibiting pattern (a). 

(4) In the hexagonal patterns of Figure 4.5a, the (100) and (110) spots are of 

comparable intensities, which is distinct from the hexagonal patterns from graphite. The 

observed distribution of lattice parameters, a-values for a hexagonal cell , is shown in 

Figure 4.5b. Such patterns could also be attributed to cubic unit cells in [III] orientation. 

If they are assigned to a bcc cell in [III] orientation, the distribution of observed a-values 

is as shown in Figure 4.5c. The main peak of Figure 4.5c, at about OJ nm, corresponds to 

the main peak of Figure 4.5b, at about 0.252 nm (lattice parameter for hexagonal 

diamond). Hence, there is an uncertainty as to the relative amounts of the bcc structure in 

[111] orientation and the hexagonal structure in [00, I] orientation. It would be expected 

that the number of patterns produced with beam directions approximately perpendicular 

to the c-axis, would be comparable to the number of patterns parallel to the c-axis for 

hexagonal diamond (a = 0.252 nm). However, there were very few patterns of hexagonal 

diamond with c-axis perpendicular to the beam direction. Hence it is suggested that most 

of the main peak in Figure 4.5b comes from bcc in [III] orientation. 
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Figure 4.5(a) Hexagonal diffraction pattern corresponding to lonsdaleite in [001] zone 

axis or bcc in [Ill] zone axis. Distribution of lattice parameters of crystals exhibiting 

patterns (a), when indexed as (b) lonsdaleite and (c) bcc. 
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The appearance of a subsidiary peak at about 0.34 nm in Figure 4.5b and the 

equivalent 0.28 nm in Figure 4.5c could not be interpreted. This is also equivalent to the 

0.35 nm peak visible in Figure 4.3c but only weakly present in Figure 4.4b. 

The main conclusions that can be drawn from this data on lattice dimensions is 

that the most common phase present is the fcc n-diamond (a = 0.36 nm). Other phases 

include the i-carbon (again, an fcc phase with a lattice parameter of 0.42 nm), a bcc phase 

with cell dimension approximately 0.31 nm, a small amount of hexagonal diamond, and 

possible small amounts of other phases. 

4.4 Understanding the n-diamond (fcc) structure by electron diffraction simulations 

The n-diamond phase appears to have a simple fcc structure, as suggested by the 

presence of the (200), (222) and (420) reflections, which are forbidden for normal 

- -
diamond. Hence, it has the Fm3 m symmetry of an fcc lattice instead of a Fd3 m of a 

diamond cubic lattice. The implication is that there are only 4 carbon atoms in the unit 

cell instead of the 8 atoms for diamond. The difference in these two structures and their 

respective diffraction patterns is shown in Figure 4.6 
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Figure 4.6 (a) The crystal structure of diamond (Fd3m) and corresponding diffraction 

pattern in the [110] zone axis. (b) The crystal structure of fcc (Fm3m) and corresponding 

diffraction pattern in [110] zone axis. 

There can be several possible reasons for the observations of a diffraction pattern 

that do not correspond to a usual expected pattern: (1) contamination of the sample with 
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another element (2) spurious diffraction pattems due to large thickness of the sample, 

often called double-diffraction (3) changes/defects in the crystal structure (4) a new phase 

Diffraction pattems taken from these samples did not indicate any large lattice 

parameters that could be attributable to platinum phases. TEM/EDS performed to check 

for contamination of the samples also confirmed the absence of any other element other 

than carbon, within the limits of elements detectable by EDS. 

It is well known that the intensities of electron diffraction single-crystal pattems 

may be strongly affected by dynamical scattering except for very small crystal 

thicknesses with only light atoms. This phenomenon is called double-diffraction [129]. 

Calculations of intensities for diamond crystals of increasing thickness were made using 

the multi slice programs for dynamical scattering using the software MacTempas 

(developed by Roar Kilaas, NCEM, CA). The crystal size and beam voltage assumed for 

these calculations were 50 nm and 200 keY. In Figure 4.7a the calculated intensities of 

the (200) and (111) for the diamond structure are plotted against thickness for the [110] 

orientation and in Figure 4.7b, a similar plot is given for the [100] orientation. It is 

evident from Figure 4.7a that for the [110] orientation the forbidden (200) reflection may 

be produced by dynamical scattering effects. Referring back to Figure 4.6a, the 111 

beam acts like a new incident beam and is re-diffracted by the (111) plane. Thus the 

result is that the (200) reflections appear: (11-1) + (1-11) = (200). However, from Figure 

4.7a the (200) intensity is very small compared with the dominant (111) reflection for a 

crystal thickness of less than 10 nm. The crystals that were observed experimentally 

were of the size of 2-10 nm. For the [100] orientation, the (200) reflection never gains 

appreciable intensity for diamond. The reason for this is that unlike the [110] ZA, no two 
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vectors add up to give the (200) in the [100] ZA. The fact that the (200) was observed in 

the [100] ZA patterns indicated that they must be coming from an fcc phase. Hence, 

these calculations concluded that the forbidden spots of the n-diamond phase were not 

due to spurious diffraction effects. 
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Figure 4.7 Dynamical diffraction calculations for variation of intensities of spots with 

diamond crystal thickness in the (a) [110] and (b) [100] zone axis. 

Attempts were made to eliminate the possibility of defects in the diamond 

structure as being responsible for observing diffraction patterns that are forbidden for 

perfect diamond structure. Several simulations were carried out to grow clusters with 

defects such as mixture of Sp2 and Sp3 phases, vacancies, stacking faults at the surface, 

etc. These clusters (typically 2 nm in size) were simulated using a Monte Carlo code 

(described in Chapter 5), that was further used for crystal morphology simulations. 

A number of studies reporting the fcc phase of carbon, specially the n-diamond, 

saw this new phase along with a large amount of graphite, similar to this study. Hence, 

the possibility of a mixed phase of Sp2 and Sp3 could have been responsible for the 
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observation of forbidden reflections in the diffraction patterns, corresponding to n-

diamond. Figure 4.8a shows the structure of a mixture of Sp2 and Spl phase that was 

simulated using KMe. As seen in the figure, the core of the cluster has a diamond 

structure (Spl bonding), while the surface is covered by large amounts of Sp2 bonding. A 

similar thermodynamically stable nanocrystal was proposed, called bucky diamond [146] 

(Figure 4.8b). Simulation of the diffraction pattern from both these clusters gave. a 

diffraction pattern similar to cubic-diamond. 

B 

Figure 4.8 Model of simulated clusters (a) with Spl core and Sp2 bonds on the surface (b) 

bucky-diamond from Ref 146. 

Figure 4.9a shows a simulated crystal with large amount of stacking faults at the 

surface. Stacking faults lead to multiply-twinned diamond crystals, which are commonly 

observed for diamond. This crystal was simulated by performing hexagonal step 

nucleation on {Ill} planes of a growing diamond cluster with a finite probability. 
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Figure 4.9b shows a diamond structure with nearly 30% vacancies. This cluster was 

simulated by removing atoms at random from a diamond cluster, such that there are no 

atoms that are isolated in the crystal. Both of these extreme defective structures also did 

not produce the forbidden (002) in the simulated diffraction patterns. It seemed that the 

presence of these defects did not break the symmetry of the diamond crystal structure. 

Hence, these studies concluded that clearly double-diffraction, or defects in the 

diamond crystal structures are not responsible for observing diffraction patterns 

corresponding to these new phases. 

Figure 4.9 Simulated diamond clusters with (a) large amounts of stacking faults and (b) 

30% vacancy in the structure. 

4.5 Intensity ratio calculations from diffraction patterns 

To resolve the mystery of the structure of the fcc carbon and bcc carbon, the 

relative intensities of the spots in the nanodiffraction patterns were carefully plotted for a 
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large number of crystals. These nanocrystals occur in random orientation and also the 

relative intensities of the spots in the patterns may vary widely with the tilt of the crystal 

with respect to the incident beam direction. However, observations of relative intensities 

for recognizable two-dimensional patterns obtained close to a zone-axis orientation 

should give significant information. 

Figure 4.1 Oa shows the relative intensities of the (200) and (111) spots in patterns 

obtained from [110] orientation of fcc crystals with cell dimensions close to a = 0.36 nm. 

The intensities are approximate, estimated visually with the help of a calibration pattern 

formed by multiple exposures, but were accurate to within about 20 percent. Figure 

4.10b shows similar estimates of relative intensities of the (200) and (220) spots for fcc 

crystals with cell dimensions close to 0.36 nm in the [100] orientations. 

Diamond; [110], Intensity ratios. Diamond; [100], Intensity ratios 
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Figure 4.10 Distribution of the observed ratio of (200) and (111) intensities III the 

nanodiffraction patterns of n-diamond crystals (a = 0.36 nm) in the (a) [110] and (b) 

[100] zone axis. 
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F or both [110] and [100] orientations, the (200) intensities and the corresponding 

ratios are zero for normal diamond for diffraction with the usual assumption of 

kinematical scattering. For the fcc structure in [110] and [100] orientations are indicated 

in Figure 4.l0a-b. The n-diamond structure was observed experimentally to have strong 

(200) reflections and thus high intensity ratios, for the axial orientations, as indicated in 

the diagrams. If the n-diamond crystals in the samples had a true fcc structure, one 

would expect a broad distribution of intensity ratio values around the value expected for 

fcc. Clearly, the distributions are not centered on the values for the axial orientations of 

the fcc structure, but appear to be centered about some value intermediate between that 

for the fcc structure and the zero values expected for normal diamond. 

The deviation from the diamond values is emphasized by the observation of many 

patterns for which the (200) reflection is much stronger than the (Ill). This could be 

expected for a fcc structure for particular tilts of the crystal, but is very unlikely if the 

(200) intensity for the axial orientation is very much weaker than the (111). 

The thickness of the nanocrystals in our specimens could not be measured 

directly. Only the lateral extent of the nanocrystals could be seen in dark-field STEM 

Images. It may be assumed that for randomly oriented crystals, the thickness is on the 

average, approximately equal to the lateral dimensions. For most sample areas, the 

lateral dimensions of the coherently diffracting regions were seen in the dark-field STEM 

images to be in the range of 5 to 10 nm. Occasionally, larger crystals, up to 100 mn in 

diameter, which appeared to be in the form of thin sheets with numerous structural 

imperfections, were visible. As well as could be judged, the relative intensities of the 

diffraction spots from these larger crystals were the same as for the nanocrystals. 
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Attempts were made to observe the variation of the relative intensities as the incident 

beam was translated across a thin edge of a larger crystal, but it was not possible to detect 

any variation of relative intensities with the assumed increase of thickness. It was 

therefore concluded that dynamical scattering effects were not an important factor for the 

interpretation of the relative spot intensities. 

4.6 Structure of the bcc phase of carbon 

The peaks for bcc phase appeared consistently at a = 0.31 nm as shown in Figure 

4.3b, 4.4b and 4.5c. Also, only bcc structures in [110] orientation can give the 

rectangular patterns such as Figure 4.4b. Hence, there was a strong indication of the 

presence of a bcc phase with approximately a = 0.31 nm. 

The relative intensities in these patterns that may be attributed to bcc phase did 

not show any pronounced features that would imply any great deviation from a simple 

bcc structure. This implied that the patterns came from a bcc carbon structure, with two 

carbon atoms in a unit cell with a = 0.31 nm. The C-C distance for the 8 nearest 

neighbors would then be 0.27 nm. 

An explanation of a bcc phase with carbon is possible by imagining two 

interpenetrating diamond lattices as shown in Figure 4.11. This type of a structure would 

be quite hard to imagine, considering that diamond has the highest packing density for 

covalent solids. This proposed structure, if possible, would have a packing density twice 

the density of diamond (7.08 gmlcm\ The nearest neighbor distance for this structure 

was calculated to be 0.154 nm, which was the same as that for diamond. Also, each 

carbon atom would be surrounded by 8 nearest neighbors, but would be bonded to only 4 
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of them due to tetrahedral bonding. This structure would give perfect bcc diffraction. 

Incidentally, Proserpio et al. suggested such a structure was suggested for BeF2-Si02 and 

BeF2-Ge02 compounds [147]. This structure of interpenetrating diamond lattices was 

called the ice-VII structure. It was suggested that this structure made up of carbon atoms 

alone would be difficult as each site would be eight-coordinated. 

Besides, the lattice parameter calculated for this theoretical structure was 0.178 

nm, which is nearly half of that obtained experimentally in this work. Hence, clearly, this 

structure although may be possible, is not an explanation for the bcc crystals that were 

observed in this study. 
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Figure 4.11 Ball and stick model of a proposed bcc phase of carbon with interpenetrating 

diamond lattices with a-value of 0.178 nm (white and hashed atoms are the two separate 

diamond lattices). 

4.7 Possibility of hydrogen incorporation in carbon lattice 

The accepted structure for n-diamond, and also the suggested bcc structure, seems 

to involve such unprecedented bonding arrangements for carbon atoms that it is 

inevitable that the possibility of the presence of other atoms in the lattice must be 

explored. Our attempts to detect a possible contaminant by TEM/EDS were unsuccessful. 

Also, previous attempts to detect other elements in n-diamond samples by use of EELS 
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have not been successful [24,148]. Since hydrogen is the key constituent of the gas phase 

used for synthesis of these crystals, and that it is the only atom, which cannot be readily 

detected by EELS, the possibility of H being present in the structure must be considered. 

The synthesis of n-diamond, in most cases presented in literature also involved 

the presence of hydrogen in the gas phase. Theoretical studies of carbon clusters have 

suggested that hydrogen may have an essential role in bonding at least on the surfaces of 

the stable clusters [149] and the similar roles for hydrogen were postulated for the 

explanation of some experimental observations [23, 148]. A simple surface saturation of 

diamond clusters with hydrogen (clusters suggested by Barnard et. al [150]) did not result 

in any difference in diffraction patterns from non-hydrogenated diamond clusters. The 

next possibility was having hydrogen in the lattice of carbon atoms. 

The normal diamond structure may be described as consisting of two intertwined 

fcc structures, with origins at the positions 0,0,0 and 1/4, 114, 114. If one assumes that the 

4 carbon atoms on one of these substructures are replaced by hydrogen atoms, the unit 

cell content is C4H4 (or simply CH) and the symmetry is fcc, just like the zinc blende 

structure. The relative intensities of the (200) and (111) reflections, and of the (200) and 

(220) reflections are as indicated by the arrows labeled "+4H" in Figure 4.1 Oa and 4.1 Ob. 

These relative intensity values provide a better account of the distributions of intensity 

ratios than those for either the normal diamond or pure carbon fcc structures, although 

some structure a little closer to that of the normal diamond structure (i.e. with a little 

more scattering power than 4H on the one sublattice) may give an even better fit. 

To provide some further foundation for the suggestion of such a structure, a 

theoretical analysis was carried out. 
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4.8 Energetic stability of the new carbon phases with hydrogen incorporation 

Calculations were carried out using density functional theory [151, 152] with the 

gradient-corrected local exchange-correlation potential of Perdew and Wang [153, 154] 

using a VASP code [155, 156]. Standard periodic boundary conditions were employed 

with the core electrons represented by ultrasoft pseudopotentials [157] and a plane-wave 

basis set for the valence electrons. A plane-wave cut-off of 500 eV was found to be 

sufficient to converge the total energies and geometries. k-point sampling during 

geometry optimization for all structures was carried out on a 11xllxll Monkhort-Pack 

grid [158]. Geometry optimization was undertaken using a combination of conjugate 

gradient (first derivative) and quasi-Newton (approximate second derivative) methods. 

The value of the fcc unit cell parameter obtained from the above calculations was 

0.3098 nm, which is in good accord with some of the previous theoretical calculation 

results (0.3020 - 0.3082 nm) [58,59]. For bcc carbon, the obtained lattice parameter was 

a = 0.2389 nm. There is strong evidence indicating that these phases are mechanically 

unstable at least at atmospheric pressure, however, no evidence exists for the rate of their 

transformation to relatively stable phases like diamond or graphite [59, 159]. 

The fact that the unit cell parameters have a wide range of values suggest very 

strongly that these phases have a variable composition, and thus the most plausible 

candidate is CHx• Accordingly, a number of compositions with either fcc carbon or bcc 

carbon were examined (Table 4.1). As can be seen from Table 4.1, the unit cell parameter 

increases smoothly from C to CH3 (fcc) and from C to CH3 (bcc) in most cases. The most 

stable phase is the "bcc" CH2 with a = 0.3107 nm. This phase actually has a positive 
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affinity for I-h i.e. for the reaction CH2 ~ C -+- H2, till = 0.72 eV. In contrast to the pure 

carbon phase, this phase is at a local minimum of energy (metastable). 

Table 4.1 Theoretically calculated values for the unit cell parameter, a, and the energy per 

carbon atom, ~E/C, for various possible CHx crystalline phases. 

Composition Symmetry Structure I a (nm) till/C (eV) 

C Fm-3m fcc 0.3098 4.61 

--
CH F-43m ZnS 0.3583 5.21 

CH2 Fm-3m CaF2 0.3787 5.64 

-
CH3 Fm-3m a 0.3953 5.75 

C 1m-3m bcc 0.2389 4.43 

CH2 Pn-3m CU20 0.3107 3.64 

--
CH3 Pm-3n A15 0.3096 7.20 

. -
CH4 1m-3m b 0.3326 4.22 

---
a. C: 0,0,0 ; H: 112,112,112 and 1/4,114,114. 

b. C: 0,0,0; H:1I4,1I4,1I4. 

It was determined that for H on one of the diamond sublattices, such that the unit 

cell contained 4C and 4H, the equilibrium unit cell dimension would be 0.358 nm. This in 

agreement with the experimental observations and distinctly different from the value 

0.307 nm for vacancies in place of the hydrogen atoms (in agreement with results of 

Pickard et al. [58] and Murrieta et al.[59]). 
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4.9 Discussions 

It was found that a perfect fcc structure did not match with the calculated 

diffraction intensity ratios determined experimentally. Also, the bcc phase, that was 

never reported before for carbon was observed in this work. The possibility of heavier 

atom contamination, anomalies in diffraction pattern, and other possible defects in crystal 

structures were eliminated. Hence, the only way these structures could be consistently 

explained was by the possibility of incorporation of a lighter element. Since hydrogen 

was used in all the experiments to synthesize n-diamond, it seemed like a possibility that 

it played a role in these new phases. Thus, it could be possible that hydrogen may be 

incorporated in the lattice of carbon. Possible structures for fcc and bcc carbon proposed 

are CH and CH2 respectively. These structures are energetically stable and also match 

the intensity ratios discussed before. 

An independent confirmation of the presence of H in the n-diamond structure 

would be very desirable. While there may be techniques like neutron diffraction and 

ERDA (Elastic recoil detection analysis), which are capable of detecting hydrogen, they 

would be useful for a pure phase sample, rather than a sample with mixture of phases. 

Also, with so many phases present, one would need to know the type of crystal that is 

being analyzed, before detecting the amount of hydrogen, and only electron 

nanodiffraction seems to be capable of studying the structure of individual crystals. Any 

technique for which the volume of the sample examined has dimensions greater than 

about 10 nm would not be successful for these samples since the nanocrystals of n

diamond are mostly embedded in amorphous carbon and accompanied by crystals of 
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other phases including graphite. The EELS technique has the required spatial resolution 

but is not sensitive to hydrogen. 

An alternative model for the n-diamond structure, not involving H, was proposed 

by Hirai et al [160]. However, their structures involved peculiar bonding configurations 

and, for their most favored model, the calculated diffraction intensities were in poor 

agreement with observations made in these calculations. 

The calculations have shown that the proposed CH2 bcc is metastable with a = 

0.31 nm, as observed. The relative intensities of the bcc diffraction spots would however 

be modified by the inclusion of the H atoms but the differences would be difficult to 

confirm for the nanocrystals in random orientation. Some (111) reflections would appear 

weakly. Such reflections, too weak for reproduction, have been observed in a few of the 

bcc [110] patterns. 

For the proposed bcc structure the insertion of four hydrogen atoms would give a 

tetrahedral coordination for the C atoms with a C-H distance of about 0.14 nm, as against 

0.16 nm for the fcc structure (See Figure 4.12). 

In general, the type of bonding between C and H in both these structures would be 

difficult to explain. As such, carbon phase in the fcc and bcc lattice would seem to 

involve unprecedented bonding, else they would exist simply as diamond or graphite. 

Hence, as a pure speculation, one can imagine the bonding in CHx to be similar to metal 

hydrides, or boranes [161], where hydrogen atoms can be shared by more than one atom. 

The electrons in this structure may be highly delocalized, hence satisfying the electrons 

required by C. 
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Figure 4.12 Proposed structures of (a) CH fcc crystal with a lattice parameter of 0.36 nm 

and (b) CH2 bcc structure with a lattice parameter of 0.31 nm and their corresponding 

diffraction patterns in the [100] and [110] zone axis. 

There was no direct evidence for a link to diamond nucleation in this study, 

except for the fact that a few crystals in this nanocrystalline mixed phase samples were 

perfect diamond cubic. The fcc and bcc crystals are also cubic phases of carbon. Two 

interpenetrating fcc crystals gives rise to a diamond cubic structure and two 

interpenetrating diamond cubic crystals give rise to a bcc structure. This may in a way 

suggest a possible link of these nanocrystalline carbon phases with diamond. The bias 
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enhanced diamond nucleation discussed in reference [55] determined intermediate forms 

of amorphous clusters which contain almost 20 to 30% of atomic hydrogen. Eventually 

these clusters precipitated some Sp3 bonded atoms. However, the crystal structure of 

these diamond nanocrystals was studied using selected area diffraction, which would 

probably not be as informative as a single crystal nanodiffraction pattems discussed here. 

In another work [52], diamond nucleation was explained from the hydrogenation of 

graphite edges. Both of the above explanations for diamond nucleation involved the role 

of hydrogen in the formation of diamond from non-diamond intermediate phases. Thus 

crystalline phases involving CHx found at the nanoscale in this study could possibly act 

as intermediate phases prior to diamond nuclei formation, and hence may explain the 

pathway for diamond nucleation. This hypothesis extends the existing theories for 

diamond nucleation [52, 55]. 

Figure 4.13 indicates a three-dimensional thermodynamic plott of the free energy 

of hydrocarbon species in the gas and solid phase. There are two paths indicated in the 

plot for gas phase condensation to diamond. Path A leads to the fonnation of graphite, 

which needs to cross a high activation energy barrier before it converts to diamond, while 

Path B is the preferred path, which does not involve any such activation barrier. Instead, 

from Path B, a minimum energy point is reach at H/C of nearly 1, which further gets 

converted to diamond or can move to higher H/C ratios. Hie of the proposed FCC CH 

phase is 1, while that of the proposed BCC CH2 phase is 2. Thus, this plot provides 

further indication that the proposed CHx phases could be the intermediate phases to 

diamond nucleation. Obviously, the free energy of these new CHx phases needs to be re

evaluated to obtain the exact position of these new phases in Figure 4.13. 

t 1. C. Angus, Case Western University, unpublished data (1994). 
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Figure 4.13 Three-dimensional thermodynamic plot of the free-energy of hydrocarbon 

species in the gas and solid phases as a function of co-ordination numbers and HIC 

ratios. 

The proposed structures for the new phases involve a very high density of 

hydrogen atoms suggesting their possible interest as hydrogen-storage media. These 

crystalline metastable CHx phases could explain the intermediate structures that might be 

present during diamond nucleation. 
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4.10 Summary 

Nucleation experiments for carbon crystallization from vapor phase were 

conducted by condensing carbon onto platinum wires immersed directly into the dense 

part of a microwave plasma. Nanodiffraction technique was used extensively to study the 

electron diffraction from each nanocrystal. The results indicated that most of the cubic

carbon phases had structures of fcc-carbon and bcc-carbon. Theoretical calculations of 

diffraction patterns from simulated clusters were used to explain the structure of these 

new phases. The possibilities of heavy element contamination, structural defects such as 

stacking faults, vacancies, and mixed Sp2/Sp3 phases were eliminated using diffraction 

simulations. The evidence for the n-diamond with a simple fcc structure with just 4C in a 

unit cell was shown experimentally (using intensity ratio in spot-patterns) to be quite 

unlikely. This work suggests the incorporation of H in the lattice of carbon atoms, which 

is supported experimentally and theoretically. The seemingly improbable structure with 

H incorporation is yet less improbable than the structure without H. The proposed 

existence of a bcc structure with the addition of hydrogen and a = 0.31 nm, may also 

seem improbable but is even more strongly supported theoretically. 
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CHAPTERS 

KINETIC FACETING OF MULTIPLY TWINNED DIAMOND CRYSTALS DURING 
VAPOR PHASE SYNTHESIS 

5.1 Introduction 

Diamond crystal growth from the vapor phase often results in multiply-twinned 

crystal shapes: perfect decahedron, star-decahedron, do-decahedrons, star-dodecahedrons, 

perfect icosahedrons, dimpled-icosahedrons [94, 96, 98], along with untwinned crystals: 

octahedrons and cubo-octahedrons. Different forms of the basic five-fold and twenty-

fold crystals (shown previously in Figure 2.7) are shown in Figure 5.1 (for the reader's 

convenience). Decahedral and star decahedral morphologies are both bounded primarily 

by {Ill} facets. Hence, the a-factor (modified Wulffs theory for minimization of 

surface energies, described in Chapter 2, section 2.5) must intuitively be the same for 

both the crystals, making it difficult to predict the occurrence of one morphology versus 

the other. It is thus necessary to understand the kinetic mechanisms that differentiate 

these two five-fold morphologies, to predict their occurrences. 

The mechanism for the formation of basic five-fold (decahedron) and twenty-fold 

(icosahedron) morphologies was explained with occurrence of two and three stacking 

errors during growth of different {Ill} surfaces, respectively [97,162]. This hypothesis 

further suggests that a decahedral crystal with one additional stacking error during growth 

would transform into an icosahedral crystal. However, no experimental evidence was 
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provided for this hypothesis. By performing sequential growth experiments, one could 

track the changes in morphology of a crystal with growth, and there would be a good 

probability of observing this transition of a five-fold to a twenty-fold multiply twinned 

crystal. 

Figure 5.1 SEM images of different multiply twinned diamond crystal morphologies (a) 

decahedron (courtesy ref. 98) (b) do-decahedron (c) star-decahedron (d) star

dodecahedron (e) icosahedron (f) dimpled icosahedron 
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The growth of a diamond crystal occurs with the reaction of methyl or other 

radical species with the existing diamond nuclei that are already formed on the surface. 

The gas phase radicals chemisorb onto the surface in two ways, the staggered 

conformation (Figure 2.6a Chapter 2) and the eclipsed conformation (Figure 2.6b, Ch 2) 

with respect to the surface atom. Eclipsed conformation leads to a stacking error on the 

{Ill} surface. The detailed adsorption and desorption kinetics of carbonaceous species 

with the growing crystal surface, number and position of stacking faults govern the 

overall morphology of diamond. Since every adsorption and desorption event cannot be 

tracked, simulations of crystal growth is treated with stochastic kinetics. 

Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) is an efficient stochastic: technique to simulate the 

evolution of crystals to physical sizes of at least several nm. The KMC simulations for 

studying the evolution of single crystals of diamond in three dimensions involving the 

adsorption and desorption of methyl radicals was first described by Sunkara and Angus 

[96, 97, 162]. Based on this methodology, for an untwinned precursor molecule, a 

number of morphologies were explained such as octahedron, cubo-octahedron while for 

cyclically twinned precursors the final morphologies were decahedrons and icosahedrons 

[97]. However, this treatment was not conducive for exploration of an expanded surface 

chemistry set and treating different types of surface sites. The reason for kinetic faceting 

like appearance of dimples, groves, additional {Ill} facets that make a star-shape could 

not be explained using these simulations. Thus, in this study, a more detailed site

specific chemistry with a more efficient KMC technique is used to explain the kinetic 

preference of a star-decahedral crystal to a decahedral crystal and the reasons for 

obtaining dimples in multiply-twinned crystals. 
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This chapter begins with the results from the interrupted growth experiments to 

study early stages of growth of multiply-twinned diamond crystals. Theoretical studies 

carried out using KMC simulations are discussed next, with a detailed explanation on the 

simulation technique, and site-specific chemistries used. The comparisons are made 

between experimentally grown crystals and simulated crystals to determine the possible 

molecular level processes responsible for the observed morphologies and the chemistry 

involved in the diamond crystal growth. 

5.2 Experimental studies on the morphology evolution of twinned diamond crystals 

Interrupted growth experiments were performed to observe the change in 

morphology of individual crystals upon growth from the vapor phase. Atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) studies were used to determine angles between the various facets of 

the crystals. 

5.2.1 Results from interrupted growth experiments 

Diamond crystals were grown on unseeded Si substrates under lean growth 

conditions (1-2% CH4/H 2). After the growth for about 2-3 hours, the crystals shapes on 

the substrate were observed and mapped using an SEM. Generally, several crystals with 

an intermediate shape (between star-shape and icosahedron) were tracked. The substrates 

were loaded back into the reactor and re-grown for about 1 hour. This sequence was 

repeated 3-4 times. 

Most of the times the crystals when re-grown developed significant extraneous 

faceting. Twins were developed on the {Ill} faces. Hence, it was impossible to observe 
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the change in the overall morphology of these crystals. Also, if the surface of the facets 

of the crystal were not clean, or did not have the same surface termination as existed 

during the previous shut-down, the development of more defects on the surface occurred. 

Hence, the number of significant changes in morphology observed was small due to the 

practical difficulties encountered during these experiments. Some important observations 

made from these experiments and their inferences are listed below: 

(I) Almost all of tbe five-fold twinned crystals grown in the microwave plasma 

were star-shaped decahedral crystals. These crystals had a characteristic dimple at the 

center, with additional {Ill} facets along the twin planes (these are shown clearly in 

Figure 5.2) .. 

Figure 5.2 (a) SEM image of experimentally grown star-shaped diamond crystal. (b) 

Indexing different planes and features of the star-shaped crystal (Curly brackets indicate 

planes, square brackets indicate directions). 
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A sequence showing a star-shaped crysta l re-grown from 4 [lm to 12.5 [lm under 

the same growth conditions (2 % CH4/H2) is shown in Figure 5.3. Under the same 

growth conditions, the overall shape of the crysta l did not change, but for the increase in 

Size. After the crystal size reaches about 6 [lm, the facets begin to roughen, and 

subsequently they develop defects and microfacets. 

Figure 5.3 SEM images of the sequential growth of a star crystal from (a) 4 [lm after 3 

hours, (b) 6 [lm after additional one hour, (c) 8.3 [lm after additional one hour, and (d) 

12.5 [lm after additional 1.5 hours of growth 

(2) A star-shaped crystal generally had a dimple, but in some rare cases, these 

dimples wou ld fill up and then open-up again during growth. The size of the dimple at 

the center of the star changed with growth at the same conditions. This could occur 

possibly due to the bunching of steps at the five-fold twin center. A point to be noted 
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here is that there were no {I00} facets with the occurrence of this phenomenon. See 

Figure 5.4. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.4 SEM image of (a) star-shaped diamond crystal with no dimple and (b) (a) re

grown for one hour at same conditions with the dimple re-appearing. 

(3) In a few cases, star-dodecahedral crystals (star-shaped crystals with additional 

{I OO} facets) converted to star-shaped crystals with re-growth at lower temperatures and 

higher methane concentrations, making the {I 00) facets disappear. See Figure S.5a-b. 

The reverse case also occurred, in which the star-shaped crystals converted to do

decahedral crystals on re-growth, losing their dimples at the center, filling up the 

additional {Ill} facets and developing {100} facets (Figure 5.5c-d). The evolution ofa 

star-decahedral shape to a star-dodecahedral shape (or vice versa) for crystals seemed to 

follow a similar relationship as that of octahedral to cubo-octahedral. 
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Figure 5.5 SEM images of (a-b) change in morphology of star-dodecahedral to a star

decahedral with decrease in temperature upon re-growth and (c-d) change in the 

morphology of a star-decahedral to a dodecahedral with increase in temperature upon re

growth. 

(4) A number of experiments were performed to track the shape evolution of 

individual crystals at different stages of growth. In most cases, the five-fold twinned 

crystals maintained their shape during re-growth experiments. However, the re-growth of 

an intermediate form «I ~m) shown in Figure 5.6(a), containing only one five-fold 

dimple, into a nearly complete icosahedron (Figure 5.6(b)) by developing additional five

fold dimples, could be captured. This evolution could be attributed to an additional 

stack ing error during growth. In another case, as shown in Figure 5.6(c), an additional 

stacking fault seemed to have occurred on a completed star-decahedron, forming a 
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second dimpled fi ve-fold center. However, numerous sets of experiments tracking the 

evolution of a star-shaped crystal failed to provide direct evidence of this evolution, i.e., a 

crystal starting with a perfect decahedral or star-decahedral shape converting into 

icosahedral shape upon re-growth at different or similar conditions. To observe such a 

change, one would have to track extremely small (few nanometers) sized crystals and re

grow them to tens of micrometers avoiding any overgrowth, hillocks, or any damage to 

the surface. 

Figure 5.6 SEM image of (a-b) an intermediate shape crystal re-grown to a completed 

icosahedron and (c) formation of an additional stacking fault in a star-decahedral crystal, 

giving rise to an additional dimple 
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5.2.2 AFM studies on star-decahedral diamond crystals 

Experimentally, it was observed that the size of the dimple increases with the 

growth of the star-decahedron at conditions and decreases 111 size when the temperature 

during growth increases significantly, with or without the development of {I OO} facets. 

On the other hand, dimples could be non-existent with the absence of any {I OO} facets in 

a star-decahedron (Figure 5.4a). In order to understand the faceting inside the dimple, 

AFM was carried out to determine the planes that are inside the dimple. 

Figure 5.7 shows the AFM image taken on a dimple of a star-crystal seeming to 

lie relatively flat on a substrate (as evidenced by the SEM image). Out of the 4 

successful AFM scans on the dimples on four different star-decahedral crystals, three 

indicated the angle between the dimple plane and the outer {Ill} plane (81) to be ~ 1 09° 

while one indicated the angle to be ~ 140°. Corresponding to these angles, the facets 

inside the dimple could be either {111} (in agreement with prior work [163]) or {115}. 

In both these cases (whether {Ill} or {115}), the angle between the facets of the dimple 

(82) would be 109°. The observation of high index faceting inside dimples was a further 

indication of kinetic faceting resulting with enhanced etching/growth of certain sites to 

slow down the step propagation and allowing bunching of steps. 
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Figure 5.7 AFM scan on a star-shaped diamond crystal. (e l and e2 are the two angles 

measured, which have their meaning as indicated in the figure). 

The main conclusions drawn from the experiments on early stages of growth of 

diamond were that most of the features of multiply twinned clystals such as additional 

{Ill} facets, dimples, and {I OO} facets were a result of kinetic faceting. Stacking faults 

mainly govern the overall shape, whether the crystal is untwinned, five-fold twinned and 

twenty-fold twinned. Features of star-decahedral dimples or additional {Ill} facets are 

governed by kinetics events that occur during growth. However, the exact events that 

control this faceting are not known. 
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5.3 Simulations for kinetic faceting of multiply twinned diamond crystals 

Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations are stochastic simulations, based on the 

algorithm of choosing an event (a reaction, in this case) at random out of a set of events 

at a particular time interval. Sunkara and Angus [97] were the first to use a three-

dimensional KMC simulation to explain faceting the evolution of untwinned 

(octahedrons, cubo-octahedrons) and multiply twinned (decahedrons, dodecahedrons, 

icosahedrons) single-crystals of diamond. A similar treatment is made here, but with a 

modified KMC technique, which makes it easier to incorporate a more detailed site

specific surface chemistry. 

5.3.1 Simulation methodology 

The KMC technique, as the name suggests, is a stochastic technique for dealing 

with a large number of surface reactions. The simulation begins with a seed crystal 

(cluster of a few atoms). Detailed surface-reaction chemistry can be considered, with 

known or pre-defined rate constants. Reactions (adsorption or desorption events) are 

picked randomly, based on their respective probabilities. Thus, crystal growth is 

simulated. 

5.3.1.1 Assumptions on surface chemistry 

Certain assumptions/simplifications on surface chemistry were made in the KMC 

simulations used this work: 

1. The rate of adsorption at any surface site, S', depends on its neighborhood, i.e. the 

first, second neighbor interactions (explained in detail further). 
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2. Hydrogen adsorption and desorption events are neglected as they are much faster 

than methyl radical adsorption desorption events. 

3. The gas phase species considered is (methyl radical) CH3·• Other gas phase 

species can be included, for instance C2I-b, but due to the neglect of hydrogen 

recombination reactions, the effect of this species would just be two consecutive 

carbon atom additions on the surface. 

4. Growth mainly occurs by the following reaction 

CH3· + S· ~ S-CH3 

While etching during growth occurs by the following reaction: 

S-CH3 ~ S· + CH3" 

S-CHrS ~ 2S· + CHr 

Thus, growth can occur on atoms bonded 2 or 3 times to the surface, while 

etching can occur on atoms bonded I or 2 times to the surface. Preferably, when 

an atom is bonded just once to the surface, without having any neighbor 

interactions, adsorption is not carried out to this atom, as this event would lead to 

the formation of polymeric chains not allowed for covalent bonding of diamond. 

In addition due to excess hydrogen in diamond growth environment, formation of 

polymeric chains are avoided [50]. 

5. Surface diffusion is neglected (a valid assumption for covalent solids such as 

diamond). 

6. There is no reconstruction of the growth surfaces (valid for temperatures up to 

1300 K) [72]. 
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7. Stacking faults are not allowed to occur during the simulations. The number of 

stacking faults that can occur are incorporated into the seed itself. The reason 

being, the purpose of the simulations was to see the effect of surface chemistry on 

the kinetic faceting such as additional {II]} facets of star-shaped decahedral 

crystals and dimples. 

5.3.1.2 Type of surface sites 

Since KMC simulations are based on site selective chemistry, the surface is 

divided into the following different types of sites. These sites are vacant bonding 

positions, where an atom can adsorb. Diamond, with Sp3 bonding has 4 available bonds. 

The available sites for bonding are always on surface atoms, which have at least one site 

available for bonding. Each plane of diamond is characterized by different available 

bonds on the surface sites. The reader is referred to Appendix 1 for the different types of 

primary planes and their respective characteristic surface bonding in diamond. 

The following is the list of surface sites that are specified in the simulations. An 

important point to be noted is that these are vacant sites available at the surface atoms, 

and they do not refer to the surface atoms themselves. 

Type 1: These sites are typically found on the {Ill} surface, in which a C atom is bound 

only once to the surface. These singly bonded carbon atoms thus have 3 available sites 

for bonding. Because they are bound only once to the surface, the atoms containing these 

sites are capable of rotation (eclipsed or staggered) in the absence of any neighbor 

interactions. Adsorption at such sites gives rise to polymeric chains and must be avoided 
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for diamond Sp3 bonding. Thus, they always desorbed from the surface. Figure 5.8 

illustrates this surface site. However, these sites they tend to occupy a large fraction of 

surface sites. 

Figure 5.8 Ball and stick model of Type-1 site, typically found on diamond {111} 

surface. 

Type 2: This is an available site on an atom bonded twice the surface, with a second 

neighbor available. The second neighbor available can be bonded once, twice or thrice. 

This is specifically called a "kink" site in diamond {Ill}. See Figure 5.9. Included in 

this category is also site on atoms bonded thrice to the surface, with 2nd neighbors, which 

are bonded at least twice. Broadly speaking, these sites are found on {100} surface. 

These sites are primarily responsible for formation of a 4 atom cluster (stable step) on 

{Ill} surface and for step-propagation. Adsorption as well as desorption may occur at 

these type of sites. 
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Figure 5.9 Ball and stick model of Type-2 sites on an atom bonded twice to the surface, 

also known as kink-sites. 

Type 3: These sites are available on atoms bonded thrice to the surface (stable {Ill} 

type of sites), which have a second neighbor that is bonded only once. This type of site 

initiates the formation of diamond {110} (see fig. 5.10). Only adsorption occurs on this 

site. 

Figure 5.10 Ball and stick model of Type-3 site found on {Ill} surface, which could 

give rise to {II a} type surface after adsorption. 
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Type 4: When two atoms bonded once to the surface are in close proximity to each 

other such that they are 2nd neighbors, they will now be able to get a fixed orientation 

(either eclipsed or staggered) by an additional adsorption event. Their respective free 

bonds that make them 2nd neighbors are now type 4 sites (see Figure 5.11). Adsorption 

on these sites makes a 3 atom bridge on {Ill} surface. For most times, this three-atom 

bridge is capable of becoming a cubic step or hexagonal step (proper stacking or stacking 

fault respectively). However, for the simulations carried out in this work, only cubic 

stacking is considered. The atoms connected to these sites also have a tendency to get 

desorbed. 

Figure 5.11 Ball and stick model of Type-4 site, which is found on singly-bonded atoms 

having second neighbors. 

Type 5: These types of sites are found on stable {Ill} planes. A site on an atom 

bonded thrice that has a third neighbor, which is bonded once to the surface is called a 
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type 5 site. Adsorption on this type of site leads to the formation of sites of type 4, in 

which two singly bonded atoms come at second neighbor distances. Only adsorption can 

occur at these types of sites. See Figure 5.12. 

Figure 5.12 Ball and stick model of Type-5 site, which is found on atoms bonded thrice 

to the surface. 

Type 6: These sites are found either on atoms bonded twice or thrice to the surface with 

a third neighbor that is bonded more than once to the surface. Adsorption on this type of 

site is necessary to propagate the steps. These sites on triply bonded atoms are also found 

only on diamond {Ill} surface, while those on doubly bonded atoms are found on {I OO} 

surface. See Figure 5.13. 
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Figure 5.13 Ball and stick model of Type-6 site, which is found on an atom bonded twice 

or thrice to the surface. 

Type 7: This type of site is found on a doubly or triply bonded carbon atom with no 2nd
, 

or yd neighbors. They are strictly sites for adsorption. The adsorbed atoms when find a 

neighbor can lead to step nucleation. See Figure 5.14. 

Figure 5.14 Ball and stick model of Type-7 site, which is found on singly or doubly 

bonded atoms with no first or second neighbors present. 
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5.3.1.3 Reaction rate constants 

Adsorption of single carbon species and desorption of surface atoms are termed as 

reactions. A rate constant is defined for each of these reactions (A if adsorption, 11 if 

desorption). Each of these reactions are assumed to be first order and irreversible. The 

AS and I1S selected for these simulations are arbitrary numbers and can be compared in 

ratio to realistic rate constants used in prior work [106-109]. The list of reactions with 

the assumed rate constants (arbitrary numbers) are listed in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 Site-specific surface reactions and the range of rate constants used in the KMC 

simulations 

No. Site-specific reaction Range of rate constant 

1. Site 1 ~ Desorption Ill: 1-20 

2. Site 2 ~ Adsorption A2: 1-20 

3. Site 2 ~ Desorption 112 : 0.01-0.2 

4. Site 3 ~ Adsorption A3: 1-10 

5. Site 4 ~ Adsorption A4 : 1-5 

6. Site 4 ~ Desorption 114:1-20 

7. Site 5 ~ Adsorption AS: 1-5 

8. Site 6 ~ Adsorption A6: 1-10 

9. Site 7 ~ Adsorption A7: 1-10 
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5.3.1.4 Algorithm 

The methodology used in the previous simulations [97] was similar to that used in 

Ref. 164. The algorithm of this scheme is as follows (Scheme 1): 

1. A site is picked up at random. 

2. The type of site is determined based on the neighborhood of parental atom, i.e. 

second neighbor and third neighbors of the parental atoms. The fractions of each 

type of sites are determined. 

3. Depending on the site (for sites of type 4, 5 and 6 only), adsorption or desorption 

event is decided by a probability (for adsorption = "A/("A + ~); for desorption = ~/("A 

+ ~)). Based on this, the probability of the event is calculated as: . 

(5.1 ) 

mi is the number of sites of type i at time t, Ti->j is the conditional probability of 

transition from i to j per unit time. LmkTk-'ti is the total rate of transitions possible at 
k",i 

time t from all other sites to site type i. Similarly Lm;I';-'>k is the total rate of 
k# 

transitions possible from site type i to all other sites. Between the time t and t+8t, 

only a single transition event is possible. Ti---'>j becomes "Ai for adsorption event and 

Tj---'>i becomes ~j for a desorption event. 

4. A random number is generated and is compared with the calculated probability. 

Based on the random number, the decision of the event (adsorption or desorption) 

is made. 

5. The increment of time 8t is given as: 
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(5.2) 

Scheme 2: In order to use detailed site-specific chemistry, another scheme described in 

reference [106] was used. The algorithm proceeds as follows (Refer to Fig. 5.15): 

1. The site-fractions of each type of site are calculated. 

2. The rate of reaction i (total N reactions) is calculated. 

r. 
3. The probability of reaction i occurring is given as Pi= -!..., where R = 2> 

R j=I,N
j 

4. A scale of these rates is prepared. A random number is generated and if this 

number happened to be in the range of Pi, then reaction i would be chosen. 

5. Once the type of reaction is decided, the type of site is picked up randomly from 

the cluster of all sites present at that instance on the surface. 

6. Time is incremented dynamically and stochastically as 5t=-ln(X)/R, where X is a 

random number. 
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Read input data 
(Seed cluster data, rate 
constants of reactions) 

+ 
G)---+ Identify the type surface sites; 

hence site fractions (Xi) 

~ 
Calculate rate of each reaction i, 

fj=f.li*Xi (if adsorption) or 
rj=Aj*Xj (if desorption) 

~ 
Calculate probability of each reaction, 

Pj=r/R, where R=Irj 

~ 
Linear scale of probabilities prepared as below: 

PI PI + P2 PI + P2+P3 PI + P2+P3+ .... Pn 

I It I 11 11 t 
0 1 ~1 0.4 ! 0.6 i 0.8 ~.O .... 

2 .. ~; 

.. 3 ~; 

.. n ~; 

~ 
Random no. XI generated between 0 
and 1, reaction (i) from I-n picked 

~ If adsorption 
Random no. generated between 0 and 

~ or desorption 
1, and site of type i is picked update 

+ neighbors, 
surface sites 

Time increment (8t = -In(XI)/R, where 
G)+- XI is a random number) 

Figure 5.15 Algorithm for the KMC simulations used in this study. 
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These simulations are stopped when a desired number of atoms are reached. 

Since simulations are done on a closed surface, cyclic boundary conditions are not 

necessary to account for edges. In each of the schemes, after atoms are adsorbed or 

desorbed, the corresponding matrices for atom bonding and sites fractions need to be 

updated continuously. 

Both these schemes were tried for the different simulations. Comparing the two 

schemes, scheme 2 was chosen for the following reasons: 

1. The results of the two schemes were not too different. The reason could be that 

Scheme 1 is always at equilibrium at any size of the crystal. Hence it would 

maintain the same morphology independent of size, except for very small number 

of atoms «1000). While, the Scheme 2 gives the actual time evolution of the 

crystal as it grows in three dimensions. 

2. The rate constants used in the simulations have a greater control on the 

morphology in scheme 2. The reason being that in the Scheme 1, in reactions 

where adsorption and desorption occur, the event is decided by probability of 

A/(A+fl) or fl/(A+fl). While in Scheme 2, it just depends on the rate of that 

reaction. 

3. The time calculated by Scheme 2 give the true growth rate of the crystal. Hence 

one can make plots by using different rate constants. 

This KMC methodologies mentioned above does not require the prior knowledge 

of actual rate constants of the reactions (which are very difficult to obtain for gas-surface 

reactions). Arbitrary numbers can be used and depending on the results of the 

simulations (the final morphology); they could be changed to obtain the desired 
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morphology. Thus, in a way, this method gives a good estimate of the ratio of rate 

constants. However, the growth rate information gathered in this method would not be 

correct. If even one of the rate constants were known (for instance addition of a methyl 

radical to a {Ill } surface), the rest of the rate constants would also be known with 

sufficient accuracy, and hence the growth rate information could be derived. 

The program code was written in Fortran 77 and was run on a SGI ONYX 

supercomputer. The shape of the simulated crystal was visualized using RasMol 2.7® 

(developed by Roger Sayle) and Cerius2
® (Accelrys, CA) software packages. 

5.3.1.5 Time increment 

The KMC algorithm used (Scheme 2) is an N-fold way approach. In this method 

one event occurs compulsorily at each time increment, and the rate of the reactions are 

chosen from probabilities, the time increment with each even (8t) is also dynamic and 

stochastic [106]. 

~ __ In(~) 
ut - M' 

" r L..i~1 I 

5.2 

Where I; is a random number uniformly distributed in the range (0,1) and the 

denominator is the sum of the rates of all of the events that can occur at the simulation 

step for which 8t is evaluated. When the reaction rates are fast, 8t becomes low, and 

when the reaction rates are low, 8t is fast. 
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5.3.1.6 Seeds used in the simulation 

KMC simulations start with a seed cluster containing 10-20 carbon atoms and are 

allowed to grow individual crystals of any desired number of atoms. The evolution of 

perfect decahedral, perfect icosahedral, and dodecahedral shapes was successfully 

illustrated by a Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulation scheme using single adatom 

adsorption and desorption and starting with a seed cluster containing two and three 

stacking errors using scheme 1 [97]. However, the purpose of the study undertaken was 

to understand the reasons for formation of star-shape in decahedron, dimples (in star

decahedron and icosahedron) and additional facets along the twin boundaries. The 

number of stacking faults was pre-decided in the simulations (as shown in Figure 5.16) to 

generate the desired 5-fold or twenty-fold crystal, since the purpose was to understand the 

effect of kinetics on some of the features like dimples, additional {Ill} facets, etc. All 

the KMC simulations for five-fold twins (whether decahedron, star-decahedron or 

dodecahedron) were performed using the same seed cluster containing two stacking faults 

at different {Ill} planes (Figure 5.16b), while simulations for all twenty-fold crystals 

(icosahedron or dimpled icosahedron) were carried out on seed with three stacking faults 

(Figure 5.16 c). 

Figure 5.16 Ball and stick model of ( a) untwinned seed, (b) seed with two stacking errors, 

and (c) seed with three stacking errors on different {Ill} planes. 
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Changing the size of the seeds, for instance, increasing the distance between the 

stacking faults governed the final size of the twinned crystal, but did not change the final 

overall morphology. 

5.3.2 Results on morphologies of computer grown crystals 

All the simulations were carried out for at least 5000 atoms. And in many cases, 

the ones with favorable results (morphology matching experimentally observed ones) 

were carried out up to 20,000 atoms. The simulated crystals containing 20,000 atoms 

correspond to a physical size of ~ 1 0 nm. Steady state, in terms of both shape and growth 

kinetics, was generally reached in these simulations when the crystal size reached 1000 

atoms (as will be illustrated in further sections). For the size of the clusters being 

simulated, these simulations run relatively very fast. However, as the size of the cluster 

increases, the simulations slow down for processes like calculations of types of sites, 

picking up the selected type of site, etc. The reason for this slowing down is because the 

size of the matrices that contain all the bonding and neighbor information increases. The 

real time taken by the simulation depends on the probability of adsorption and cluster 

size. For a crystal size of 10,000 atoms, it varies from five hours (at highest adsorption 

probabilities) to more than 24 hours (at low adsorption probabilities). 

5.3.2.1 Simulations using a single adatom adsorption/desorption 

In the first set of simulations carried out, there was not much site selectivity used. 

The only 4 types of sites considered were Type 1, Type 4, Type 5 and the rest clubbed to 

Type 6. No selectivity was used in adsorption or desorption at these sites (1"4 = As = A 6 
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= A, and )11 = )1 4 = )1). For five-fold crystals with these sites using high desorption to 

adsorption ratios, i.e. )1/A = 5-20, decahedral crystals with 10 {Ill} facets and negligible 

{100} facets resulted from the simulations. The result is shown in Figure 5.17. With a 

relatively high ratio of adsorption to desorption rate constant ratios, i.e. A/)1 = 5-100, the 

same simulations resulted in a dodecahedral crystal with 10 {Ill} facets and 5 { 100} 

facets as shown in Figure 5.18. 

When the five-twinned {Ill} planes, with Sp3 bond angles, try to form a closed 

structure, a 7.5° mismatch occurs (360-5*70.5° = 7.5°). This angle misfit leads to an 

incomplete closure of five-fold crystals. High-resolution transmission electron 

microscopy (HRTEM) of five-fold twinned crystals showed that the misfit (~7.5 degrees) 

is primarily accommodated near one or two twin boundaries by creating additional 

dislocations [165] and other higher order stacking faults [166]. Hence, the simulated 

crystals (Figure 5.17, 5.18) are consistent with the HRTEM observations with only one or 

two twin boundaries accommodating the misfit during growth. 
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Top view 

Side view 

Figure 5.17 Wire-frame model of simulated decahedral crystal (5000 atoms) with single 

adatom adsorption/desorption kinetics ()lIA=20) (approx. size 6 nm). 

The simulations on a seed cluster without any stacking error, using the same ratio 

of rate constants ()lIA = 5-20, AI)l = 5-100) produced an octahedron and cubo-octahedron 

respectively. This is intuitive from the fact that high adsorption of single methyl radicals 

leads to quicker formation of steps. If the step flow cannot keep pace with the step 

nucleation, bunching of steps occurs, which gives rise to {lOO} facets. On the other 

hand, if step nucleation were a slow event, there would be sufficient time for the already 

formed step to flow across the crystal. Thus, the evolution of a decahedral shape to a 

dodecahedral shape for crystals seems to follow a similar relationship as that of 

octahedral to cubo-octahedral. This suggested that the a factor (defined in Section 2.5) 
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for a decahedral crystal would be the same as for an octahedral crystal (a =3.0) and that 

for a cubo-octahedral crystal would be the same for a dodecahedral crystal (a =1.5) [62]. 

Top View 

Side View 

Figure 5.18 Wire-frame model of simulated dodecahedral crystal (5000 atoms) with 

single adatom adsorption/desorption kinetics (iliA = 0.1) (approx. size 6 nm). (There are 

5 additional {I OO} facets at the sides giving a thickness to the crystal). 

Using the seed Fig. 5.16c, with high desorption to adsorption ratio (iliA = 5-20) a 

twenty-fold icosahedral crystal was obtained (Figure 5.19). This crystal had all twelve 5-

fold comers pointed, and did not have any dimples. This result also agrees with that 

obtained from ref [97]. 
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Figure 5.19 Wire-frame model of simulated icosahedral crystal (5000 atoms) with single 

adatom adsorption/desorption kinetics (11/1..,=20) (approx. size 4 nm). 

Appendix 2 shows the simulation of a five-fold crystal after 200 atoms is 

deliberately made to acquire an additional stacking fault, which then changes to an 

icosahedral crystal. This is similar to the experimental phenomena reported in section 

5.2.1.4. There were few parameters that could be manipulated in these simulations 

(1..,/11), which did not explain the reason for the presence of additional {Ill} faceting and 

dimples that appeared in star-decahedral and icosahedral crystals. 
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5.3.2.2 Simulations with finite etching of doubly bonded atoms 

The very appearance of a star-decahedral crystal with dimples and additional 

{Ill} facets along twin boundaries, makes it appear as if the removal of atoms seem to 

be responsible for these feature, making it star-shaped. Hence, KMC simulations were 

performed using finite desorption rate constant for etching of surface sites. The types of 

sites considered were now Type 1, Type 2, Type 4, Type 5 and Type 3, 6 and 7 clubbed 

together (from now on referred to as Type 3-6-7). Thus, there were 5 main types of sites 

identified. No selectivity was used in adsorption at any of these sites (i.e. A2 = A4 = A 5 = 

A3-6-7= A). However, additional selective etching of site type 2 was included. HenCe,).11 

= ).14 = ).1 and ).12 were different. The simulations, over a range of desorption rate constant 

ratios for doubly bonded to singly bonded surface sites ().12-3/).1=0.001-0.02), maintaining 

the same adsorption rate constants as (A2 = A4 = A 5 = A3-6-7 = A =1-4), yielded star

shaped decahedral crystals with truncated {100} facets. Figure 5.20a shows the star

decahedral crystals grown by simulations. It should be noted that in order to achieve 

these simulation results, the allowed etching of doubly bonded surface sites was not 

selective (i.e. it occurred equally irrespective of the number of neighbors the site had). 

Figure 5.20b shows the simulated star-decahedron with atom filling. Here, one can see 

that there seems to be no dimple at the center. 
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Figure 5.20 (a) Wire-frame and (b) space-filled model of a simulated star-dodecahedral 

with single adatom adsorption/desorption and doubly bonded atom etching (A//l=OA, 

/l2=0.2) (approx. size 5 nm). 
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The etching of doubly bonded sites was used previously to explain the triangular 

etch pits observed in naturally occurring samples as well as in the liquid-phase wet

solution etching of diamond crystals [167,168]. However, the theoretical probability for 

thermal desorption of doubly bonded surface sites is 9-10 orders of magnitude less than 

that for the desorption of singly bonded adatoms. Gas phase selective etching of isolated 

doubly bonded atoms was used in reference [169] to explain slow growth rates of 

diamond {100}, while the etching of doubly bonded atoms at terraces and step edge sites 

was calculated to be unappreciable. The etching used in these simulations was not 

selective. Thus, the true value of 1l2-3 is much smaller than the one used in the 

simulations. In this regard, the results from the above simulations are only suggestive of 

a chemical means of etching such surface sites. This type of etching, if allowed, would 

require the critical nucleus for step nucleation on a {Ill} surface to contain at least four 

adatoms instead of three adatoms. 

5.3.2.3 Simulations with increased site-specific chemistry 

In order to simulate dimples as well as well-defined additional {Ill} facets, it 

was clear that a more site-specific chemistry needed to be used. In these simulations 

now, all the 7 types of sites defined in section 5.3.l.2 were used. The rate constants were 

varied for each type of site. Etching was carried out only for singly bonded methyl 

radicals i.e. the only desorption events that occurred were on site type 1 and type 4 (Ill, 

1l4). The adsorption varied on all the other site types (1"2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, AS). A range 

of rate constants was tried for the simulations. 
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In general, a higher desorption vs. adsorption ratio for single adatoms resulted in 

{Ill} faceted crystals. This is consistent with the previous simulations mentioned in 

section 5.3.2.1. Figure 5.21(a) shows the results for a star-decahedral crystal. The rate 

constants used for this simulation are 1l1=5, 1l4=5, "'2=10, "'3=1, /c4=1, "'5=1, "'6=5, "'7=1. 

A clearly noticeable dimple is seen at the center of the star-decahedral. The solid-model 

shown in Figure 5.21 b shows the dimple appearing at the center, with clearly defined 

{ Ill} facets. The {Ill} facets are identified easily by the arrangement of atoms in a 

triangular symmetry. There exists a clear similarity between the simulated star

decahedron and experimentally grown crystal shown in Figures 5.2a. The dimple did 

seem to get buried during some stages of growth; this could be simulating the actual 

process of growth of star-decahedral, in which the dimples would change in size. Figure 

5.22a represents a large star-decahedral crystal of about 19, 500 atoms (~1 0 nm). This 

simulation took several days of running. The dimples seemed to have buried in this large 

crystal (Figure 5 .22b), but clear additional {Ill} faceting still continue to appear. 
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Figure 5.21 (a) Wire-frame and (b) space-filled model of a simulated star-decahedral 

crystal containing 7000 atoms with a prominent dimple using rate constants ~1=5, ~4=5, 

A2=1O, A3=1, A4=1, As=l, A6=5, A7=1 (approx. size 6 nm). 
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Figure 5.22 (a) Wire-frame and (b) space-filled model of a long-term simulation of a star

decahedral crystal with 19500 atoms (approx. size 10 nm). 
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From Figure 5.21, it may seem apparent that the planes enclosing the dimples are 

{Ill}, which is partially consistent with the AFM observations reported in section 5.2.2. 

However, as mentioned above, the dimples were partially filled during the simulations. 

Calculations of the angle, when the dimple is covered with one partial step leads to an 

increase of 29.7°, which increases the angle to 140°. Figure 5.23 shows a sequence of a 

dimple, which initially is completely bounded by {Ill} (Figure 5.23a), and after growth 

of 500 additional atoms, the center etch pits fills up partially due to the growth of a 

monolayer (Figure 5.23b), increasing the angle to 140°. This result is again consistent 

with the AFM results reported in section 5.2.2, indicating at some instances the dimple 

planes could be high index planes. These figures can be compared to Figure 5.7 showing 

dimple in a real star-decahedral crystal. 

It must be remembered that these simulations were performed at the scale of at 

least two orders of magnitude smaller than real size crystals. Hence, this partial filling of 

the etch pit could be visualized as few {Ill} layers in the dimple developing incomplete 

steps, giving rise to a high index {lIS} planes. 
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Figure 5.23 Space-filled model of a simulated growth sequence of a star-decahedral at (a) 

7000 atoms with a prominent dimple and (b) 7500 atoms with dimple partially filled. 

Simulations for a decahedron resulted with the rate constants ).11=10, ).14=10, A2=5, 

A3=10, A4=1, A5=1, A6=10, A7=1 is shown in Figure 5.24. As it is clear in the space-filled 
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model (Figure 5.24b) there is no dimple or additional faceting in this crystal. Simulation 

for a dodecahedron is show in Figure 5.25 for rate constants 111=2, 114=2, A2=2, A3=10, 

A4=2, A5= 1, A6= 1, A7=2. The dodecahedral crystal has a thickness due to the additional 

{ 1 00} facets. The dodecahedral crystal shows significant step bunching. 

Thus, these set of rate constants and reactions seem sufficient enough to define 

conditions under which a star-decahedral, decahedral and do-decahedral crystals are 

obtained. 
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Figure 5.24. (a) Wire-frame model and (b) space-filled model of a simulated decahedral 

crystal containing 7000 atoms using rate constants 1l1=1O, 1l4=1O, /..2=5, /..3=10, /..4=1, 

/..5=1, /..6=10, /..7=1 (approx. size 6 nm). 
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Figure 5.25 Wire-frame model of a simulated dodecahedral crystal containing 7000 

atoms using rate constants /J.l=2, /J.4=2, "'2=2, "'3=10, "'4=2, "'5=1, "'6=1, "'7=2 (approx. size 

5 nm). 

Using the rate constants that result in decahedral crystal on a seed with three 

stacking faults (Figure 5 .16c) results in a perfect icosahedral crystal with no dimples at 

the twin centers (Figure 5.26a). Using the same conditions that gave rise to star

decahedral, but with a seed containing 3 staking faults, an icosahedral crystal with 

dimples is obtained (Figure 5.26b). It must be noted that the dimples get buried after a 

few thousand atoms, because these become preferential sites for adsorption than other 

sites. The 7.5 angle mismatch of each five-fold center makes it difficult to complete the 

icosahedron in general, thus, it does not close up. 
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Figure 5.26 Space-filled model of (a) simulated pefect-icosahedaral (same rate constants 

as decahedral crystals) and (b) simulated dimpled icosahedron (same rate constants as 

star-decahedral). (Arrows indicate 5-fold twin centers). 
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5.3.3 Discussion on KMC results 

Among the three sets of KMC simulations used, the one described in section 

5.3.2.3 with detailed site-specific chemistry seems to work best in explaining the 

variations of five-fold crystals (star-decahedral, decahedral, and dodecahedral), and 

twenty-fold crystals (icosahedral and dimpled icosahedral). The a factors for simulated 

star-decahedron and decahedron shown in Figure 5.21 and 5.24 were calculated. 

According to the definition, a = .J3 'VlOO/Vlll , (described in section 2.5) where VIOO and 

VIII are the velocities of the [100] and [111] directions. VIOO and VIII are again given by 

the distance of the {Ill} and {I OO} facets from the center of the crystal divided by the 

time. Since the crystal is growing in 3-D, the time taken for {Ill} and {100} facets 

would be same and would cancel out. Hence, a=.J3.dlOO/dlll' where d lOo and dIll are 

distances of the {I OO} and {Ill} from the center of the crystal, as indicated in the side 

view in Figure 5.27. For the simulated decahedral crystal this value was 2.94 and for 

simulated star-decahedra1 crystal this value was 2.9. 

[100] 

Figure 5.27 Schematic side-view of either a decahedral or star-decahedral crystal. 

(Square brackets indicate directions, which are perpendicular to the respective 

crystallographic planes). 
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The same set of rate constants for decahedral and star-decahedral crystals were 

used on untwinned seeds (See Figure 5.16a) and simulations were carried out for the 

same number of atoms. These simulations resulted in the same type of octahedral 

crystals with a a-factor close to 3. It was thus apparent that there is no difference in a 

factor for star-decahedral or decahedral crystals. This is consistent with the fact that they 

are bound by {Ill} facets. 

The variation of crystal size with time is shown in Figure 5.28. The growth 

kinetics, after steady state, followed the expected relationship for attachment kinetics 

limited growth, i.e., cluster volume (N) was proportional to t3. 

Appendix 3 shows the simulation sequence of the star-decahedral and decahedral 

crystal formation starting with the seed containing two stacking error till about 1000 

atoms. In star-decahedral and decahedral crystals, in general, desorption of single 

adatoms is higher than adsorption (Ill, 114 is higher than A4). This condition is required 

for {Ill} bound crystals. The main difference in growth conditions (simulations) of 

decahedral and star-decahedral crystals is the value of the rate constant A2, A3, and A6. 

The site type 2 as described in section 5.3.1.2 is a kink site. This site is partially 

responsible for step propagation (Figure 5.9). The site of type 6 is also responsible for 

step-propagation; however, it requires two-adatom events for step propagation (Figure 

5.13). In fact, once the two consecutive atom additions occur at this site, it gives rise to 

kink sites (type 2 sites). Hence, this event can be called "kink-nucleation". 
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Figure 5.28 Logarithmic plot of number of atoms vs. time (arbitrary units) for (a) 

simulated star-decahedral crystal and (b) simulated decahedral crystal. 

Under the lean growth conditions ((Il], 114 is higher than A4), once a step nucleates 

on a stable {Ill} facet, it will propagate throughout the crystal, only after that does the 

next step nucleation event occur. Under these conditions, step-propagation is an 
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important event. In the case of star-decahedron, due to the low adsorption on site 6, 

versus site 2, step propagation event (or kink nucleation event) is limiting, while kink 

propagation is a very fast event. Hence, as soon as the step propagates through site 6, 

kinks are nucleated, and adsorption immediately occurs on these sites. As a result, these 

step-islands tend to bunch up in the form of triangles bounded by {Ill} sites in a star

decahedral crystal (Figure 5.29). 

In a decahedral crystal, since adsorption at type 6 site is faster than type 2 site, 

kink nucleation and kink propagation are at least equivalent to each other. This leads to 

the formation of a triangular {Ill} facet, but they are inverted with respect to that in a 

star-decahedral crystals (Figure 5.30). The point to be noted is that adsorption on type 2 

and type 6 sites (even if slow) permit step flow across a convex twin plane. 
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Figure 5.29 Simulated step propagation sequences on a star-decahedral crystal at different 

sizes: ( a) 1900 atoms and (b) 2000 atoms. Wire-frame model illustrating the bonding 

nature of the step. (Type-6 sites are marked as white circles). 
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Figure 5.30 Simulated step propagation sequences on a decahedral crystal at different 

sizes: (a) 1700 atoms and (b) 1800 atoms. Wire-frame model illustrating the bonding 

nature of the step. (Type-2 sites are marked as filled circles and type-6 sites are marked 

as open circles). 
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For star-decahedron, the value of A3 is almost 1I10the the value in a decahedron. 

As indicated in section 5.2.2, type 3 is a site occurring on a triply bonded atom which has 

a second neighbor that is bonded only once to the surface. In a twinned crystal, 

nucleation at the twin boundaries requires adsorption on this type of a site. As shown in 

Figure 5.31, once adsorption of a single adatom occurs at the twin center, to form a stable 

step, just a second adatom is required on a triply bonded atom site (which is a type 3 site). 

On the other hand, a step nucleation on a {Ill} plane requires a 3-atom cluster, i.e. 

adsorption on a type 4 site. Once a stable step is formed at both, the twin plane or {Ill} 

plane, it propagates immediately because of adsorption reactions on type 2 and type 6 

sites, and due to the fact that step-propagation step is faster than step nucleation. Hence, 

if adsorption is slowed on site of type 3, it would be difficult to nucleate a step at the twin 

boundary. The consequence of this is additional {Ill} facets along the twin planes and 

additional facets also where the 5 twin planes meet at the pentagonal center of the star

decahedral (i.e. a dimple). Thus, the reduction on adsorption on type 3 and type 6 site are 

both responsible for the formation of additional {Ill} facets along the twin boundary and 

dimples in a star-decahedral crystal. 
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Figure 5.31 Ball and stick model indicating the two primary nucleation sites on a star

decahedral crystal: type-3 at the twin boundary and type-4 on a {Ill} plane. 

When the rate constant for adsorption at type 3 sites is increased (as in the case of 

decahedron), the tendency to nucleate at type 3 site increases due to the added advantage 

of needing only 2 atoms for a stable step. The simulations indicate that the dimples fill 

up and the additional {Ill} facets along the twin boundaries fill up when high adsorption 

is assumed at these type of sites, giving a decahedral shape. In addition, the increase in 

kink nucleation makes the step spread out, giving it a shape of a triangle that is inverted 

with respect to a star-decahedral crystal. Another clear validation for this mechanism is 

seen in the simulations for icosahedral crystals. Twenty-fold crystals grown using the 

same rate constants as in star-decahedral resulted in significant dimples at the twin-
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centers, while the twenty-fold crystals with rate constants as in decahedral crystals did 

not have any dimples (Figure 5.26). Thus, the main reactions that control a star

decahedron vs. decahedron are 2, 4 and 8 (Refer to table 5.1). 

The previous set of simulations described in section 5.3.2.2 with etching of 

doubly bonded atoms also gave partially successful simulations for star-decahedral 

crystals. However, these star-decahedral crystals did not have the dimple at the center, 

and also they had some {100} faceting and hence were called star-dodecahedral crystals. 

Doubly bonded atoms that were etched occurred on sites as indicated in Figure 5.32. 

Figure 5.32 Wire-frame model indicating the types of doubly bonded atoms that would be 

etched in simulations where f..l#0. 

As indicated in Figure 5.32, the doubly bonded sites are of two types: {100} sites 

and {11O} sites. Specifically etching of the {11O} type site, would give rise to a type 3 

site. Hence, etching on these sites is one way of reducing the adsorption on type 3 site, 
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which indirectly prevents the propagation of type 6 site. The etching probability was 

kept low (only 1110 to 11100lh of adsorption probability). With such a low probability, 

the chances of choosing the {II O} type site would be low. This could be a reason for not 

observing a well-defined {Ill} faceting along twin planes (i.e. the star-shape), and not 

observing dimples at all. 

The important issue to be addressed is what would give rise to the slow adsorption 

on a type 3 site or type 6 sites in one case versus the other. Both these events require the 

adsorption of two successive adatoms to form a stable stmcture. It could thus be 

speculated that the high adsorption on site types 3 and 6 would be faster if a C2· type 

radical would adsorb at these sites, making them stable quickly, or in another way, the 

adsorption of two consecutive methyl species occurred in quick succession. It was shown 

earlier that acetylenic species (C2H2) are more favorable for addition at the <110> steps 

on the {111} surface (type 3, and type 6) by using quantum mechanical simulations [40] 

and methyl species are more favorable for {100} type sites (type 2) [170]. Thus, it could 

be probable, that star-decahedral crystals grow in an environment that does not favors C2· 

adsorption while decahedral crystals grow in an environment that favors C2' adsorption. 

Further using dynamic Monte Carlo simulations, Frenklach [171] proposed that addition 

of C2H2 creates sites for CH3 adsorption and adsorption of CH3 creates sites for C2H2 

adsorption. This is also seen in our simulations, in which a kink is nucleated by a two 

atom addition on type 6 site (similar to C2H2). Once this kink nucleated, it creates sites 

where a single methyl is required for adsorption (type 2 sites). 

However, this does not necessarily imply that the gas phase composition in the 

growth conditions for decahedral or star-decahedral crystals would have to be different. 
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In fact, it was shown that at low hydrocarbon/hydrogen ratios, the surface temperature 

alone determines the kinetics of gas-surface reactions [79, 80]. Hence, what could be 

inferred is that in the case of star-decahedral and decahedral crystals, it is the temperature 

at the surface that determines which reaction is favored versus the other or which species 

is adsorbed faster than the other. Calculations of surface kinetics of these site-specific 

reactions could give further proof to this hypothesis. 

5.4 Summary 

Experimental and theoretical studies were performed to understand faceting of 

multiply twinned diamond crystals. In this work, the common experimentally observed 

twinned morphologies were star-decahedral crystals and dimpled-icosahedral crystals. 

These crystals had characteristic additional {Ill} facets along twin boundaries and a 

dimple at the twin centers. For the first time, a close indication of the change in 

morphology of a star-decahedral to an icosahedral crystal was obtained experimentally. 

The dimples and additional {Ill} facets seemed to be due to specific kinetic 

events occurring during growth. KMC simulations were performed to understand which 

kinetic events decide the shape i.e. decahedral or star-decahedral. The conclusions from 

these simulations were that when a two-atom adsorption event for { Ill} step

propagation becomes limiting (slower kink nucleation), the observed morphology is a 

star-decahedron. While, when the two atom addition event is fast (quick {Ill} step

propagation and kink nucleation), the final morphology is a decahedral crystal. Low 

adsorption of C2 radicals to the surface could possibly give rise to slow two-atom 

addition events, leading to star-decahedral crystals. 
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CHAPTER 6 

KINETIC FACETING OF CARBON NANOTUBES - CARBON NANOPIPTTES 

6.1 Introduction 

Catalytic growth of carbon nanotubes and other nanostructures has been known 

since 1950 [110,111]. Carbon nanotubes are typically cylindrical, with single or multi

walls, whose catalyst-assisted growth mechanisms are well understood. On the other 

hand, the nucleation and growth of conical carbon nanostructures are difficult to explain. 

As discussed in Chapter 2, conical morphologies of carbon were reported in many 

random observations and still need to be understood in terms of both their structure and 

growth mechanisms. Also, these conical nanostructures are interesting because of their 

nanoscale tips, rigidity and different surface configurations from the carbon multi-walled 

nanotubes. 

Hollow conical structures, with open ends, could have many interesting 

applications, such as fluid flow, in addition to possibly sensing applications due to their 

surface sites. However, these nanostructures have to be grown in controllable 

morphologies and in arrays, to utilize them in specific applications. 

This chapter describes the discovery, synthesis and structure of a tapered 

morphological manifestation of carbon nanotubes termed here as "carbon nanopipettes". 

In the experiments on nucleation of diamond using platinum wires immersed in the 
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plasma (Ch. 4), it was expected that the temperatures and concentration of gas phase 

radical and neutral species would vary along the length of the platinum wire [143], and 

thus a variety of carbon phases were expected. Carbon nanopipettes nucleated along with 

diamond crystals on the platinum wires. Due to their tapered morphology, very different 

from any of the reported cylindrical or conical carbon nanostructures, their growth 

mechanisms were studied to develop a method for producing them as arrays. 

6.2 Synthesis of carbon nanopipettes 

In the same experiments for growmg nanocrystalline carbon phases, as the 

platinum wire was placed vertically in the plasma, there was a variation in the type of 

deposit found along the wire length due to the variation in temperature and gas phase 

composition along the length of the substrate. The deposit at the tip of the platinum wires 

contained nanocrystalline graphite, diamond and other metastable phases of carbon like 

fcc-carbon, bcc-carbon and lonsdaleite. In regions away from the tip, the platinum wire 

was coated with microcrystalline diamond (crystal sizes ~ 10 /lm). In this region along 

with diamond crystals, several whiskers of about 1 /lm in diameter at the base and 20 /lm 

in length were observed. These whiskers appeared to emerge from the microcrystalline 

diamond film. It must be pointed out that the gas phase composition of 1-2% CH4/H2 

used in the synthesis of this work was atypical for carbon nanotube growth (which 

typically occurs with 20-30% CH4/H2). 

These whiskers had an outer conical morphology with a pointed tip, while their 

base was in the sub-micron regime (Figure 6.1). They were specifically called carbon 

nanopipettes for the reasons that will be stated in further discussions. The SEM-EDS 
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taken from these whiskers indicated the presence of carbon. However, this could have 

been due to the heavy signal from the underlying diamond film and hence was not too 

reliable. 

Figure 6.1 SEM image of carbon nanopipettes emerging from the microcrystalline 

diamond film on a platinum wire 
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Figure 6.2 SEM Image showing a large density of randomly oriented carbon 

nanopipettes. 

Higher resolution SEM on these whiskers showed surface faceting as indicated in 

Figure 6.3. They seemed to be made up of some rolled up sheets. Figure 6.3 (b) shows a 

partially unwrapped nanopipette that could have been caused by beam damage. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 6.3 (a-c) SEM Images indicating surface faceting of the nanopipettes, and 

appearance of rolled-up sheets. 

6.3 Structural characterization 

Micro-Raman spectra taken on these nanopipettes emerging from the diamond 

film is shown in Figure 6.4. The spectrum indicated as ' a' is taken from the 

microcrystalline diamond adjacent to the nanopipettes, and the spectrum indicated as 'b' 

is taken from the individual nanopipettes. As shown in the figure , the microcrystalline 

diamond shows peaks corresponding to 1242 and 1325 em-I. 1332 em-I is the 

characteristic signature for pure diamond Spl phase. Systematic Raman studies of boron

doped diamond thin films have indicated that the 1332 em-I line becomes asymmetrical at 

higher boron concentrations due to the Fano-interference between the zone center Raman 
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active phonon and an electronic continuum induced by the impurity band [172]. In 

addition, a new broad Raman peak is activated around 1200 cm- I [172]. Hence, the 

asymmetric peak at 1325 

microcrystalline diamond. 
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Figure 6.4 Raman spectra taken with laser wavelength 785 nm from (a) microcrystalline 

diamond film and (b) nanopipettes emerging from the diamond film 

The carbon nanopipettes show peaks at 1312 cm-1 and 1595 cm-1
, which are 

attributable to the D-and G-band of graphite for the particular wavelength of the laser 

used in the Raman spectra [173-175]. There appears a small shoulder at 1250 cm- I
, 

which could be attributed to the underlying diamond film. Thus, Raman analysis 

indicated that the carbon nanopipettes could actually be graphitic in nature. 
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Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) was used for detailed structural 

investigation. Few carbon nanopipettes were scraped from the platinum substrate and put 

on a TEM grid. These pipettes were analyzed in a lEOL model 2010 TEM. As seen in 

the bright field TEM images (Figure 6.5), the pipettes are several micrometers long with 

a well-defined uniform-diameter hollow core. The core is approximately 10-20 nm in 

diameter, extending throughout the length of the pipette. 

Figure 6.5 Bright field TEM image of th~ nanopipettes, indicating a hollow core 

(highlighted, running axially down as indicated). 

The dark field image in Figure 6.6 highlights thi s structure even further showing 

the hollow core running across the entire length of a pipette. At the tip of the pipette, 
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where the thickness pennitted a reasonable signal , an energy-filtered image using the Sp2 

core loss peak clearly illuminated the specimen (Figure 6.6a, inset). The dark region 

running down the axis of the pipette corresponds to the hollow core, which evidently 

does not contribute to any signal (in this case inelastically scattered core loss electrons). 

Based on the energy loss images, the walls of the pipette at least in the tip region 

appeared to be graphitic in nature. 

Figure 6.6 Dark field TEM image taken from the 00.4 Bragg reflection, and inset 

indicating the corresponding EFTEM image from the tip of the nanopipette using Sp2 

carbon core loss peak 

The graphitic structure of the nanopipettes was con finned by the basal plane 

lattice images. Electron diffraction patterns from thicker regions of the pipette (Figure 

6.7) exhibited characteristic features of helical sheets of graphite. The pitch angle 

associated with this type of structure varied at different points (an angle of 9° is indexed 
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in figure 6.7b) indicating a more complex morphology. TEMIEDS did not detect the 

presence of platinum throughout the length of the pipettes. 

Figure 6.7 (a) Diffraction patterns from carbon nanopipettes indexed as basal plane of 

graphite. (b) Diffraction pattern outlining the helical sheets with angle _9°. 

Figure 6.8(a) shows the dark field image produced by the 00.4 Bragg reflection of 

a broken pipette. This image clearly shows a central tube emerging from the thick 

pipette. The outer wall of this central tube seems to have the same brightness as the shell 

structure of the pipette, indicating that it has a similar crystal structure as the shell. The 

diffraction pattern taken at an electron transparent region of the shell in 6.8(b) is similar 

to that shown in 6.7, once again indicating that this structure is made up of helical sheets 

of graphi teo 
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Figure 6.8 (a) Dark field image of a broken nanopipette, indicating a protruding 

central nanotube, which has the same brightness as the shell of the pipette. (b) 

Diffraction pattern from the broken nanopipette corresponding to helical sheet of 

graphite. 

TEM investigations suggested that these "nanopipettes" are hollow whiskers 

made up of helical sheets of graphite. They have a core of constant diameter of 10-20 nm 

running throughout their length. These nanopipettes are open at both ends because the 

core extends throughout their length. Their outer morphology however is conical, with a 

base of I 11m and a tip equal to that of the hollow core, i.e. 10-20nm. Their outer shell is 

made up of helical sheets of graphite. The overall morphology is shown 

diagrammatically in Figure 6.9. So, in order to understand the growth mechanism of 

these nanopipettes, experiments to study their early stages of growth were carried out. 
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Figure 6.9 Schematic of the overall 

structure of the carbon nanopipette. 

6.4 Growth mechanism of nanopipettes: early stages of growth 

As discussed in Chapter 2, conical structures of graphite had been studied long 

before the discovery of carbon nanotubes. Some of the earliest research on one

dimensional nanostructures of graphite described a model for the growth of graphite 

whiskers [110]. According to one of the models, a sheet of graphite (consisting of 

several mono layers ) overlaps itself and continues to wind around the whisker axis many 

times rather than joining opposite edges and forming concentric tubes. This scroll 

structure gave rise to a simultaneous thickening and growth along the length. However, 

this morphology was different from the one shown in Figure 6.9. In another attempt, 

while heating silicon carbide crystals, graphite whiskers were obtained [120]. The 

explanation for columnar growth was given on the basis of classical model of whisker 

growth initiated by nucleation of a dislocation with a screw component perpendicular to 

the surface. A time dependent impurity adsorption hampers layer spreading. Another 

explanation for these needle-shaped crystals was that a flat graphite sheet rolled into a 

cone, and each time it wraps around by lifting itself to form a rotation over a small angle. 
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Graphite sheets are known to grow along their edges, thus if subsequent growth takes 

place, a helical surface will be formed by growth along steps (to form a spiral shape) 

[176]. 

Graphite polyhedral crystals, synthesized from gas phase, had folded and closed 

graphene planes different from ordinary graphite but similar to multi-walled carbon 

nanotubes [124]. There were small angle conical clystals also [125], which were as large 

as 3 )..lm and 300 nm in diameter. Some of these crystals were hollow, consisting of 

straight and well-defined 110 nm thick walls. Their hollow tips had a herringbone type 

structure, however beyond the tip, this herring bone structure transformed into a conical 

cavity. None of the above conical crystals had a structure similar to the carbon 

nanopipettes described in the previous section. Hence, none of the above mechanisms 

could explain the formation of a whisker that is conical on the outside and has a unifom1 

diameter hollow core at the center. 

Some studies on the spatial profiles of microwave plasmas have indicated that the 

gas temperatures near the center of the microwave plasma could reach as high as 2000 OK 

[81]. Also, it was experimentally determined that with the change in one cm length along 

the radius of the plasma, the temperature reduced by about 1000 K [82]. Since the 

substrate is placed vertically, the plasma tends to discharge at the tip, making it close to 

the melting point of Platinum (1768 DC). The pipettes seemed to be growing a few mm 

below the tip of the wire, which could be estimated to be about 500 K lesser than the tip. 

These high temperatures and the peculiar conical shape suggest the possibility that the 

growth mode could be due to an evaporating catalyst i.e., a platinum catalyst particle 

initiates the growth of multi-walled carbon nanotubes. As the pipette grows, the catalyst 
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droplet evaporates. As the catalyst droplet evaporates, the outer diameter of the multi

walled shell reduces. This hypothesis could be easily tested using a sequential step 

experiment by growing for shorter time scales and seeing the catalyst at the tip. 

Hence, in another experiment, platinum thin films (~50 nm) were electrodeposited 

on platinum wires coated with microcrystalline diamond films. Diamond films acted as a 

non-reactive stable substrate. These Pt-diamond-Pt wire substrates were immersed into 

the plasma, but inclined at an angle to the substrate. The platinum coating on the diamond 

film melted into droplets when exposed to the plasma, due to temperature gradients. The 

growth experiments were performed for over a period of one hour or less. As shown in 

Figure 6.10, there is a continuous variation of the morphology of the one-dimensional 

structures along the wire substrate. In a region close to the tip of the substrate, conical 

structures with a multi-walled (or single-walled) carbon nanotube emerging from the 

center are observed (Figure 6.10a). The nanotube is surrounded by graphite deposit. 

When the distance from the tip increases, there is a competition between the etching and 

growth of crystalline phase (Sp2) of carbon. Due to this, the central nanotube remains 

intact, while the surrounding graphite material tries to grow rapidly around it. However, 

hydrogen plasma tends to etch the graphitic deposit, and etching seems more prevalent 

near the tip of these nanopipettes, giving a conical structure. The relative degree of 

growth and etching varies with the position in the plasma. Thus, the aspect ratio of the 

structures increased with increasing distance from the tip of the substrate, ultimately 

giving rise to nanopipettes further distance away (Figure 6.lOc )). The density of the 

pipettes also reduced along the length of the substrate. 
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Figure 6.1 0 Varying aspect ratio structures along the length of the platinum wire: (a) 

conical structures with a central nanotube, (b) increased aspect ratio of conical structures, 

and (c) carbon nanopipettes. 

If the model of an evaporating catalyst were true, then such a variation of 

morphology of one-dimensional structures along the substrate would not be observed. 

The morphology seen in Figure 6.10 would mean that the rate of evaporation changes 

abruptly during the growth of the pipette, which would be quite impossible. Hence, these 

experiments clearly indicate that selective etching and growth simultaneously is 
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responsible for the growth of these conical nanopipettes with different aspect ratios along 

the length of the substrate. 

Figure 6.11 (a-b) shows a schematic of the growth mechanism of the carbon 

nanopipettes. Overall, there is an initial open-ended nanotube that grows out rapidly due 

to the presence of platinum metal catalyst. The high temperatures in the plasma 

eventually evaporate the catalyst particle, due to which, Pt is never observed in the final 

morphology. Surrounding this nanotube, helical sheets of graphite coil around each 

other. The continuous coiling around of graphite sheets makes the outer morphology of 

the nanopipette conical, while the initial nanotube maintains the inner constant-diameter 

hollow core. Depending on the placement in the plasma, there is competitive growth and 

etching of the graphite sheets surrounding the central nanotube. On the part of the 

substrate that is immersed into the plasma, etching as well as growth seems to dominate, 

because of the high concentrations of gas phase radicals present at this region, giving rise 

to a low aspect ratio. Away from the tip region of the substrate immersed in the plasma, 

growth seems to dominate giving rise to high aspect ratio pipettes. The inner core 

diameter is however larger than a SWNT (which is typically 1-4 nm), the reason being 

that it has surrounding graphite shells. Similar to a MWNT, the nanopipette is able to 

support larger wall diameter. The low aspect ratio pipettes grow towards the tip of the 

substrate exposed to the plasma, and the high aspect ratio ones grow at the regions away 

from the tip of the substrates. 
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Figure 6.l1 Growth mechanism of carbon nanopipettes: (a) growth begins with an initial 

nanotube, (b) wrapping-up of helical sheets of graphite around the central nanotube ( c) 

simultaneous growth and etching results in high aspect ratio pipettes. 

The particular external faceting of carbon nanopipettes makes their surface 

surrounded by the highly reactive edge planes of graphite, contrary to carbon nanotubes, 

which have almost inert basal planes. This could make them attractive for applications 

that could make use of their surface reactivity such as chemical/electrochemical sensing 

(discussed in more detail in chapter 7). 

The length of the pipettes can be controlled by increasing the growth time. As 

shown in Fig. 6.l2, pipettes as tall as 75 flm were grown. However, arrays of pipettes of 

this length have not yet been obtained. Also, shown in Figure 6.13 is an array of 
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nanopipettes grown on a sheet of platinum, placed in the plasma in the same maimer as 

the platinum wires. A po int to be noted is that the pipettes grow at the edges of the sheet 

(the th ickness of the sheet substrate). This could be due to the fact that the plasma tends 

to di scharge more on the edges of a substrate, creating higher temperatures in those 

regions, close to the melting point of the platinum rather than the top flat surface. An 

array grown on a fl at sheet wou ld be easier to handle, in terms of pealing the pipette array 

out of the substrate. 

Figure 6.12 SEM image of a 75 !1m long carbon nanopipette . 

Figure 6.13 SEM image of carbon nanopipette array on a platinum sheet substrate. 
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6.5 Nanostructures grown on gold substrates 

When gold wires were immersed into the microwave plasma (in the same manner 

as platinum) at the same gas phase conditions of 1-2% CH4/H2, one dimensional 

structures that were similar to nanotubes, with constant outer wall diameters of about 80-

90 nm were obtained. In some regions, a graphite deposit appeared to be growing around 

the central nanotube (See Figure 6.14). 

Structural investigations using TEM indicated that they are multi-walled carbon 

nanotubes, although the actual diffraction patterns of these samples were not recorded. 

Also, no other experiments were carried out on gold to investigate these structures 

further. A possible explanation could be that the catalyst used (gold here, instead of 

platinum) could affect the morphology of the nanostructures, however, this would require 

further experiments to understand this phenomena. 
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Figure 6.14 SEM images of (a) carbon nanostructures grown on gold wire-substrate and 

(b) graphite deposit growing around the nanostructllres. 
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6.6 Summary 

The synthesis, structural characterization and growth mechanisms of a unique 

morphology of carbon nanotube, called carbon nanopipettes was discussed in this 

chapter. Carbon nanopipettes have an internal hollow core (10-20 nm) and an outer 

conical shell due to helical sheets of graphite surrounding the internal core. Their 

peculiar structure arises due to the simultaneous growth and etching of graphite in the 

methane-hydrogen plasma. They can be grown in the form of arrays" aligned perfectly 

vertical to the substrate. Due to their peculiar structure, their surfaces can be expected to 

be made up of highly reactive edge sites making them an excellent candidate for 

electrochemical sensing. Their sharp tips would make them useful for piercing through a 

barrier, such as for trans dermal drug delivery and for several electronic applications like 

AFM tips, field emission, etc. The additional property of a hollow core could make 

nanopipettes useful for fluid flow applications. 
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CHAPTER 7 

ELECTROANAL YTICAL SURFACE CHEMISTRY ON NANOCRYSTALLINE 
GRAPHITE MORPHOLOGIES 

7.1 Introduction 

Nanocrystals of graphite, including new I-D morphologies like carbon 

nanopipettes, are expected to have high edge-site density due to their small crystal 

domains [29]. Surface-site characterization is quite difficult for nanomaterials compared 

to single crystal surfaces. Fortunately, graphite is an anisotropic material with highly 

reactive edge-plane sites and nearly inert basal-plane sites. So, the electron-transfer 

kinetics at edge sites is expected to be significantly different from the basal plane sites. 

Thus, electrochemical techniques could allow one to characterize the surface sites of 

different forms of nanocrystalline graphite. 

Carbon is one of the most promising electrode materials for sensing and fuel cell 

applications due to its inertness and ease of polarizability. So, there is an ongoing 

interest to improve carbon based materials for electrode applications by using different 

phases at different length scales. Due to its biocompatibility, carbon has a great potential 

for electrochemical detection of biological solutes for both in vivo and in vitro 

environments. The neurological solutes of interest, such as dopamine, are mainly 
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catechol and quinone-type compounds. The electron transfer reactions of these 

compounds are very sensitive to the type of carbon surfaces. Thus, dopamine has been 

used as a model compound for characterizing electrode surfaces. 

Graphite is one of the first forms of carbon investigated as electrodes. 

Spectroscopic graphite, carbon paste electrodes (CPE), and Pyrolytic graphite (PG) were 

some of the well-studied forms of graphite electrodes [177-179]. Later, glassy carbon 

(GC) was introduced as an electrode material [180]. 

More recently, the electrochemical behavior of boron-doped microcrystalline 

diamond (MCD) has been extensively explored due to its many desirable properties 

including high chemical and electrochemical inertness, low background current and 

capacitance, wide working potential window for most solvents and electrolytes, and 

reproducible electrochemical activity without any pre-treatment [181-185]. All of these 

characteristics were a clear advantage over the different forms of bulk graphite and Gc. 

The low and stable background current and capacitance characteristics of MCD have 

been attributed to factors such as a relative absence of electroactive carbon-oxygen 

functionalities on the hydrogen-terminated diamond surface and a lower density of 

surface electronic states near the Fermi level due to the boron doping [181]. However, 

due to the lack of carbon-oxygen adsorption sites [186], microcrystalline diamond films 

exhibit a high degree of irreversibility for redox reactions such as those of catechols and 

quinones. Nanocrystalline diamond has also been explored as an electrode due to the 

possibility of having different electrochemical characteristics on account of its higher 

surface/volume ratio and the specific nature of its surface sites [187-189]. However, the 
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electrochemical behavior of nanocrystalline diamond was also shown to be sluggish for 

adsorption-related electron transfer reactions with catechols and quinones [187]. 

In comparison to any other material, GC has still been attractive for the analysis 

of catechol and quinone compounds (neurological fluids). It has been shown that the 

surface preparation of GC is crucial to its electrochemical performance. In particular, the 

surface preparation affects the observed electron transfer kinetics, but optimum surface 

treatment techniques vary widely [190]. Furthermore, the prepared GC surface may also 

be short-lived necessitating frequent reactivation, which subsequently brings degradation 

to its performance. 

Graphite, on the other hand, could serve as an attractive electrode material 

provided one could make predominant use of the edge planes over the basal planes. 

Nanocrystalline graphite (NCG) offers such a possibility. Though there have been a few 

attempts to obtain NCG [116-119], no information exists regarding the electrochemical 

behavior of graphite crystals at the nanoscale. 

Other than the above discussed materials as bulk electrode, mICro [191] and 

nanoelectrodes [192] are necessary for probing smaller areas, and for several other 

advantages such as fast steady state time scales, high currents for the same electrode area, 

small capacitance currents. Nano/micro electrodes have increased mass transport rate 

because of non-linear diffusion, which leads to an increase in current density and causes 

the electrode process to reach steady state very quickly. Thus, microelectrodes are useful 

for fast cyclic voltammetry and detection of intermediate, short-lived compounds, not 

achievable by macro electrodes. With the same view in mind, carbon nanotubes have 

recently been studied for their electrochemical properties [193-198]. In the case of 
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carbon nanotubes, it has been shown that the pentagons at the tip of the nanotube, 

pentagon and heptagon defect pairs in the lattice of the nanotube are responsible for the 

oxygen reduction at their surfaces [193]. In fact, one would have to rely on the defect 

states within the graphene sheets for exterior parts of the nanotubes to be active toward 

significant electron transfer kinetics. Using one-dimensional carbon nanostructures 

having predominantly graphite edge-sites, such as carbon nanopipettes, may be very 

useful as nanoelectrodes in comparison to basal-plane dominated carbon nanotubes. 

This chapter begins with the detailed structural characterization of nanocrystalline 

graphite films. The study of the type of surface sites at nanocrystalline graphite and 

carbon nanopipettes (graphitic whiskers) using surface electroanalytical techniques is 

presented next using dopamine as the model compound. Based on the type of their 

surface sites, the applications of nanocrystalline graphite films and carbon nanopipettes 

for electroanalytical sensing of important biological fluids are presented. 

7.2 Nanocrystalline graphite films: synthesis and characterization 

In the experiments to grow high density of carbon nanocrystals, a dense carbon 

deposit was obtained at the tip of the platinum wires immersed into a microwave plasma. 

The analysis of the crushed part of this deposit for identifying the structures of carbon 

nuclei was discussed in Chapter 4. Without destroying this bulb-shaped deposit, at the tip 

of the platinum wire, several characterizations was performed like scanning electron 

microscopy-electron dispersive spectroscopy (SEM-EDS), X-ray Diffraction (XRD), 

Raman spectroscopy, and scanning tunneling electron microscopy (STEM). Each of 

these will be described here in detail. 
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At the end of 24 hours of deposition, the tip of the platinum wire immersed 

vertically into the plasma had a black-colored, ball-shaped deposit. The SEM image and 

corresponding EDS is shown in Figure 7.1. As indicated in the figure, the ball-shaped tip 

is covered by a deposit that is composed of carbon only. The silicon signal seen in Figure 

7.1 b is due to the underlying substrate holder on which the sample was placed for EDS. 

No platinum was detected in this deposit within the detection limit of the EDS. 

9 10 11 12 U ~ IS ffi 17 18 19 H 
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Figure 7.1 (a) SEM image of the ball-shaped deposit on the platinum wire (inset shows 

the overall tip). (b) EDS of the ball-shaped deposit. 
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XRD was performed on the as-synthesized deposit, by carefully scraping the top 

few layers and placing them on a sample holder. The powder diffraction pattern is shown 

in Figure 7.2. The main peak 26.25 ° corresponds to the (002) plane of graphite. 
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Figure 7.2 XRD spectrum of the scraped ball-shaped deposit (the values in the brackets 

indicate the crystallographic planes corresponding to the respective peaks). 

The full width at half max (FWHM) for this peak is 0.0 164 rad. The copper 

wavelength used was 1.54 A. Using Scherrer's formula CEq. 3.3), the graphite crystal 

size was estimated to be 9.4 nm. Peaks were observed at 44.7°, 54.6 ° and 77.5 0, which 

correspond to (all), (004) and (110) of graphite. Clearly, at least on the surface, this 

material did not contain any diamond phase. However, as mentioned in Chapter 3, the 

diamond crystals comprised of nearly 1/3 rd the sample, and were mostly found in the bulk 

of the deposit, embedded in an amorphous matrix. 
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Raman spectra taken at different wavelengths on the nanocomposite material are 

presented in Figure 7.3. A number of studies have indicated that the presence of the two 

peaks one around 1350 cm- I and the other around 1580 cm- I are clearly indicative of D 

and G band of graphite [199]. An additional peak at 1620 cm-1 is indicative of the D'

band [200]. The D and D' - band arise due to disorder in the graphite, i.e. perfect graphite 

sheets would yield only the G band [199]. Both the position and the intensity of the D

band depend on the crystallite size and the laser excitation wavelength. With decreased 

excitation wavelength D-bands shift to higher wave numbers and decrease in intensity. 

Raman spectroscopy is very sensitive to the presence of Sp2 carbon in comparison to Sp3 

carbon [201]. Thus, for materials potentially containing both diamond and graphite 

crystalline phases, short laser wavelengths (~244nm) must ideally be used to distinguish 

between the diamond signature at 1332 cm-1 band and the D-band close to 1350 cm- I 

[173]. Decreasing the wavelength from 785 nm to 488 nm shifts the D-band from 1313 

cm-1 to 1376 cm-1, while the G-band at 1583 cm-1 remains relatively constant. The 

dependence of the position of D-band on the laser energy (which is obtained from the 

laser wavelength) is indicated in the inset of Figure 7.3. The D-band changes the wave 

number position by 50 cm-1/eV, consistent with previous reports [173-175, 199]. 
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Figure 7.3 Micro-Raman spectra taken from the ball-shaped nanocomposite deposit using 

different laser excitation wavelengths of 785 nm, 514.5 nm, and 442 nm. The inset 

shows the dependence of D-band wavelength on the laser energy, with a slope of 50 cm-' 

leV. 

The relation between the ratio of the DIG band intensity and the graphite cluster 

size [174,175,199] according to Knight's formula is: 

(7.1) 

Where La is the cluster size of graphite, IG and 10 are the G- and D-band intensities, and C 

is a wavelength dependent term. If one were to use a linear relation of C for the 

dependence on wavelength as suggested by Matthews et al. [175] in the range 400-785 

nm, the value of C for a wavelength of 633 nm and 785 nm would be ~83 A and ~ 133 A. 

The integrated intensity ratio (IG liD) calculated for the nanocrystalline material at laser 
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excitation wavelengths 633 nm was 1.147 and at 785 nm was 0.68 (See Figure 7.4). 

Using Knight's fonnula the crystallite size obtained for the nanocomposite material is 

lesser than 10 nm. A similar crystal size for 514 nm and 422 nm laser wavelengths was 

obtained. For a Raman laser with wavelength 785 nm, the expected penetration depth is 

lesser than 1 flm. This indicates that at least the surface of the nanocomposite material is 

dominated by nanocrystals of graphite. 
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Figure 7.4 Raman spectra with calculated integrated intensity ratio for G/D band (R) for 

laser wavelengths of (a) 785 nm (b) 633 nm. 
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Nanodiffraction studies were also perfonned on -I nm regions of the ball-shaped 

tip. The bulb was taken intact and mounted on a grid. The STEM observations 

illustrated that the bulb was relatively smooth, and gives graphite diffraction patterns 

consistent with the basal plane oriented roughly parallel to the surface. The dark field 

images of the nanocrystals along with their corresponding electron nanodiffraction 

patterns (taken from I nm regions) are shown in Figure 7.5. The dark-field image shows 

that the graphite crystals were often only as small as 10 nm in diameter with sharp edges. 

The observed graphite crystallite size agreed with the value obtained by Raman analysis . 

The diffraction patterns showed abrupt changes in lattice orientation between the 

crystallites. 

Figure 7.5 Dark field image taken from the intact bulb-part of the electrode. 

Corresponding electron nanodiffraction patterns indicated in the insets are from I nm 

regIOn. 
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The right hand inset in Figure 7.5 shows only strong first order reflections 

indicative of very small distorted crystals. This may be due to the presence of many 

exposed graphite edge planes. When the samples were crushed and the bulk phase of the 

material was analyzed by STEM, almost a third of the crystallites appeared to be 

graphitic. In addition, there was a significant amount of amorphous material. However, 

the proportion of the diamond phase present was quite small (l/3 rd
) in comparison to the 

amount of graphite. The diamond crystals were mostly embedded within the amorphous 

matrix. 

Thus, XRD, Raman spectroscopy and electron nanodiffraction indicated that the 

deposit surface was covered with graphite crystals whose size was about 10 nm. From 

now on, this material will be referred to as "nanocrystalline graphite" (NCG). Because 

this material had nanocrystals of graphite, it was expected that its structure would be 

dominated by edge planes, and hence would be expected to demonstrate surface 

electroanalytical properties similar to edge planes of graphite. 

7.3 Electroanalytical chemistry at NeG 

Since the nanocrystalline graphite films and carbon nanopipettes synthesized were 

already deposited on platinum wires, and hence already had an electrical contact, it was 

convenient to measure electron transfer reactions on its surface. The following were the 

series of investigations carried out on NCG and carbon nanopipettes. 
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7.3.1 Working potential window in aqueous solutions 

At sufficiently high over-potentials, gas-evolution (oxygen, hydrogen or chlorine) 

reactions occur at the electrode-electrolyte interface. The potential range over which no 

gas-evolution occurs is called the working potential window. A wide potential window 

allows the detection of molecules oxidizing at high positive potential, which may not be 

detected with high sensitivity due to the interference of gas evolution. Figure 7.6 shows 

the Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) behavior in H2S04 obtained for NCG electrode in 

comparison with that for MCD and GC. The potential window for nanocrystalline 

diamond is relatively broad, with the potential range extending from approximately + 1.8 

V to -1.1 V (vs. Ag/AgCl). This was a slightly narrower range by 200-300 mV than 

obtained for MCD or Gc. 
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Figure 7.6 CV in 0.5 M sulfuric acid solution at 100 mV/s scan rate at the (a) NCG, (b) 

MCD, and (c) GC electrode. 
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The reason for high overpotentials for hydrogen and oxygen evolution at diamond 

was due to the low interaction of diamond surface with the dissolved species, consistent 

with hydrogen termination of the surface of CVD-diamond. With the increase of Sp2 

carbon at the grain boundaries, the potential window reduces [182). Since 

nanocrystalline graphite is dominated by Sp2 sites, the lower potential window could be 

attributed to these sites. 

7.3.2 Background current and double layer capacitance 

Graphite is a semimetal, with properties similar to that of a semiconductor. When 

a semi-conductor comes in contact with an electrolyte, electric current initially flows 

across the junction until electronic equilibrium is reached, where the Fermi level of the 

solid electrode (Er) equals the redox potential of the electrolyte (Ercdox). The transfer of 

electric charge from electrolyte to the solid electrode produces a region on either side of 

the interface, where the charge distribution differs from the bulk material [202). This 

region is called the space-charge layer on the electrode side and double-layer (Helmholtz) 

on the electrolyte side, which is followed by the diffuse layer (see Section 3.5.2). 

In electroanalysis, the current observed in blank electrolyte solutions (in absence 

of any analyte) has several components, including double-layer charging, redox reactions 

of the electrode surface (like surface oxide formation), and redox reactions of the 

impurities in the electrolyte solution, particularly oxygen []77]. The most important 

contribution comes from the double-layer charging current. This charging current 

generally increases linearly with scan-rate for a planar or macroscopic electrode, 

depending on the type of surface. Low background current is desirable for detection of 
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analytes at low concentration, with the consequence of improving signal to background 

(SIB) ratio. As seen in Figure 7.6, MCD has exceptionally low (an order of magnitude) 

background current due to its lower double layer capacitance, in comparison to NCG and 

GC, which have a higher value of double-layer capacitance. Forms of carbon other than 

diamond may exhibit a non-classical form of charging current that is greater than the 

double-layer effect alone. This is attributed to surface components such as ion 

adsorption, porosity, or oxidation of the surface. However, all these components are 

clubbed into the general "capacitance" reported for these materials. Capacitance values 

will be discussed in the EIS measurements in Section 7.3.4. 

In electroanalytical sensing, signal vs background is important, and it will be 

evident from the following discussions that the signal obtained at NCG is significant even 

though it has a high background current, thus making the ratio of SIB sufficiently high. 

7.3.3 Ferricyanide redox reactions 

In general, electron exchange reactions are classified as outer sphere and inner 

sphere reactions. The former involve outer coordination sphere of reacting ions, while 

the inner co-ordination sphere remains untouched by the electron transfer, and also there 

are no breaking or forming of bonds. The inner-sphere electron transfer is accompanied 

by breaking or forming of interatomic bonds. Thus, outer-sphere reactions are less 

sensitive to the type of surface. Potassium Ferricyanide K3Fe(CN)6 is one of the well

studied outer-sphere electrochemical reactions on carbon surface. However, this analyte 

is sensitive to the type of carbon surface. 
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Figure 7.7 shows the response of NCG to 1 mM Fe(CN)63
-
/4

- in O.1M KCI at 

different scan rates from 20 mY/s to 200 mY/s. The ~Ep is remains constant at 82 mY 

throughout the CY runs at different scan rates. Since this reaction is a single-electron 

transfer reaction, according to Nemst equation, the peak separation should be ~Ep = 59/n 

= 59 mY. However, the response to Fe(CN)63
-
/4

- is very dependent on the type of carbon 

surface. Hence NCG shows a quasi reversible response. In comparison, diamond shows 

a peak separation of 88 mY [181], GC shows a wide range from 64 mY for a fractured 

surface [177] to 120 mY for surface pre-treated with organic solvents [203]. However, 

for glassy carbon, the ~Ep changes with exposure to air for a freshly cleaved surface. 

NCG and MCn on the other hand have a stable response. Basal plane of graphite shows 

>700 mY peak separation [204]. 
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Figure 7.7 CV of 1 mM K3Fe(CN)6 in 0.1 M KCl solution at scan rates from 20 mV/s to 

200 m V Is at NCG. Inset shows that the variation of cathodic current with scan rateA O.5 is 

linear. 

In a CV, initially, both the surface ofthe electrode and the solution are at the same 

bulk concentration of the analyte. As the potential is scanned across the electrode, the 

analyte begins to get consumed due to electron transfer reaction only when the Eo is 

reached. The current is proportional to the mass flux of the analyte at the surface. Due to 

the consumption by reaction, more of the analyte is transported to the electrode surface 

from the bulk solution. Hence, a diffusion boundary layer is set-up in the vicinity of the 

electrode surface due to the concentration gradient. The thickness of this boundary layer 
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depends on the geometry of the electrode. For a planar electrode, the thickness of this 

boundary layer increases with time, and the concentration of the analyte at the surface 

decreases with time. Eventually, when E>Eo (high over potentials), the electron transfer 

is govemed by the mass transport of the analyte to the surface. This leads to a decrease 

in current, and hence a peak shaped behavior of the current Vs E. When the mass 

transport to the surface of the electrode is solved using Fick's law, the current (i) 

dependence with time for planar diffusion is given by the famous Cottrell equation: 

.() nFADC 
1 t =---

(JdJt) ° 5 
(7.2) 

Where, n is the number of electrons transferred, F is Faraday's constant (96487 C), A is 

the area of the electrode, D is the diffusion coefficient of the analyte in the solution, and 

C is the concentration of the analyte in the bulk. Thus, current is inversely proportional 

to the square root of time (t). Time for a cyclic voltammogram is given by (RT/nFv), 

where R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, and v is the scan rate. This leads to the 

Randles-Sevick equation: 

(7.3) 

Where, ip is the peak current (anodic or cathodic) in A, and the units of A is cm2
, C is in 

mol/cm3
, D is in cm2/s and v is in Vis. The plot of ip vs V

l/2 should be a straight line if 

the current is just limited by the diffusion of species to the electrode surface (i.e. not 

limited by kinetics of the reaction or any competing process). The inset in Figure 7.7 

shows that the cathodic current (since Fe(CN)/14- first gets reduced) depends linearly 

with the square-root of the scan rate, indicating that the reaction is diffusion controlled. 
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The slope of the line in the inset of the Figure 7.7 gives the geometrical area, A, 

by taking the value of D reported in literature. This experiment was used to determine 

the geometrical area of all electrodes. 

7.3.4 Detection of catechols and quinones 

The as-synthesized electrode material contains nanocrystalline graphite, which 

may possibly have high fraction of edge planes. Hence, it is expected to have good 

electron transfer rates for catechols and quinones, whose electrochemistry is catalyzed by 

their surface adsorption. Figure 7.8(a-f) shows the CVs obtained using the electrode 

material for a series of model electroactive analytes in 0.1 M KCI solution at 100 m V Is 

scan rate. 0.1 M KCI was used as the electrolyte in order to compare the L1Ep obtained 

with those reported in the literature. 
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Figure 7.8 CV of 1 mM (a) 4-Methyl catechol, (b) ruthenium hexamine hydrochloride, (c) 

catechol, (d) ferricyanide, (e) hydroquinone, and (f) dopamine in 0.1 M KCI solution at 

100 mV/s scan rate at NCG electrode. 
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The specific values of peak separations (~Ep) are listed in Table 7.1 and 

compared with those obtained using untreated GC and MCD electrodes. In comparison to 

the near-reversible response seen at the NCG electrode, both untreated GC and MCD 

gave much less reversible behavior for most of the analytes. These results illustrate that 

NCG clearly presents as an interesting electrode material for electroanalytical 

applications. 

Table 7.1 Comparison of the ~Ep values obtained experimentally for different analytes at 

untreated GC, MCD and NCG electrode materials. 

Compounds GC MCD NCG 

4-Methyl catechol 0.49 V 1.06 V 0.l3 V 

Ru(NH3)/+ 0.07 V 0.09 V 0.08 V 

Catechol 0.55 V l.02 V 0.l4 V 

Fe(CN)63+ 0.5 V 0.65 V 0.08 V 

Hydroquinone 0.55 V l.2 V 0.21 V 

Dopamine 0.65 V l.0 V 0.12:±0.02 V 

Ascorbic Acid l.2 V* l.6 V* 0.21 V* 

* Oxidation irreversible at all electrode materials 

A series of tests were employed on several electrodes to gain more insight into the 

electrochemical activity of the NCG. The electrodes were tested with regard to stability, 

nature of surface sites, and selectivity in mixtures of analytes. In all of these tests, we 

used dopamine as the model analyte due to its importance as a neurological fluid. 
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7.3.5 Dopamine redox reactions 

Dopamine is a very important neurological compound found in neural cells. 

Deficiency of dopamine leads to Parkinson's disease [205]. As a treatment, patients of 

Parkinson's disease are given doses of dopamine. The effect of the dopamine dosage 

eventually falls after a few hours and thus detecting dopamine levels in vivo is essential 

to know when the next dosage becomes necessary. The brain is a challenging 

environment for chemical sensing due to the low concentrations of analytes that need to 

be detected in presence of a number of interfering compounds. 

As shown in Figure 7.9, dopamine gave a nearly reversible CV with the 

nanocomposite diamond electrode with a peak separation i1Ep of only 100 m V between 

the anodic and cathodic waves. The reversible peaks were generally observed without 

any pre-treatment. This behavior was much more reversible than that for the other 

electrodes examined as i1Ep values for GC, platinum, and MCD were 700 mY, 500 mY, 

and 900 m V respectively (GC or MCD were not pre-treated in any way). 
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Figure 7.9 CV of 1 mM dopamine in 0.1 M KC1 solution at (a) NCG, (b) Pt, (c) GC, and 

(d) MCD electrodes at 100 m V /s scan rate. 

Dopamine/Dopamine orthoquinone redox systems follows the "scheme of 

squares", with two electron transfer steps combined with two fast proton transfer steps 

[206]: DA -DOQ + 2H+ + 2e-. The theoretical peak separation according to Nernst 

equation should be 59 mY. Hence, clearly the response seen for dopamine at NCG was 

quasi-reversible. The peak currents seen for both anodic and cathodic dopamine waves 

were found to increase linearly with potential scan rate from 10 mV/s up to at least 200 

m V /s with the nanocrystalline graphite film, and the cycling could be continued 

indefinitely with no change or deterioration observed in the response (Figure 7.l0). This 

indicates that the overall electrochemical process for dopamine at the NCG electrodes is 

diffusion-controlled. 
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Figure 7.10 CV of 1 mM dopamine in O.IM KCl at different scan rates at NCG electrode. 

Inset shows that the variation of anodic current with scan ratel\0.5 is linear. 

The minimum concentration of dopamine in O.IM KCI solution that could be 

detected by cyclic voltammetry was in the order of 10 )lM. 

7.3.6 Effect of anodic pretreatment for some electrodes 

The as-synthesized, NCG electrodes showed a quasi-reversible peak separation 

for dopamine without any pre-treatment (~100 m V in 0.1 M KCl solution, and ~60 m V in 

pH 7 phosphate buffer solution). However, a few of the electrodes (approx. 1 in 5) 

required anodic oxidation at +2.0 V in 0.5 M H2S04 in order to reduce the peak 

separation for dopamine in 0.1 M KCI from 350 mV to a nearly reversible 100 mV (see 
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Figure 7.l1). The change in the peak separation indicates the change in the rate 

controlling electron transfer step, as suggested for the case of catechols [207]. 

The decrease in peak separation was also accompanied by a general increase in 

the background current, which was mainly due to an increase in the active surface sites as 

explained later. However, the signal to background ratio is still comparable to that 

obtained before anodic oxidation. These electrodes, after the one-time anodic oxidation 

treatment and the remaining electrodes without pre-treatment, exhibited stable and 

reversible response with usage over the entire period under consideration, i.e., over a 

year. L1Ep of about 10 electrodes for 1 mM dopamine in 0.1 M KCI solutions was 0.12 V 

±0.02 V. 
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Figure 7.11 CV of 1 mM dopamine in 0.1 M KCI at 100 mV/s scan rate at NCG electrode 

before and after acid treatment. 
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7.3.7 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) investigations 

In order to understand the effect of surface pre-treatment by anodic oxidation on 

NCG, XPS measurements were performed. McCreery's pioneering studies demonstrated 

that the electron transfer kinetics increases with increasing adsorption of catechols on GC 

surfaces [208]. There are several ways by which catechols can adsorb on the surface of 

carbon electrodes. One adsorption pathway is through oxygen functionalization of the 

surface. An example is the formation of -COOH, c=o on the: surface of diamond [182], 

or GC [207], through anodic oxidation. The electrostatic interactions between the 

oxygen-terminated surface and the catechols lead to increased adsorption of catechols. 

Electron transfer then occurs from the catechol species in the solution to the surface 

already saturated with adsorbed oxidized and reduced species [208]. The second 

pathway to increased adsorption is by means of surface defect sites on graphite i.e. edge

planes [209]. Surface spectroscopy was used to identify surface functionalities in order 

to determine which of the above pathways was primarily responsible for the quasi

reversible behavior seen for dopamine at NCG. 

The XPS analysis was performed both on as-synthesized electrodes that provided 

an immediate reversible response to dopamine and on non-ideal electrodes (before and 

after electrochemical anodization) that showed slight irreversibility when used as

synthesized. The true quantification of oxygen or oxide functionalities at the surface was 

difficult to determine due to the extremely small area of the electrode in comparison to 

the region over which the spectrum was taken. The C(1 s) from chemical treatment of 

identical electrodes is presented in Figure 7.12. The C( 1 s) window can provide 

additional useful information on chemical state after appropriate deconvolution of the 
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data. A simple Gaussian model was used to analytically extract spectral features. As 

shown in Figure 7.12, three main features were seen, 284.geV, 286.36eV, 288.28 eV, 

which have been interpreted elsewhere as C-C graphite carbon ring, C-OH and C=O 

respectively [210, 211]. 

o 2S4.9 

280 282 284 286 288 290 292 294 

Binding Energy (eV) 

Figure 7.12 XPS spectra for C(ls) taken on the (a) as-synthesized well-working NCG 

electrode, (b) as-synthesized NeG electrode with irreversible behavior, and (c) after 

anodic oxidation of (b) in 0.5 M H2S04 at 2.0 V 
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Table 7.2 presents the relative composition of the deconvoluted C( 1 s) spectra in 

Figure 7.12. 1t can be seen that with oxidation, the amount of carbonyl functional group 

increases significantly (column (b) to (c) of Table 7.2). This is consistent with that 

previously reported for GC [212], graphite [213, 214] and diamond [182,215]. The 

electrodes with poor and good performance before any electrochemical treatment show a 

similarity in terms of fractional surface functional groups. Hence, the oxygen-containing 

surface species coverage was clearly not responsible for the reversible electrochemical 

behavior. 

Table 7.2 Deconvoluted C(ls) peak of the XPS spectrum obtained from the NCG 

electrode material and percentage composition of each functional group 

Peak position/ (a) Electrode with (b) Electrode with (c) Electrode (b) 
assignment reversible response irreversible response anodically oxidized 

284.9 eV - graphitic 76.4 71 62 

(C=C) 

286.4 eV - alcoholic 16.7 22.8 25.3 

(-OH) 

288.3 eV - carbonyl 6.9 6.2 12.7 

(-COO) 

7.3.8 Electrode capacitance measurements 

Electro impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were performed to estimate 

the capacitance of nanocrystalline graphite. These measurements indicated that the 

capacitance of the as-synthesized NCG material was about 5.5 IlF for 0.03 cm2 
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geometrical area, which is an order of magnitude greater than that of MCD (0.05-5 

IlF/cm2) [181], GC (25-30 IlF/cm2) [181] and edge-plane graphite (70 IlF/cm2) [213]. 

The geometrical area of the electrodes were calculated from the slope of the cathodic 

peak current (diffusion-limited current) and square root of scan rate for a 1 mM solution 

of K3Fe(CN)6. (described in section 7.3.3). The high values for the specific capacitance 

of NCG could be due to the higher concentrations of graphite edge planes on the 

electrode surface. The significant presence of graphite edge planes can lead to faster 

kinetics and hence increased accumulation of surface charge. 

As mentioned in section 7.3.2, the background current IS very sensitive to 

capacitance, which depends upon the surface functional groups to a large extent. Figure 

7.13 is the Bode plot (Section 3.5.2) obtained from EIS measurements before oxidation 

and after two steps of anodic oxidations. This is a plot of log Z vs log (0. The slope at 

lower frequencies must be -1, while the intercept at (0= 1 equals to l/Cd. 
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Figure 7.13 Bode plot in O.l M KCl solution showing the effect of anodic oxidation on 

the double layer capacitance ofNCG electrode. 
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Further, the capacitance of the material, determined using EIS, also increased 

dramatically from ~5.5 ~F to ~80 ~F for the same geometrical area (0.03 cm2
) after two 

successive anodic oxidations, but did not increase significantly further. Also, successive 

anodic oxidations did not change the ,1Ep value for dopamine redox couple. It is 

speculated that the electrodes displaying poor performance on initial CV experimentation 

had larger grain sizes or had edge planes that were bent and hence not directly exposed to 

the solution. Thus, they did not give a reversible response for dopamine readily. 

Previously, McCreery et al. showed that oxidation of the surface by electrochemical 

treatment creates defects on graphite [209], which may in tum increase the reactivity as 

noted earlier. The observed increase in capacitance and electrochemical area lend 

support to the hypothesis that the electrochemical anodization here creates a large number 

of such surface defect sites. In comparison, when MCD was anodically treated, an 

increase in oxygen containing functional groups on the surface was reported [216]. 

However, diamond surface being inert to adsorption even when temlinated by oxygen 

containing functional groups after anodization continues to give a highly irreversible 

peak for the redox of dopamine [216, 217]. 

7.3.9 Stability of electrochemical response 

The NCG electrode performance, with or without electrochemical pretreatment, 

was reasonably stable over a large period of time. One electrode was tested with daily 

usage over a month and the resulting CV performance with dopamine is presented in 

Figure 7.l4. As shown by Figure 7.l4, the ,1Ep had a negligible change over this period. 

The background, however, did change while maintaining the same signal to background 
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ratio. This observed behavior can be explained on the basis of change in the exposed 

geometrical area each time the CV was taken. This stable behavior (of CV) is similar to 

that observed for MCD but contrary to the behavior of Ge, which requires frequent 

reactivation of the surface to overcome sluggish kinetics. 
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Figure 7.14 CV of 1 mM dopamine in 0.1 M KCl at 100 m V /s scan rate repeatedly on the 

same NCG electrode over a period of 1 month. 

7.3.10 Selectivity in mixtures 

The extracellular fluid in neural cells contains an excess of ascorbic acid and 

comparatively small amounts of dopamine, DOP AC, serotonin, etc. It is desirable to 

have a material that can clearly resolve the peaks for all the analytes present in a mixture. 

Figure 7.15 shows the CV obtained for a mixture of 10 11M of dopamine and serotonin in 
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2 mM ascorbic acid in 0.1 M KCl. These are also the approximate ratio of concentrations 

in neural cells. As indicated in the plot, three peaks corresponding to ascorbic acid, 

dopamine and serotonin can be distinctly seen at 210, 450, 560 m V respectively. The 

NCG electrode material exhibits reversibility for dopamine also in mixtures of analytes, 

where ascorbic acid and serotonin are irreversible. The result in Figure 7.15 indicates the 

usefulness of the NCG electrode material to detect dopamine and serotonin without 

interferences from ascorbic acid. 
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Figure 7.15 CV of a mixture of 2 mM of ascorbic acid, 10 flM dopamine, 10 flM 

serotonin in O.l M KCI solution at 100 mV/s at NCG electrode. 

In addition to interferences with ascorbic acid and other analytes in neurological 

samples, the pH of the neurological environment is also close to 7. The oxidation 

potential of dopamine is quite sensitive to pH. At pH 7, dopamine and ascorbic acid may 

oxidize at nearly the same potentials. CVs were also performed on the NCG electrodes at 
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pH 7, with 10 mM ascorbic acid and 0.1 mM dopamine. The as-synthesized electrodes 

could not distinguish between ascorbic acid and dopamine oxidation at pH 7 solutions. 

This was because both ascorbic acid and dopamine oxidize nearly at ~200 mY at the 

NCG electrode. But a single anodic treatment in 0.5 M H2S04 reveals two 

distinguishable oxidation peaks for ascorbic acid and dopamine as shown in Figure 7.l6 

(a). This was because the anodic oxidation treatment shifted the ascorbic acid oxidation 

peak to lower potentials ( ~40 mY) but did not change the dopamine redox couple 

position. After about 100 continuous scans, the ascorbic acid signal in the mixture started 

to reduce. A similar effect has been observed for anodically oxidized graphite-epoxy 

electrode [218] and vacuum heat-treated GC [219]. Contrary to this result, at the surface 

of MCD, the oxidation peak for ascorbic acid shifts to higher potentials due to anodic 

pre-treatment [216]. 

Anodic treatment introduces oxygen functionalities at the surface as discussed 

previously in the XPS analysis. These oxygen functionalities presumably catalyzed the 

oxidation of ascorbic acid, moving its oxidation potential to lower values. As shown in 

Figure 7.16b, continuous scanning of the electrode after anodic oxidation did not change 

the response of ascorbic acid even after hundred scans. However, when the electrode was 

introduced in a mixture containing dopamine and ascorbic acid, the signal of ascorbic 

acid reduced to a small extent over the period of the hundred scans as shown in Figure 

7.l6a. 
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Figure 7.16 CV obtained after anodic oxidation during continuous scanning (l00 scans) 

at 100 mV/s at pH 7 phosphate buffer solution containing (a) mixture of 10 mM of 

ascorbic acid, 0.1 mM dopamine mixture (b) 10 mM ascorbic acid at NCG electrode. 

Dopamine is known to adsorb strongly at the surface of graphite. This adsorption 

IS enhanced because of the increase in surface oxides with anodic treatment in acid 

(Section 7.3.7). It is assumed that eventually dopamine covers all the active sites 

available on the electrodes surface, which were initially available as oxide sites to 
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catalyze ascorbate oxidation. The results in Figure 7.16 indicate the possibility of using 

of the NCG electrode to detect in vivo concentrations of dopamine in the presence of 

excess ascorbic acid. 

Thus, the as-synthesized NCG electrode material exhibited high capacitance 

values and fast kinetics for adsorption-related electron transfer processes indicating the 

presence of a high density of exposed edge sites. This N CG electrode, when used as an 

electrochemical sensor, provides good CV peak-separation and response for dopamine 

and ascorbic acid in both KCl and pH 7 buffer solutions. The only surface treatment that 

was needed for a few electrodes was a one-time anodic oxidation in 0.5 M H2S04. The 

attractive features of this NCG material are the ease of synthesis, and the stable and 

reversible electrochemical response for catechols and qui nones and their mixtures with 

others such as serotonin and ascorbic acid for extended periods of usage. The NCG 

material presents an interesting possibility for in vivo electroanalytical detection of 

neurological fluids. 

7.4 Carbon nanopipettes as electrochemical sensors 

As described in Section 6.3, carbon nanopipettes are carbon nanostructures with an 

outer cone made up of wrapped up sheets of graphite. They have an constant diameter 

hollow core, which is a single/multi-walled carbon nanotube. Hence, due to the high 

density of edge sites at the outer wall, they could exhibit a reversible electrochemistry 

similar to NCG. Also, due to their small dimensions, they can be used as a 

nanoelectrode. 
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Irrespective of the shape of an electrode, the concentration profile (analyte 

solution concentration as a function of the distance from the surface of the electrode) is 

obtained by solving the Fick's second law, choosing the appropriate co-ordinate system. 

However, the concentration profiles change depending on the co-ordinate system. 

Taking an example of a spherical/hemispherical electrode system (e.g., just the tip of a 

nanotube), the Fick's law for diffusion is given by [137]: 

BC(r,!) = D{B
2
C(r,!) +~ BC(r,!)} 

Bt Br2 r Br 
(7.4) 

where r is the radial distance from the electrode center. The boundary conditions then 

are: 

Lim(r-Hx)) C(r,t) = Cb 

C(ro,t) = 0 (t>O), where ro is the radius of the electrode and Cb is the bulk concentration of 

the specie. Solving equation (7.4) gives the concentration of species as a function of time 

and radial distance from the electrode surface roo 

The mass flux at the electrode surface is proportional to the current, hence: 

_ J(ro ,t) = i(t) = D[BC(r,t)] 
nFA Br /"=/"o 

(7.5) 

The resulting equation, after solving equation 7.4 with appropriate boundary conditions, 

gives the diffusion current for a spherical electrode as: 

(7.6) 

which can be written as: 

id(spherical) = id(linear) + nF ADCb/ro (7.7) 
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Comparing this equation with equation 7.2 for a planar electrode at infinite time, the 

diffusion current approaches zero for a planar electrode, while for a spherical electrode, 

1
. nFAD C' 
Imid = 0 0 

1->00 r 
o 

(7.8) 

The reason for this non-zero current is that the surface is not able to draw enough of flux 

from a continually larger area at its outer limit. With ultra-microelectrodes, steady state 

currents can be achieved at much shorter times. 

The concentration profile for electroactive species near the spherical electrode is 

given by [137]: 

C(r,t) = Cb[l-~erfc( r-r~5Jl 
r 2(Dt) . 

(7.9) 

This equation can be used to obtain the boundary layer for a given time and radius 

of a spherical electrode. Figure 7.l7 gives the boundary layer thickness as a function of 

radius of an electrode for t = 0.1 s. As seen from the figure, for small electrodes, the 

boundary layer thickness (estimated at 98% of Cb) is much greater than the radius of the 

electrode. Table 7.3 indicates that the 8/r, where 8 is boundary layer thickness, becomes 

larger for smaller radius. 

The solution of the Fick's equation III cylindrical co-ordinates IS far more 

complicated and has a solution in terms of Bessel functions. 
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Figure 7.17 Dependence of the boundary layer thickness, 8, with spherical nanoelectrode 

radius. 

Table 7.3 Dependence of boundary layer thickness, 8 (at 98% Cb), and 8/r on the 

nanoelectrode radius (r). 

rnm 8 nm (98% of Cb) 8/r 
10 520 52 
20 1010 50.5 
50 2180 43.6 
100 3970 39.7 
250 7660 30.6 
500 11360 22.7 
1000 15420 15.4 
2000 20060 10.0 
3000 23164 7.72 
4000 25528 6.38 
5000 27596 5.52 

Electrodes with at least one dimension (critical dimension) lesser than 25 /-lm are 

called ultra-microelectrodes (UME), while electrodes with <10 nm dimensions are called 
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nanodes [137]. Since carbon nanopipettes are about 1 ).lm at the base and about 10-20 nm 

at the tip, they are classified as UME. 

The concentration profile and steady state currents change with change in the 

electrode shape. Hence, in general, for UME, irrespective of geometry, for short-times, 

where the diffusion layer thickness is small compared to the critical dimension, the 

current at any UME behaves like that for a planar electrode and follows the Cottrell 

equation 7.2. At long enough times, the diffusion layer thickness becomes large 

compared to the critical dimensions. Hence, the current at the UME approaches a steady 

state or a quasi-steady state. This steady state current is given by: 

(7.1 0) 

where mo is the mass transfer coefficient, which depends on the geometry. For a sphere, 

ffio is given by D/ro, and for a cylinder mo is given by (2Do)/(roln(4DoRT/nFvro2)). Thus, 

often for spherical UME, the cyclic voltammograms are sigmoidal in shape at reasonably 

large t and reach peak shaped behavior at very small t. However, for a cylindrical 

microelectrode, steady state is never reached. 

There are several advantages of using nanopipettes as nanoelectrodes. The small 

dimension of the electrode with fast kinetics helps in reducing the time scales for 

detection. This can be advantageous in detecting transient analytes released during a 

complex reaction. In the case of planar electrodes, the ratio of faradaic currents (it) 

(current due to redox reactions) and charging current (ic) is inversely proportional to the 

scan rate and double layer capacitance. Thus, as the scan rate increases, it becomes 

difficult to differentiate between if and ic [220]. In the case of microelectrodes operating 
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at steady state, the ratio of iflic becomes inversely proportional to l/ro. Thus, the smaller 

the electrode, the higher will be if/ic [220]. 

Carbon nanopipettes can be approximated as cylindrical electrodes due to their 

small conical angles. When the concentration profile is assumed to be constant with the 

length of a cylinder, the diffusion equation must be solved for cylindrical co-ordinates, 

which is quite complicated. For the sake of an order of estimation, the boundary layer 

thickness variation with radius of the pipette can be assumed to follow that of a spherical 

electrode shown in Figure 7.17. In order to use carbon nanopipettes as nanoelectrodes, 

the separation between the pipettes must be such that their diffusion boundary layers do 

not overlap. Typically, for a pipette diameter of 0.5 f-lm, assuming mass transfer just at 

the tip, the diffusion boundary layer is on the order of 4 f-lm (from 

spherical/hemispherical diffusion). Thus, to show a true nanoelectrode behavior, they 

must be sparsely located on a substrate. This nanoelectrode can then be used for fast 

cyclic voltammetry (as steady state is achieved fairly quickly compared to a 

macroelectrode ). 

The carbon nanopipettes were tested for their electrochemical response in the 

following solutions: 1 mM K3Fe(CN)6 in O.lM KC1, and 1 mM dopamine in O.IM KCl. 

The first substrate tested for electrochemical response had a very small region exposed to 

the solution. The approximate geometrical area of this region is 10-4 cm2
. This small 

region had a huge density of nanopipettes, which are not grown in any particular 

direction (Figure 7.l8(a)). Thus, the diffusion boundary layers of the individual pipettes 

significantly overlapped. However, since the area of exposure was so small, the electrode 

in essence was behaving like a microelectrode. Accordingly, the electrochemical 
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response of dopamine (l mM in 0.1 M KCI) as indicated in figure 7.18b was sigmoidal in 

shape i.e. steady state was achieved. When increasing the scan rate (in Figure 7. j 8( c), 

the steady state current increased with scan rate v (V Is ) A 0.22, unlike diffusion limited 

cases, where the current depends on the square root of scan rate. The currents were 

calculated by subtracting the background current as indicated in Fig. 7.18b, a method 

given in ref [196]. Increasing the scan rate beyond I Vis did initiate the peak shaped 

response, but this was accompanied by an increase in the background current, making it 

more difficult to detect the signal from the analyte. 
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Figure 7.18 (a) SEM Image of randomly oriented pipettes on a platinum wIre. (b) 

Steady-state response from the pipettes to a I mM dopamine 111 0.1 M KCI. (c) 

Dependence of anodic current on scan rate. 
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The approximate electrochemical area calculated from the response to dopamine 

(by Randles-Sevick equation) was very close to the geometrical area of the exposed 

pipette array. The reason for such a behavior could be that in the case of this randomly 

oriented nanopipette electrode, the area of the bunch of nanopipettes that were exposed to 

the solution was itself extremely small. This was making the electroactive material 

exposed to the solution act as a microelectrode. Thus, although the diffusion boundary 

layers of the nanopipettes were actually overlapping, but due to the small active area, the 

response was similar to a microelectrode. 

In order to make use of the nanoscale of the pipettes in a nanoelectrode, one 

would need to have them in the form of arrays, such that the distance between them 

crosses the minimum needed for non-overlapping diffusion boundary layers [195]. To 

understand this type of a behavior, a sample in which the nanopipettes were grown for 

short time on a platinum-plated diamond-coated wire for 1 hour was used. The sample 

contained nanostructures with varying aspect ratio as described in section 6.4 Figure 

6.10. Regions at the tip of the wire substrate contained a conical nanostructure with a 

central nanotube. As we move away from the tip, due to competing growth and etching 

of the surrounding graphite sheets, the aspect ratios of these nanostructures change 

eventually giving nanopipettes. One such an electrode was carefully coated with epoxy 

such that just this region of nanostructures with varying aspect ratios pipettes were 

exposed to the solution (Figure 7.19). 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 7.19 (a) SEM image of array electrode containing cones with a central nanotube. 

(b) SEM image of nanopipettes about 2 mm away from the tip. 

Figure 7.20(a) shows the response of such an electrode to ImM Dopamine in 

O.IM KCI solution before and after treatment in 0.5 M H2S04 at a scanning window of 

2Y to -2Y. As seen in the figure , the peak separation (~Ep) before acid treatment was 

300 mY and after acid treatment was 100 mY. This is similar to what was observed for 

nanocrystals of graphite with edge planes exposed to the solution. The reaction for 1 

mM K3Fe(CN)6 in 0.1 M KCI was also reversible at the electrode surface and seemed to 

have a square root dependence with scan rate (Figure 7.20(b)). Thus, once again, the 

electrode was behaving like a macroscopic electrode. The diffusion boundary layers 

were overlapping, causing the electrode to have an electrochemical area equivalent to the 

geometric area. 
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Figure 7.20 (a) CV of 1 mM dopamine in 0.1 M KCI at 100 mV/s before and after 

electrochemical treatment in 0.5 M H2S04 at the nanopipette array electrode. (b) CV of 1 

mM K3Fe(CN)6 in 0.1 M KCI at 100 mV/s to 600 mV/s. Inset shows dependence of 

cathodic current with scan rate (Vis) /\0.5. 
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The area calculated again from this experiment was approximately equal to the 

geometrical area. This indicates that even though the pipettes are in an array form, the 

distance between each individual pipette was smaller than the boundary layer thickness. 

However, it seems certain from Figures 7.l8 and 7.20 that the nanopipettes are 

electrochemically active. 

7.5 Nanoarray sensor 

The distance between the pipettes could be further increased to get the response 

from each individual pipette. A very simple technique could be used for this by taking 

advantage of the conical morphology of the nanopipettes. The nanopipette array in a 

sample can be coated with a polymer such that only the top few tens of nm are exposed to 

the solution (in effectively, one would utilize the conical geometry of the nanopipettes to 

engineer the spacing between the exposed nanopipette tips). The diameter of the tip of 

the pipettes are only about 10-20 nm, while their base is about 1000 nm, hence, 

automatically, the tips of the pipettes are well spaced in the array (See Fig. 7.21). 
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Figure 7.21 Schematic of a closely spaced array of nanopipettes ( a) without coating and 

(b) with polymer coating. 

Figure 7.22 shows such an array of nanopipettes dip-coated with an insulating 

enamel. However, successful electrochemical measurements from these pipette arrays 

have not yet been achieved due to some practical problems of adherence of the enamel to 

the substrate. Using a polymer as an insulating layer between the pipettes may be a better 

solution due to the uniformity of coating achievable and control in the thickness of the 

coating. 
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Figure 7.22 SEM images of (a) an uncoated array of nanopipettes, sequential coating of 

the array with enamel (b) after I SI dip-coating, and (c) after second dip-coating. 

Heat treatment to remove the impurities associated with multi-walled carbon 

nanotubes such as amorphous carbon, graphitic particles and catalyst particles increases 

the peak separation for K3Fe(CN)6 analyte from 100 mY to 230 mY with an increase in 
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the volume specific capacitance [196]. This was attributed to the removal of impurities 

exposing only the basal planes of graphite, which is known for its slow electron transfer 

kinetics. Hence, one cannot really make use of the longitudinal area of carbon nanotubes 

for sensing because they are nearly inert. Thus, even when used as a paste electrode, 

carbon nanotubes rely on defects at their basal planes or the amorphous and graphitic 

particles for electrochemical response. 

To use carbon nanotubes as nanoelectrode arrays, they were grown on patterned 

silicon substrates, such that there were specific regions of the nanotube-bundles on the 

substrate [196]. The space between the nanotube bundles were covered by an insulating 

material, such that only the tips of the nanotube bundles were exposed. The nanotube 

bundles were separated sufficiently from each other such that they had non-interfering 

boundary layers. This type of a fabrication of a sensor requires several expensive steps of 

microfabrication. In comparison, carbon nanopipettes array sensors discussed above 

would require a simple and cheap process of dip coating in a polymer and curing. 

When used individually as a single nanoelectrode, carbon nanopipettes are 

expected to be more electrochemically active due to their reactive edge sites along their 

length, compared to carbon nanotubes, which have comparatively inert basal planes. 

Thus carbon nanopipettes have shown a promise as an interesting electrode material. 
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7.6 Summary 

NCG films synthesized by CVD exhibited high capacitance values and fast 

kinetics for adsorption-related electron transfer processes indicating the presence of a 

high density of exposed edge sites. This NCG electrode, when used as an 

electrochemical sensor, provides good CV peak-separation and response for dopamine 

and ascorbic acid in both KCl and pH 7 buffer solutions. The only surface treatment that 

was needed for a few electrodes was a one-time anodic oxidation in 0.5 M H2S04. The 

attractive features of this NCG material are the ease of synthesis, and the stable and 

reversible electrochemical response for catechols and quinones and their mixtures with 

others such as serotonin and ascorbic acid for extended periods of usage. The NCG 

material presents an interesting possibility for electroanalytical detection of neurological 

fluids in vivo. 

Carbon nanopipettes on the other hand have a similar edge-site dominated 

structure, because of which they gave a similar electrochemical response like NCG 

electrodes. However, to utilize their potential as nanoelectrode sensors, arrays of 

nanopipettes must be covered by insulating polymers such that only their tips are exposed 

to the solution and their diffusion boundary layers do not overlap. Such an array sensor 

is easy to synthesize because of the geometry of the nanopipette. Even when used as 

individual nanodes, carbon nanopipettes would be superior to carbon nanotubes because 

of their highly reactive edge-plane sites, compared to carbon nanotubes with inert basal

plane sites. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS 

Nucleation experiments were carried out to understand the path for diamond 

nuclei formation and the structure of the intermediate phases to diamond nucleation. 

Early stages of growth experiments were carried out to understand the kinetic 

mechanisms that control the morphology of diamond and graphite crystals. 

To study nucleation, large densities of carbon nanocrystals were synthesized on 

platinum wire substrates and their structure was extensively analyzed using electron 

nanodiffraction and theoretical simulations. The main conclusions from these studies are 

summarized below: 

• Most of the non-graphitic nanocrystals (~2-5 nm) had crystal structure different 

from cubic-diamond. They were identified as hexagonal diamond (lonsdaleite), 

fcc-carbon or bcc-carbon. Bcc-carbon was a new phase discovered in these 

experiments. 

• Simulations of electron diffraction patterns using Mac Tempas multi slice method 

from clusters of carbon atoms clearly eliminated the possibility of stacking faults, 

vacancies, or mixed Sp2 and Sp3 phases as being responsible for observing 

forbidden spots corresponding to the fcc-carbon or bcc-carbon phase. 
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• Using intensity ratios of electron diffraction patterns and calculated lattice 

parameters, the structures of fcc and bcc phases of carbon were hypothesized as 

possibly CHx phases with hydrogen incorporation within the carbon lattice. 

• Energy calculations (DFT) predicted a metastable phase of CH structure with 

lattice parameter of 0.358 nm, which matches the indexing and intensity ratios of 

electron diffraction patterns for fcc carbon. The new bcc phase discovered was 

explained possibly as a CH2 structure with a lattice parameter of 0.31 nm, which 

matched the experimentally determined electron diffraction patterns. 

• The metastable fcc and bcc phases (CHx phases) support previous theories on the 

possible role of hydrogen in diamond nucleation. 

• Nanocrystals of graphite synthesized were similar to bulk graphite in structure, 

but the surface sites seemed to have large edge-site density, as confirmed by 

electroanalytical surface chemistry. 

Early stages of growth studies for diamond were carried out using interrupted 

growth experiments and Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations. The main conclusions are as 

follows: 

• Experimental evidence for the change in morphology of a decahedral crystal to an 

icosahedral crystal was observed during growth, which supported previous results 

from theoretical studies. 

• Using KMC simulations it was found that the slow step-propagation of {Ill} and 

fast kink propagation at {lOa} sites lead to the formation of star-shaped crystals, 

characterized by dimples and additional {Ill} facets. The same mechanism 
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gives rise to dimples in an icosahedral crystal, which are commonly observed 

experimentally. 

• Fast step-propagation of {Ill} type sites, along with relatively fast kink 

propagation on {I OO} sites give rise to decahedral crystals. 

A novel morphological manifestation of carbon nanotube called carbon 

nanopipette were also synthesized. Carbon nanopipettes are made up of a central, 

uniform diameter, hollow core of 10-20 nm, with an outer conical shape. They are thus 

open-ended structures, with a base of a micron, and tip of 10-20 nm, and controllable 

lengths from 10 /lm to about 75 /lm. Growth mechanism studies for carbon nanopipettes 

can be summarized as below: 

• Carbon nanopipette growth begins with a central carbon nanotube, and because 

of simultaneous growth and etching of the surrounding helical sheets of graphite, 

they develop a conical morphology. 

• Depending on the competition between growth and etching, their aspect ratios 

can be controlled. Successful growth of nanopipettes in the form of arrays was 

accomplished by using thin films of platinum. 

Surface electrochemical characterization for nanocrystalline graphite and carbon 

nanopipettes resulted in the following conclusions: 

• Nanocrystalline graphite and carbon nanopipettes were both dominated by edge 

planes of graphite, due to which they exhibited reversible and stable 

electrochemical response for adsorption-related catechol and quinone electron 

transfer reactions. 
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• Nanocrystalline graphite also showed good sensitivity for an important biological 

compound, dopamine, in a mixture of neurological solutes at neural cell 

concentrations, demonstrating its importance as an in vivo sensor. 

• By taking advantage of their conical geometry, nanoelectrode arrays could be 

easily fabricated out of a synthesized array of carbon nanopipettes using a very 

simple method of dip-coating. Nanoelectrode arrays of carbon nanopipettes 

could be used for fast cyclic voltammetry. 
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CHAPTER 9 

FUTURE SCOPE 

The outcomes from this dissertation will directly impact three broad areas: the 

discovery of new phases of carbon, modeling the morphological evolution of crystals and 

nanostructures using Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations, and fluid sensing/delivery 

applications using novel nanostructures such as carbon nanopipettes. 

9.1 New phases of carbon 

Metastable phases of carbon with structures different from the known phases of 

diamond and graphite were discovered at the nanoscale. On the basis of lattice 

parameter, intensity ratios in diffraction patterns, and energy calculations, it is suggested 

that there may be hydrogen incorporation in the carbon lattices. This involves some 

unprecedented bonding for carbon and hydrogen, not known till now to exist. A direct 

evidence of hydrogen incorporation in the carbon crystal lattice would be desirable. If 

the newly discovered fcc and bcc phases of carbon could be synthesized in a 

nanocrystalline film form, then one could use neutron diffraction or electron recoil 

detection analysis to selectively detect hydrogen within the structure of these phases. 

The knowledge on the bonding state of carbon and hydrogen would also be of a 

lot of interest. Also, if such a structure of carbon and hydrogen were possible, a CHx 
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compound would be very useful as a light hydrogen storage material, and may be 

explored for fuel cell applications. 

9.2 KMC simulations for other materials 

KMC studies carried out as a part of this dissertation was successful in explaining 

the reasons for the appearance of dimples and additional faceting for star-shaped 

decahedral crystals and icosahedral crystals. The star-shaped crystals are also observed 

in other crystal systems like hexagonal boron nitride, gallium nitride, gibbsite as well as 

fcc gold, silver etc. (See Figure 9.1). It would be very interesting to apply these 

simulations to other covalent solids like gallium nitride and boron nitride, which have 

similar tetrahedral bonding. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 9.1 SEM images of star-shaped morphologies in other crystalline materials like (a) 

gallium nitride (cubic or hexagonal crystal) [courtesy H. Li], (b) hexagonal boron nitride 

[221], and (c) hexagonal gibbsite crystals [222]. 
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Recently, there has been an unprecedented interest in one-dimensional structures 

of various inorganic materials. The KMC simulations described in this work could be 

valuable for studying kinetic faceting of nanowires/nanotubes. Particularly, predictive 

modeling on the morphology of nanowires based on their growth direction could help in 

determining their properties and help in understanding their growth processes. For 

instance, it would be interesting to understand kinetic faceting of carbon nanopipettes 

with the goal to determine the necessary changes in growth conditions leading to higher 

aspect ratio pipettes. 

9.3 Smart drug delivery systems using carbon nanopipettes 

Nanocrystalline graphitic phases discovered as a part of this work (nanocrystals 

and nanopipettes) are both useful for in vivo sensing of neurological fluids. Nanopipettes 

were shown to be desirable as nanoelectrodes. The other advantage apart from 

electroanalytical sensing is drug delivery applications. These nanostructures can be 

synthesized in the form of arrays and when transferred onto polymer patches, they would 

be ideal for transbarrier fluid delivery due to their sharp tips and hollow internal 

channels. Research has shown that microscopic needles when pierced through the skin 

do not cause pain and increase the skin permeability four folds [223]. Using these 

nanoscale syringes, one can not only improve the permeability, but also permit the 

deliver drugs at a desired rate through the hollow channels. To achieve fluid flow 

through these nanochannels, one would have to come up with a pressure inducing 

mechanism. Studying fluid flow through these nanochannels would be a challenge by 

itself. The patch of nanopipettes would be attached to an electronic circuitry that can 
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create pressure to flow the fluid out of the pipette in the form of pulses. One could think 

of smart-nanobio systems, which can sense the drug level in vivo and simultaneously 

deliver fluids tbrough these pipettes depending on the need (see Figure 9.2). 

Thin Film 

Carbon "Nanopipette" 
AlTay 

Figure 9.2 Schematic of the proposed smart drug-delivery patch using an array of carbon 

nanopipettes. 
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APPENDIX 1 

PRIMARY PLANES OF DIAMOND 

(1) Diamond {lOO} surface 

This plane is characterized by atoms bonded twice to the surface. Only one atom 

is needed to form a step on {lOa}. The interplanar spacing in {lOa} is equal to the lattice 

parameter of diamond, i.e. 0.3567 nm. Because of their symmetry, these surfaces are 

generally square in shape. 
Atoms bonded twice to 
the surface on {lOO} 

lOO} 

Figure Al.I Ball and stick model of the diamond {lOa} plane. 
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(2) Diamond {11I} surface 

Diamond {Ill} planes are characterized by atoms that are either bonded twice to 

the surface or atoms that are bonded once to the surface. Both these are indicated in 

Figure A 1.2. The distance between each {Ill} plane of diamond is 0.206 A. The 

stacking of atoms is ABC. At least three atoms are needed to form a stable cluster on 

{Ill} that is not capable of rotation. Because of their symmetry, these surface are 

generally triangular. 

Atoms bonded 
three times to 
surface 

Atoms bonded 
once to the 
surface 

Figure A 1.2 Ball and stick model of the two types of {Ill} planes with atoms bonded (a) 

thrice to the surface (b) with atoms bonded only once to the surface. 
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(3) Diamond {llO} surface 

The {II O} directions is considered the fastest growth direction, hence at the end 

of diamond growth {11O} planes are rarely seen. The surface is generally dominated by 

{lOO} and {Ill} planes. To form a stable step on {11O}, at least 3 atoms are needed. 

These planes have a rectangular shape. And atoms are bonded 3 times to the surface. 

Atoms bonded three times 

{UO} 

{llO} 

Figure A 1.3 Ball and stick model of diamond {II O} plane. 
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APPENDIX 2 

SEQUENCE OF DECAHEDRON CONVERTING TO ICOSAHEDRON 

A2.1 (a-d) Wire-frame model of a simulated sequence of five-fold twinned crystals 

converting to an icosahedral crystal by the addition of a stacking fault during growth. 
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APPENDIX 3-DECAHEDRAL AND STAR-DECAHEDRAL SIMULATIONS 

A 3.1 Space-filled model of the initial stages of decahedron growth till 1000 atoms. 
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A 3.2 Space-filled model of the initial stages of star-decahedron growth till 1000 

atoms. 
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